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SAMPLE ENTRY

EDUCATION
dropout rate declining in Arkansas
8/29/1B:4

This article appeared on August 29 and is found on page 5 of Section B in column 4.
AIDC
see Arkansas Industrial Development Commission

ARVAC
see poverty

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Brickell, Beth has Arkansas background 11/5/9E:7

ACTRESSES
see Actors and Actresses

ADKISSON, RICHARD B.
see also Arkansas State Police

ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
see Arkansas Administration Department

ADVERTISING
billboard act would require highway dept to seek easing of regulations 2/17/1B:2

ADVISORY GROUPS
see Citizens Advisory Committee

AERONAUTICS, COMMERCIAL
Adams Field must be expanded 4/17/6A:1
21 cities seek airport aid 6/20/1B:2
delay is growing problem for air travel 12/17/1E:1
supersonic jets 7/23/1E:1
see also airplane-accidents

AFRICA
emerging nations suffer growing pains 3/5/4E:1

AGED
Hot Springs Senior Citizens Center is pilot project 5/28/4E:1

AGED - MEDICAL CARE
cost, effect of Medicare assailed 12/17/5C:1

AGED - MEDICAL CARE
home health care available under Medicare 3/24/8A:5
nursing homes certified for medicare 1/12/5A:7
see also Hospitals

AGRICULTURE
encroachment of corporation worries NFU 3/19/16C:1
Fulton County farmers attend classes, watch dairy production go up 3/19/8C:6
proposed state department opposed by Farm Bureau 11/24/27A:1
see also Livestock and Poultry Commission Progress Report

AIR FORCE ACADEMY
see United States Air Force Academy

AIR POLLUTION
Little Rock problem is bad 3/26/1A:2
proposal would ban burning within ten miles of the city 5/21/1A:4
seminar looks at industry's role 8/9/3A:1

AIR TRANSPORT
see Aeronautics, Commercial

AIR TRANSPORTATION
see Aeronautics, Commercial

AIRPLANES - ACCIDENTS
see Aviation - Accidents

ALABAMA - GOVERNOR
see Wallace, Lurleen

ALCOHOL
see liquor
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL
COMMISSION
Bell resignation would be good;
governor says 8/24/1B:8
Williams appointment may give
board control to governor
12/14/1B:4

ALLILUEVA, SVETLANA
see
Stalina, Svetlana losifova

ALLISON, ED
see
Elections, 1968 - Special
Elections - Mississippi
County

AMBULANCE SERVICE
see
Medical Service

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Southwest district meet at Little
Rock 12/8/1B:3

AMERICAN LEGION
Eberts post supports Israel
6/16/3A:1

AMISH Mennonites
see
Mennonites

AMUSEMENT PARKS
Dogpatch creator, Al Capp,
attends groundbreaking
9/29/1A:4
Dogpatch economic study to be
made by Los Angeles firm
5/26/1B:5
"Dogpatch" idea was conceived
by Harrison businessmen
1/5/1B:3
Dogpatch image won't hurt state,
planner says 1/7/6A:2
Dogpatch image worries state
officials 1/6/1B:4
Dogpatch is big mistake says two
visitors to state 1/11/1B:2
"Dogpatch" park near Harrison
planned 1/4/1B:3
Dogpatch plans endorsed by
Harrison Chamber of Commerce
1/15/9A:3

AMUSEMENT PARKS
Dogpatch will be promoted by
State Publicity and Parks
2/23/1B:5
groundbreaking ceremony at
Dogpatch 10/4/8A:1

AMUSEMENTS
see
hobbies

ARBITRATION, INDUSTRIAL
see
strikes

ANCESTRY
see
Arkansas Genealogical
Society

ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY
see
Ramsey, Arthur Michael

ARCHEOLOGY
Indian burial site unearthed
above Beaver Lake
8/20/5E:2
legislation will preserve
history of state 2/12/5E:2
Peccary Cave research grant
awarded to University of
Arkansas 10/22/2C:5
survey program to save state's
artifacts begins 9/5/10A:2
see also
Indian artifacts

ARCHITECTS
state chapter asks non-
residents to maintain fees
11/19/1C:1

ARKANSAS-CONSTITUTION
see
Constitution - Arkansas

ARKANSAS, ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT
accounting bill not too high,
Mashburn says 11/18/5A:1
Bennett heads personnel division
10/13/4A:5
bill creating department passes
legislature 3/29/10A:7
ARKANSAS ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT
changes made to curtail paperwork 10/18/14B:8
complaints about system grows 10/6/1B:8
Frost may be barred from job 7/14/1B:5
Frost not barred by law, governor says 7/15/3A:1
four officials named 7/1/2A:3
Functions explained by governor 7/21/2A:1
Hogan heads department; Frost named consultant 7/20/1B:7
ARKANSAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
see also book prices
ARKANSAS SUPREME COURT
Butt will seek seat vacated by Ward 12/14/1B:3
Holt announces candidacy for seat 12/17/1A:4
sued by woman who claims she was libeled 6/2/1B:2
Ward will not seek reelection 12/9/7A:2
ARKANSAS A & M COLLEGE
AAUP censure will probably be imposed, spokesman says 5/14/5A:4
Davis may sue board, judge rules 6/8/18A:1
name change approved by board 12/1/1B:6
ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER
sculpture program described 4/16/4E:1
ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - EXHIBITIONS
"Elements of Design" is meant to be handled 10/8/3A:4
Eskimo primitive art 1/15/14A:1
toy display proves popular 12/31/4D:1
ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - PLAYS
court asked to stop prison play 12/1/1A:4
ARKANSAS ARTS CENTER - PLAYS
Look at All the Lonely People is Christmas offering 12/17/4A:5
Marat/Sade praised by Saturday Review critic 5/1/2A:4
Of Prisons and Men 11/5/1A:2
Of Prisons and Men abandoned by private group 12/9/7A:3
Of Prisons and Men postponed by board action 12/2/1A:2
Of Prisons and Men postponement protested by students 12/4/1A:2
Of Prisons and Men production by private group blocked by AAC board 12/7/15A:4
Of Prisons and Men use of Tucker inmates challenged in court 11/30/1A:2
Of Prisons and Men uses Tucker inmates 11/29/5A:1
Of Prisons and Men will be produced outside center, author says 12/5/1A:3
ARKANSAS ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
see also Athletics
ARKANSAS ATTORNEY GENERAL - RULINGS
capital punishment can be abolished by legislature 1/26/1A:3
city funds veto too late 3/1/1A:7
General Assembly may extend session but cannot draw overtime pay 1/24/1B:4
law necessary to call special election on Pulaski County Judge post 1/22/1A:2
see also subjects on which rulings were made
ARKANSAS BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
group formed to run center 3/8/18B:2
plans 500 bed hospital 9/24/1A:4
ARKANSAS BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
severance of ties with state
correspondence upheld by state
Supreme Court 10/31/1B:7
see also
Arkansas Baptist State
Convention
ARKANSAS BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
executive board votes re-
novation of headquarters
11/7/1B:2
federal aid argued again
11/8/1B:7
ARKANSAS BAR ASSOCIATION
annual meeting 1/15/4A:3
Rockefeller speech
1/21/5A:1
ARKANSAS BOYS TRAINING SCHOOL
ACTS report untrue, head
says 2/5/12A:1
bill to place under Welfare
Dept fails 2/7/1A:2
Brandon replies to criticism
of bill placing schools
under Welfare Dept
2/6/1A:2
desegregation order upheld
by U.S. Supreme Court
10/11/1B:3
see also
desegregation
Public Welfare Department
training schools
ARKANSAS BOYS TRAINING SCHOOL
(WRIGHTSVILLE)
Robbins named to board
5/19/1B:6
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S COLONY
expansion of facilities
includes 29 buildings
8/6/15A:1
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S COLONY –
ARKADELPHIA
Wingfield named director
8/13/23A:2
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S COLONY –
CONWAY
"Foster Grandparents" program
1/1/6A:2
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S COLONY –
CONWAY
rehabilitation facility ex-
pansion 2/22/4A:4
ARKANSAS CHILDREN’S COLONY –
MCRAE
bill transferring McRae property
to colony passes General
Assembly 3/4/6A:5
ARKANSAS COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
ASSOCIATION
award winners named 4/25/1B:2
ARKANSAS DAIRY COMMISSION
see
Milk Industry and Trade
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF ADMINI-
ISTRATION
see
Department of Administration
ARKANSAS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
Peterson named director
3/24/1A:4
ARKANSAS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ATA merger plans inch forward
6/1/15A:8
boycott begun by two Washington
County schools 11/3/1B:4
budgets for schools are losing
priority, Rozzell charges
3/5/20A:1 3/8/18:8
calls state meeting of teachers
to discuss bills in legis-
lature 3/16/1B:8
Elliot, Wyley J. elected vice-
president and president-elect
4/12/20A:2
English standards have little
value, teachers are told
11/3/1B:6
fiscal crisis in state budget
seen by Rozzell 2/23/1A:2
hardening of policy pointed out
by Rozzell 11/3/1A:2
humanities should be used to
fight youth seduction, Fadiman
tells convention 11/3/1B:3
merger deadline set by NEA
2/13/5A:1
ARKANSAS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
merger of staff with ATA is problem 8/6/7A:1
merger plans approved by NEA 7/6/1B:8
merger rules agreed upon 8/4/3A:1
opposition to free textbooks explained 1/25/10B:5
state skimping on schools, Rozzell says 3/9/1B:2
teacher salary raises not likely, Bell says 11/3/1B:8
teachers meet, vote for flat $500.00 per year salary raise 3/19/1A:5
youth today fine as ever, Pryor says 11/4/5A:1
see also
desegregation
education
schools
teachers
ARKANSAS FOLK FESTIVALS
see
Folk Festivals
ARKANSAS FOUNDATION OF ASSOCIATED COLLEGES
Bennett resigns director's post, Radcliffe named successor 12/30/5A:7
ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMMISSION
access to files denied GOP 4/8/6A:3
Arkansas Bar refuses to name hearing examiner 7/16/3A:1
audit bill delayed 3/29/10A:3
audit bill gets "do not pass" 3/30/2A:5
biologists will join staff 8/2/10A:1
board votes not to resign 6/1/1B:6
chairman Verl Hudspeth dies 10/19/10B:2
changes in game division 8/23/6B:1
ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMMISSION
commissioners are asked to resign 5/30/2A:3
commissioners file suit to prevent removal hearings 10/14/1A:4
commissioners' suit is attempt to hide facts, governor says 10/14/2A:3
denial of records to GOP will be investigated 4/11/1B:8
governor plans to oust commissioners at public hearing 6/3/1A:3
governor says he is not mad at anyone 6/14/1B:2
Hackler defended, denounced in House 3/2/5A:1
Hackler leadership denounced in House 3/1/2A:5
Hackler says GOP demanded patronage 6/6/4A:3
Hackler says no truth test needed 7/15/9B:7
Hailey says GOP was not denied access to records 4/14/1B:2
Hailey's explanation not satisfactory to GOP 4/15/8A:8
hearing on commissioners delayed 6/7/7A:4
hearing panel named 9/8/1A:3
hearing plans attacked by Farrel Faubus 7/7/1B:2
hearings set for December 9/20/1B:8
Johnson, Neal S. named to panel 10/31/4A:1
listing of beavers and muskrats as predators is protested 3/21/2A:6
Moss supports Hackler on G. F. positions 7/13/1B:2
official bought G & FC jeep, GOP says 2/8/5A:8
out of politics, but under attack 6/4/16A:1
ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMMISSION
polygraph test suggested by
Altenbaumer 7/14/15A:1
records are open, says chairman
4/13/1B:7
referee for hearing will be
named by governor 7/18/1B:2
sportsmen in southwest Arkansas
want G & FC status revised
3/5/4B:2
sportsmen urge charter panel
to keep commission indepen-
dent 6/24/8A:2
see also
Wildlife Management
ARKANSAS GAZETTE
extra constitutional issue
auctioned in New York
3/14/5A:2
extra constitutional issue
auctioned in New York for
$825 dollars 3/29/11A:4
4/2/15A:2
NLR man has 1835 issue reprint
of Jackson message
4/2/15A:6
ARKANSAS GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY
Mclane works hard on
genealogies 8/13/4E:1
ARKANSAS GIRLS TRAINING SCHOOL
(ALEXANDER)
board's action on Shepard
commended by governor
8/31/1B:2
cost per girl put at 2,458
dollars 5/20/7A:3
Shepard resignation was
requested by board
8/30/1B:8
Shepard resigns, Garrett
named superintendent
8/29/7A:4
ARKANSAS GIRLS TRAINING SCHOOL
(FARGO)
poor condition described
2/5/1A:2
ARKANSAS GIRLS TRAINING SCHOOLS
Payton highly qualified, AAUW
says 1/31/5A:1
Rockefeller may lose appoint-
ment 2/8/1A:2
see also
desegregation
Public Welfare Department
training schools
ARKANSAS HIGH SCHOOL PRESS
ASSOCIATION
see
Journalism
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY COMMISSION
approves betterment projects
4/27/3A:3
contracts awarded 4/27/1B:6
five-year program planned
4/27/1B:7 5/25/1B:7
projects approved 5/25/1B:6
 projects approved in 16
counties 3/23/3A:4
Taylor elected chairman
1/26/1B:7
see also
Arkansas Highway Department
roads
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY COMMISSION -
ASPHALT CASES
Bullion named to hear suit
12/6/1B:6
chancellor ordered to hear suit
4/4/1B:7
out-of-court settlement urged
by Judge Young 12/15/22A:1
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
see also
Arkansas Highway Commission
roads
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT -
AUDIT
bill introduced in House
2/25/5A:1
bill is killed by committee
3/3/18:2
ARKANSAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT -

AUDIT

bill is people's bill, authors say 2/26/2A:5
bill prepared for General Assembly 2/24/3A:1
chairman of AHC sees no need for audit 3/23/1B:2
resolution introduced in House calls for audit 2/23/4A:1
Rockefeller calls for
second audit bill killed by House panel 3/29/8A:7

ARKANSAS HISTORY COMMISSION
will seek new quarters on its own 4/14/1B:7

ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
ad campaign delayed at governor's request 4/20/3A:1
advertising switched to trade publications 10/28/2A:2
backs training plan for industry 12/1/21A:1
computers speed information to clients 2/19/1C:1
governor advises seeking better industries 5/18/25A:1
Hinkle resigns 8/17/1B:7
Millwee may be new head 8/17/1B:7
Millwee offered post 8/19/16B:5
Rockefeller receptions outside state helps AIDC, Millwee says 11/9/3A:1

ARKANSAS LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY
Camden site donated as home 3/10/1B:3

ARKANSAS LAW SCHOOL
history 7/23/5E:2

ARKANSAS LIBRARY COMMISSION
building fund bill killed in Senate 3/10/20B:1
building fund bill not dead, House refuses concurrence with Senate 3/11/1A:3
building funds bill passes House 2/28/10B:5
building funds not available, Rockefeller says 2/17/3A:5
building funds provided for, Rockefeller 2/18/10A:7
governor asked to include building in plans for special session of legislature 4/12/20A:7

ARKANSAS LIVESTOCK EXPOSITION
Byrd resigns as manager, Magness named to post 8/24/1B:6
record attendance 10/10/1B:5
special supplement 10/1/ track for racing being built 9/7/1B:8

ARKANSAS LOUISIANA GAS COMPANY
records set in 1966 3/15/10B:1
thrives under Stephens management 12/31/108:1

ARKANSAS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
mayor of Stuttgart attacks Rockefeller on city woes 10/31/2A:5

ARKANSAS NATIONAL GUARD
see U.S. - Armed Forces

ARKANSAS PARTNERS OF THE ALLIANCE
see Bolivia

ARKANSAS PENITENTIARY STUDY COMMISSION
approved by House 1/28/1A:2
approved by Senate 1/24/10A:3
audits favored for future, but not past 11/22/1A:2
bill signed by governor 2/1/1B:5
ARKANSAS PENITENTIARY STUDY
COMMISSION
changes for reform of prison
12/24/3D:5
change urged in basic purpose
of prison system 12/31/11A:1
four members oppose search
audit 10/25/8A:1
holds first meeting, accepts
aid from Osborne Association
3/19/1A:2
members named by bar 2/11/10A:1
members named by prosecutors
2/19/13A:6
most proposals in reform report
adopted 9/23/3A:6
reform plan of McCormick offers
new ideas 8/28/3A:1
reform plan tentatively
accepted 8/26/7A:4
report praised by expert
12/16/5A:1
summary of final recommendations
12/31/11A:5

ARKANSAS POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE
Hull retirement announced
1/31/5A:4
physical education building
sought by Tech boosters
12/6/1B:3
Pratt, George L. B., named
President 4/20/19A:5
reorganization of divisions
4/28/1B:8
Salmon relieved as football
coach, Dempsey replaces
3/18/1B:2

ARKANSAS POST
history 8/27/4E:1
ARKANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
annual report shows overall
growth 3/26/1C:3
Hunker Hill joins the atomic
age 11/26/4E:1
expansion in 1967 will cost
$57 million 1/13/20B:1
investing millions, Ritchie
says 4/28/158:1

ARKANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
plans $52.6 million in con-
struction in 1968
12/31/10B:2
plant using nuclear fuel will
be built 6/4/1A:6
power production begins at
Helena site 12/31/2A:1
Russellville selected for
atom generator site
8/23/18:5

ARKANSAS PRESS ASSOCIATION
elects officers 1/15/2A:2

ARKANSAS PUBLICITY AND PARKS
COMMISSION
Commissioner reveals stock
in land added to parks
system 1/8/7A:3

ARKANSAS REHABILITATION SERVICE
3,563 persons aided in
fiscal year 1965-66
1/11/4A:1

ARKANSAS RIVER
bacteria count too high for
swimming 3/24/20B:1

ARKANSAS RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT
barge line hearings continue
5/18/7A:3
barge lines applicants total
14 5/21/1C:2
barge traffic will reach 13.2
million tons, engineers say
5/19/26A:1
barges will mean sale of
Arkansas coal 5/16/2A:1
bridge work at Dardanelle,
Ozark not affected by funds
freeze 10/10/1B:3
bridge plans for Little Rock
revealed 11/29/1A:2
canal plans of Logan County
is controversial 7/23/6C:1
David D. Terry Lock and Dam
almost finished 12/21/1B:3
ARKANSAS RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT
delegation urges Congress to support timetable 5/2/12A:1
engineers suspend letting of contracts 10/7/10A:1
funds freeze not expected to delay project 10/13/12A:1
Lock and Dam No.1 completed 6/1/4A:4
Lock and Dam No.1 and 2 flooded 1/15/3A:4
navigation aids to guide ships in channel 4/30/1C:5
sand removal to cost 20 million see also Dams and Reservoirs port shipping
ARKANSAS RURAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION see also Teachers
ARKANSAS RURAL ENDOWMENT FUND see scholarships and loans
ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND garden planned for blind children 4/9/5E:2
space problem is acute 11/8/12A:4
ARKANSAS SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF Christmas program is work of Margaret Murrel 12/17/4E:1
ARKANSAS SESQUICENTENNIAL see Sesquicentennial, Arkansas
ARKANSAS SHERIFFS ASSOCIATION convenes 1/11/1B:2
hears speech by Secretary of State of New York 1/12/1B:4
McCormick says they were not aware ads were placed by gamblers 6/27/11A:5
recommendations make no mention of capital punishment 1/13/2A:2 see also Hawkins, Marlin
ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE
CCHEF avoids recommendation on status change 1/4/1B:5
Mullins says study needed before status change 1/7/3A:1
Rockefeller stand on status unchanged 1/6/1B:5
status change approved by House 1/12/1A:6
status change bill introduced in General Assembly 1/10/1A:6
status change bill will be signed by Rockefeller 1/17/1B:5
status change granted, name changed to Arkansas State University 1/18/1A:5
status change needed for prestige, backers say 1/11/1B:8 see also Arkansas State University
ARKANSAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION bills discriminating in use of funds will get no help, Ford says 1/26/18:6
budget reaches record high 6/13/2A:4
ARKANSAS STATE HOSPITAL new program is "lighting the way" 9/3/40:1
Troxell hits political appointments 5/2/3A:3
ARKANSAS STATE POLICE appropriation bill approved just prior to adjournment of legislature 4/1/1A:2
appropriation bill deadlocked in legislature 3/31/2A:1
Baptists at Warren give standing ovation following release of Davis from jail 12/8/2A:4
Burger quite police commission 5/11/1B:4
Burger resignation explained by governor 5/12/1B:6
ARKANSAS STATE POLICE
commission wants change in law to allow Davis to serve 12/20/18:7
computers will aid work 9/17/16A:1
Croxton says GOP uses PR against court in Davis case 12/15/5A:3
Davis action similar to Gestapo, Adkisson says 12/29/18:2
Davis appointment awaits residence ruling 6/29/3A:1
Davis appointment challenged in court 8/2/18:8
Davis appointment may tie up salaries, Jones says 7/29/7A:2
Davis appointment validity before court 8/22/18:7
Davis appointment will be challenged 7/6/4A:1
Davis approval by court will be appealed 9/2/3A:2
Davis eligibility case will be expedited 11/21/18:6
Davis eligibility defended by his lawyers 11/18/5A:3
Davis eligibility question appealed to state supreme court 10/3/18:7
Davis eligible for post, circuit judge rules 9/1/1A:2
Davis explains reason for withholding name of informer 11/25/3A:6
Davis files reply in court case involving jailing 12/30/1A:4
Davis freed from jail by state supreme court 12/7/1A:6
Davis jailed because he won't reveal name of informant in gambling case 12/6/1A:5
Davis named head 6/28/18:8
Davis ouster urged by Purcell 11/11/2A:3

ARKANSAS STATE POLICE
Davis sworn in 8/2/18:7
Davis says he is not on a moral crusade 10/19/24A:3
Davis stand on informants backed by state law officers 12/8/18:6
Davis stand on naming informant has solid support of lawmen 12/26/1A:4
Davis voter registration explained 8/9/18:2
Faubus says Davis sympathizers in jailing off base 12/7/3A:1
funds held by Administration Department, officials say 9/23/2A:1
funds will be released 12/8/125:5
Hurst bill would abolish CID 3/29/1A:4
Hurst, Jones predict trouble for Davis bill 12/20/18:8
jailing of Davis blasted by state representative Meers 12/6/2A:3
jailing of Davis has political implications 12/10/3E:5
jailing of Davis hit by LR Chamber of Commerce 12/10/22A:1
jailing of Davis hit by Rockefeller 12/6/1A:5
Kirby claims support for his stand 12/8/4A:5
Kirby named appointees who picked grand jurors in Davis case 12/7/25A:1
laboratory work will be done free by Camden Manufacturing 11/8/18:4
Lindsey announces retirement 6/2/1A:4
Lindsey will remain as director, Ralston says 4/19/18A:3
ARKANSAS STATE POLICE
political activity ordered
ended by Rockefeller
1/21/1A:3
reaction against jailing of
Davis mounts 12/7/2A:3
residency requirement is
political 7/13/12A:1
Senate defeats Hurst bill
3/30/16A:1
supreme court rules Davis
ineligible for police post
12/19/1A:6
transcript of hearing in
Kirby's chambers 12/7/10A:1
see also
Davis, Lynn
gambling
law enforcement

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
audit shows discrepancies
4/23/24A:1
barracks shakedown called off
on advice of Lynn Davis
10/26/16A:1
Barron hired as physician
for both prisons 9/2/2A:3
Barron reports foul meat
12/4/19A:1
bill to remove governor's
right to fire officials is
withdrawn 2/17/2A:2
bill would remove governor's
right to fire officials
2/7/2A:4 2/11/1A:6
Bishop and Murton swap charges
7/6/1A:3
Bishop, Murton differ sharply
on reform ideas 8/24/4A:1
Bishop named to minor post
to qualify for month's paid
vacation 12/31/1A:3
Bishop resigns superintendent
post 11/2/1A:2
blood buyer defends setup
3/29/11A:1
blood plasma program being
reviewed 5/4/3A:6
blood program run by non-
profit organization
9/1/1B:4

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
blood program to be handled
by non-profit firm
8/3/1B:2
board will handle problems,
governor says 5/21/1A:2
Booher, 3 wardens fired
2/4/1A:6
Booher firing explained by
governor 2/8/1B:5
Booher was fired because lives
were in danger, governor says
2/7/1A:4
bronzines are abolished
5/19/1B:3
brutalities were mentioned in
court suit in September
3/33/1B:2
Bruton arrested on punish-
ment charges 6/14/1B:8
building funds recommended by
legislative committee
3/2/13A:1
business chief retired by
board 7/13/1A:5
CID report (excerpts)
1/18/4A:1
CID report goes to Holmes as
Prosecutor 1/18/1A:4
CID report will be released
1/16/1A:7
commutation for maid sought
by Bishop's sister, governor
says 'no' 3/31/1B:2
compromise agreement on Murton
application disputed
12/12/1B:5
conditions are sordid, Murton
says 5/7/1A:3
corporal punishment used by
Arkansas and Mississippi only
2/17/1A:4
corporal punishment will be
abolished, Murton says
2/15/1B:4 2/20/1A:2
correction department needed,
Murton says 6/15/1B:8
court hears testimony from
young convicts on whipping
1/27/1B:3
Crank says council found
Cummins clean 11/4/9A:4
ARKANSAS STATE PRISON

crop management contract invalid, attorney general says 5/12/3A:1

crop management contract invalidation creates problem 5/17/14A:1

crop management contract probe asked by legislature 3/30/2A:7

crop management opinion saved state money, Purcell says 5/19/1B:5

crops managed by Hartz Seed Co 3/18/5A:1

court asked to stop play by Arkansas Arts Center 12/1/1A:4

Cummins officials deny interference at Tucker 7/1/5A:1

Cummins officials harass Tucker, Murton says 6/30/1B:7

Cummins prisoners strike, cite poor food 4/10/1A:3

Cummins strike by Negroes grow 4/12/1B:6

Cummins strike was reported to governor by press 4/11/1B:5

Cummins strikers return to barracks 4/15/2A:4

Cummins trusty shot during strike 4/13/3A:1

Cummins white prisoners end strike, Negro inmates begin another 4/11/1B:7

drug ring, filthy conditions revealed by doctor 11/1/1B:6

escapees wounded by police fire 5/21/1A:2

escapes fault of trusty system, Murton says 5/20/1A:2

escapes grow in number 5/20/1A:2

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON

Faubus says report withheld from him 2/3/21A:7

five inmates escape 2/6/1A:3

four inmates escape 1/16/1A:6

four prisoners escape Cummins 10/29/1A:7

General Assembly moves for probe 1/17/1A:6

General Assembly probe moves get mixed reactions 1/18/12A:1

"good time" rules change brings unrest to Cummins 11/12/3A:1

government check not received, trustee suspected 11/8/1B:2

governor admits error in criticism of Murton 11/1/1B:3

Hale dismissed from attorney general staff following release of report 1/17/2A:5

Hale gives reasons for release of report on abuses 1/16/1A:7

Haley visits farms, hears inmates 1/28/2A:3

housing badly needed 5/20/2A:1

immediate investigation called for by House 1/19/1A:1

inmate use in Arts Center play challenged in court 11/30/1A:2

inmates hosed down, Bishop says 4/16/4A:7

inmates now are met with tests and advice 6/9/1B:3

investigator posed as convict 5/17/1B:2

investigator says he personally used strap on prisoners 1/28/3A:1

legality of use of strap taken to federal court 1/18/1B:2

legislative investigators named 1/21/2A:3

legislators find Tucker improved, but not enough 2/15/18B:1
ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
legislators tour prisons, say conditions are better 7/28/4A:2
life intolerable, inmates tells U.S. court 6/13/1B:7
Lincoln County grand jury investigated him, Dr Barron says 11/30/4A:4
Lincoln County grand jury probes drug charges 11/24/3A:2
Lincoln County grand jury raps Dr Barron, indicts no one 11/29/2A:4
liquor smuggling charges placed against trusty 1/20/18:3
manufacturing industry desirable, board says 2/4/1A:6
manufacturing of supplies at prison endorsed by board 11/2/1B:7
Mike Douglas Show criticizes 11/16/1B:5
Morrow escapes, wife says she paid guard 7/8/1A:4
Morrow, Clair Ann given suspended sentence for aiding escape 7/11/1B:5
most prisoners ready for probation, report says 7/15/3A:4
Murton and prisoners join to clean up situation 3/2/1B:4
Murton application for superintendent opposed by 3 board members 12/1/1A:5
Murton application for superintendent's job turned down by board 12/7/1B:7
Murton applies for job of superintendent 11/21/1B:2
Murton complains of supply delays 10/5/3A:1
Murton has 100 per cent support of governor 10/31/2A:3
Murton is logical person to succeed Bishop, governor says 11/28/5A:3

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
Murton libeled them, inmates say 12/4/2A:1
Murton named acting head 12/29/1A:2
Murton named head of Tucker 2/14/1A:5
Murton says he will take over as acting superintendent 12/13/19A:6
Murton to fill top spot, Scott says 12/14/1B:2
Murton vows elimination of strap, gambling 12/28/9B:8
Nelson insists prison conditions good 2/17/1A:6
officials charged as a result of inmate whipping 2/3/3A:6
officials charged with excessive punishment 1/28/1A:2
officials released on bond 1/31/1B:2
Oregon governor considers extradition of convicts 2/15/180:3
Oregon prisoners will return to state 7/13/2A:1
Oregon will extradite convicts 2/18/6A:3
pardons and paroles 1/5/14C:1 1/6/1B:2
2/2/9A:1 3/2/14A:1
4/6/12A:2 5/4/17A:1
6/8/10A:1 7/6/18B:1
8/3/10B:1 9/7/8A:3
10/5/23A:3 11/2/9A:7
12/8/13A:7 penitentiary investigation committee of legislature reports on conditions 2/17/1A:6
personnel hard to hire because of remote location 9/7/3A:1
ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
petition circulator sought job for himself, Scott says 12/1/18:8
petitions ask denial of job to Murton 11/30/4A:1
photographs of Tucker Farm 3/4/22A:1
play entitled Of Prisons and Men depicts Life at prison 11/5/1A:2
Porter, Harold A. named warden 3/16/2A:3
potential far exceeds actuality, Dr Beto says 4/30/1A:4
Price says real changes made at Cummins 11/5/3A:1
probation could make prison more effective 5/4/3A:5
probe began when Bruton left for funeral 1/20/1A:4
proposal to abolish Tucker considered 7/15/6A:1
prosecutor says probe hampered by lack of laws 1/29/3A:1
"powder keg" convict tells reporter 1/22/1A:2
protest prison escapes, KAAY urges 5/20/2A:7
reforms agreed upon 2/9/4A:1
Rockefeller meets with Bishop, Wood on problem 1/19/1A:4
Rockefeller, prison officials agree study is needed 1/20/1A:3
rules are formalized by board 4/6/4A:5
Sadler says most complaints are lies 1/17/9A:5
search audit endorsed by governor 10/27/2A:5
search audit opposed by board because of cost, Wood says 12/1/3A:1
segregation cited by Coleman, law requires it officials reply 12/6/18:7
shocking situation, Rockefeller says 1/15/1A:5

ARKANSAS STATE PRISON
sit-in staged for $1.00 gifts 12/28/18:2
strap is prohibited by federal judges 6/4/1A:7
strap use banned by Bishop 12/29/11A:2
Talley released over protest of Bishop 4/6/16A:1
torture and other abuses revealed by CID report 1/17/1A:5
torture reported by Hale 1/16/1A:6
Tucker food service is managed by Mrs. Crawford 10/12/18:2
Tucker is improved, inmates say 7/20/11A:1
visits to Tucker restricted to Sunday 2/22/14A:2
warden fired for drinking, smoking in church 10/5/3A:4
White County felony cases postponed until report of prison conditions is made 1/20/1A:3
whipping of inmates seen by governor's aide 7/29/2A:4
worst offenders selected to be sent to Tucker, inmate says 12/13/19A:1
young offenders are problem at Tucker 3/5/22A:1
see also Arkansas Penitentiary Study Commission

ARKANSAS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
bill renaming college goes to governor 1/17/18:8
name changed to State College of Arkansas 1/19/12A:6
see also State College of Arkansas

ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
half of graduates are teachers 1/18/2A:3
history of efforts to achieve University status 1/22/10A:1
1/23/7A:1
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
politics and financing
1/22/3E:1
spring enrollment drops
2/14/10A:7
Stephens, Witt praised for
help in status change
1/26/5A:7
student charged in marijuana
case pleads guilty
4/25/3A:3
students, faculty arrests in
marijuana case described
4/22/3A:1
students, faculty charged in
narcotics raid 4/18/5A:1
see also
Arkansas State College
ARKANSAS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
see also
desegregation
ARKANSAS TERRITORIAL RESTORATION
lizard house mantlepiece now
in collection 6/28/1B:3
ARKANSAS TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM
see also
Tuberculosis
ARMAMENTS
see
disarmament
ART
architects encourage art in
state 4/30/5E:2
Arkansas State Festival of
Arts lists North Little Rock
winners 5/6/9A:5
Arkansas State Festival of
Arts opens 4/30/18A:1
Arkansas State Festival of
Arts winners 4/30/5C:1
Hendrix College show has
psychedelic look
9/24/18A:1
Patterson, Ralph has 1-man
show at age of 18
1/8/15A:4
Saline County artists exhibit
9/24/4E:5
ART
Sorenson is well-known for
cartoons 1/21/5E:2
'Upward Bound' exhibition
at Philander 1/13/1B:3
see also
Arkansas Art Center
arts and crafts
ART AND ARTISTS
Bing, David paints animals
in whimsical way
7/23/14A:4
Brewer, Edwin (feature article)
5/14/5E:2
Delta Exhibit brings new
artists, styles 11/9/17A:1
handicapped artist, William
Shoemaker, wins major
awards 10/29/5E:2
Lumpkin described as 'artist's
artist' 6/25/3A:2
Mack, Roger chosen for national
award 11/18/1A:3
modern primitive, Jack Clamon,
has NLR exhibition 10/13/20B:1
Russell, Betty Dortch is one
of state's top artists
3/12/5E:2
ARTHRITIS
therapy offers new hope
5/14/4E:1
ARTIFACTS
see also
Museums
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
Syncom system at Benton checks
weather 9/6/2A:4
ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES - COMMUNICATION
plans revealed 6/4/1E:1
ARTISTS
see
Art and Artists
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Ozark Frontier Trail Festival
scheduled 9/24/6E:2
ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY
see
taxation, property
ATHLETICS
AAA rules Negroes transferred to white school ineligible to compete 9/22/18:2
AAA tables proposal on transfer rules 11/3/28:3
AAA told to modify rules on transferring Negroes 12/8/3A:2
AAA transfer rules challenged in court 10/6/13A:1
Little Rock school ordered to let Negro play despite AAA rule 10/14/2A:1

ATOMIC BOMB
see radiation

ATOMIC ENERGY
see also
Arkansas Power and Light Company

ATOMIC WARFARE
see also
Great Decisions

ATTORNEY GENERAL, ARKANSAS
see
Arkansas Attorney General

AUTHORS, ARKANSAS
Arkansas Writers' Conference awards 6/7/4A:1
Carson, Charles biographical sketch 1/15/5E:2
Ford, Edsel wins Dylan Thomas award 4/14/8A:4
Ft Smith named center of poetry 5/7/1C:3
Harris, Etta Caldwell named laureate by poet's group 3/19/9E:3
Pen Pointers of Springdale are successful writers 1/22/4E:1
poets will mark their day 10/8/5E:2
Poets' Roundtable names 33 winners 10/15/14A:6
see also books

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
see
driver education

AUTOMOBILE INSPECTION
see
highway safety

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
see
Insurance - Automobile

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION
bill changing system gets "do pass" 2/22/8A:5
bill to cut license tag fee defeated 1/31/14A:1
black market license operation described 11/15/2A:6
black market of licences revealed 9/16/1A:3
buyers of 1968 tags must stand in line 9/24/6A:2
Conway firm is only bidder on tags 8/12/3A:7
current employees of 2 revenue offices cleared of fraudulent sales 9/21/18:2
dealer license tags abuse revealed 10/27/3A:7
decals for trucks save state $64000 dollars 4/14/18:4
Feldl fears new system may cause revenue loss 11/25/5A:6
list of low-digit tag owners 1/15/8A:7
list selling not halted by General Assembly 4/8/5A:1
lists are sold to Polk Company 2/22/18:4
new system goes into effect 12/3/3A:1
permanent license plate bill clears House 2/28/10B:1
permanent tag bill passes Senate 3/28/10A:3
permanent tag bill signed by governor 3/31/12B:5
prestige tag procedures outlined 4/2/3E:5
prestige tags to cost 10.00 dollars 3/8/2A:5
sales of lists may be stopped 2/23/12A:4
trucks to get permanent plates or decals 4/11/1B:3
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION
  2 years license passes House
  1/26/5A:1

AUTOMOBILE SAFETY
  see
    highway safety

AUTOMOBILES
  restoring old Fords is hobby
  of North Little Rock man
  4/2/16A:3

AUTRY, MRS. L. H.
  see
    elections, 1968 - special
    elections - Mississippi
    County

AVIATION - ACCIDENTS
  air safety is growing problem
  12/10/1E:1
  see also
    Melton, Marvin
BALLOT
see elections

BANK ROBBERIES
see crime and criminals

BANKING
see banks and banking

BANKRUPTCY
cases filed in Arkansas showed increase in 1966 1/8/14A:1
debt load in Arkansas 7/30/1C:5
more debtors resorting to bankruptcy in state 11/5/14A:1
see also credit

BANKS AND BANKING
accounts cannot be shifted to window, says attorney general 4/18/1B:2
Clarksville, Arkansas State Bank approved 1/10/11A:1
Clarksville gets second bank 3/12/2C:6
deposits in state-chartered banks top 1 billion 11/3/1B:8
FNB of Magnolia seeks 940,000 dollars lost by Blewster's acts 5/3/18B:1
Federal Reserve at Little Rock moves to new building 10/8/4E:1
Piggott group denied charter 10/5/1B:4
State Banking Law Study Commission members named 3/22/1B:7
unencoded checks will be treated as non-cash items 4/29/7B:2
Union National plans 20-story building at Little Rock 2/19/1A:2
Union National will not join Capitol Place district 3/30/20A:1

BANNERS
see flags

BAPTIST CHURCH
decision on medical center appealed to state Supreme Court 3/11/9B:7
Immanuel Baptist, Little Rock (history) 4/16/8A:3
Marshall Road (Jacksonville) desegregates, membership soars 10/25/10A:2
vote ceding control of medical center is upheld in court 2/21/18:7
see also Arkansas Baptist Medical Center Arkansas Baptist State Convention

BAXTER COUNTY
tank christened in honor of sales of war bonds in 1918 3/12/5E:2

BEAUTIFYING OF HIGHWAYS
see roads

BEAUTY SHOPS
see Cosmetology board

BEAVER DAM AND RESERVOIR
leak beneath dam no cause for alarm, engineers say 1/13/209:1

BECKER, J. BILL
see trade unions

BELLA VISTA VILLAGE
accused of discrimination 7/16/2A:7
refuses to say if it sells lots to Negroes 7/18/2A:7

BENTON
see also gambling

BENTON COUNTY
audit shows shortage in sheriff's office 3/10/18A:6
BETTING

see

gambling

BILLIARDS

amendment to bill planned

3/26/18A:3

money solicited to pass pool hall bill in General Assembly 3/17/13A:6

BIRDS

Cardinal is most common bird in state 10/22/48:2

BIRTH CONTROL

clinics gain popularity in state 3/18/88:4

see also

religion

BLANCHARD SPRINGS CAVERN

progress report 1/29/4E:1

BLAND, JAMES L.

named to federal post with ESD 3/14/4A:6

BLAYLOCK, LEN E.

see

Public Welfare Department

BLIND

answer telephone questions for IRS 7/30/3A:1

books and recordings serve reading needs 7/9/15A:1

see also

Arkansas School for the Blind Physically Handicapped

BLUE LAWS

see

Sunday Legislation

BOATS AND BOATING

see

canoes and canoeing

BOLIVIA

Arkansas partners of the Alliance program 11/2/12A:1

BONDS

Fayetteville defeats bonds which would have benefitted University 10/18/14B:5

Fayetteville mayor opposes industrial bonds 9/27/18:2

BONDS

Senate defeats bill calling for competitive bids 3/7/4A:1

BONDS - HIGHWAY

big issue planned by Rockefeller 3/21/1A:2

BOOK PRICES

Ford checking for possible overcharges on textbooks 11/17/15A:5

BOOKS

Allen, Roberta Ethridge God With Us 4/16/9E:1

Bearss, Edwen C. Steele's Retreat from Camden and the Battle of Jenkins Ferry 7/2/9E:6

Brinkley, Frances T. Etchings Across the Moon 6/7/17E:6

Burrow, Roy Douglas Ageless Ozarks 1/21/9E:4

Ferguson, John L. Historic Arkansas 5/28/3C:5

Fisher, George All Around the Farkleberry Bush 2/26/5A:1

Fulbright, J. William Arrogance of Power 1/22/1A:6

Fulbright, J. William Arrogance of Power (review) 2/5/9E:1

Greenway, Betty Reeves Where Life Finds Expression 12/17/9E:2

Gregory, Jack and Rennard Strickland, Sam Houston With the Cherokees 12/4/10A:3

Hadley, Patty, Ed., Discourses on Poetry No. 2 4/30/9E:4

Hall, Freda, The Spinner 10/15/9E:5

Harper, Frederick Top Form Book of Horse Care 3/12/9E:3

Muzumdar, Haridas T. Grammar of Sociology 5/7/16C:3

Nelson, Claud D. Religion and Science 12/24/9D:1

Plunkett, Marion Ed. Discourses on Poetry 1/19/9D:6
BOOKS
Simon, Charlie May Dag Hammar-skjold 4/16/9E:2
Stephens, Edna B. John Gould Fletcher 10/29/9E:5
Strate, May The Tree That Talks With God 10/1/9E:1
Terry, Adolphine Fletcher, Cordelia: Member of the Household 6/7/9E:1
Weibel, John Eugene Catholic Missions of North-East Arkansas, 1867 - 1893 8/19/7A:5
Whitehead, James T. Domains 10/15/9E:3
Wilder, Franklin Immortal Mother 2/5/9E:6
see also Authors, Arkansas
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Boy Scout Week observed 1/22/4E:1
BRAND NAMES
see trademarks and servicemarks
BRANDON, B. D. (DOUG)
see State Finance
BREIER, BERTHA
obituary 3/11/9B:3
BRIDGES
see roads
BROOKE, EDWARD W.
talks about Vietnam in Little Rock interview 12/4/1A:6
BROOKS-BAXTER WAR
see History-Arkansas
BROWN, HELEN GURLEY
has Arkansas background 11/19/4E:1
BUDGET - ARKANSAS
appropriations top 1.6 billion 5/19/1B:8
distribution of state funds agreed upon by Rockefeller, Budget Committee 2/15/4A:3
BUDGET - U.S.
state's share estimated at $729 million 1/29/9A:6
BUFFALO RIVER
battle for preservation not won yet, head of Ozark Society says 4/9/3A:7
bill to preserve river in natural state introduced in Congress 1/31/1A:5
book describes scenic wonders 7/16/4B:1
cleanup float 7/30/16C:2
cleanup float is huge success 8/20/4B:1
dam opposed by Rockefeller 9/2/1A:6
dam proponents are disgusted by congressional delegation support of wild river bill 2/1/1B:2
dam proponents do not attend White River meet, "biding time" spokesman says 12/10/4C:3
dam proponents refuse to give up 3/2/1B:8
foe of park plan seeks delay of bill 3/8/4A:2
BUFFALO RIVER
Hammerschmidt bill contents revealed 3/8/1A:5
Hammerschmidt working on bill to designate national wild river 2/16/1B:4
National River status approved by Advisory Board on National Parks 12/17/24A:1
Newton County residents organize to fight national river plan 3/15/1B:2
state parks agency balks at donating land for national river 3/15/1A:2
state parks agency clarifies stand on land for national river 3/17/22B:5

BUFFALO RIVER
U.S. won't pay for state park 4/21/12B:6
BUILDING CODES
see Little Rock
BULLFIGHTS
Ft. Smith has Portuguese fight 7/30/2A:5
BURIAL INSURANCE
see Insurance - Burial
BUSINESS FAILURES
see bankruptcy
BUTT, THOMAS F.
see Arkansas. Supreme Court
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
sheriffs association make no recommendation 1/13/2A:2
CAPITOL BUILDING (ARKANSAS)
marble on roof is hazard 2/28/1B:4
weak, crumbling Bryant says 1/24/1B:5
CAPITOL GROUNDS (ARKANSAS)
Revenue Building needs space for computers 4/20/1B:2
CAPP, AL
see
amusement parks
CARPENTER, ELIZABETH
feature article 3/19/4E:1
CARROLLTON (ARKANSAS)
history 10/8/5E:2
CARSON, CHARLES
see
Authors, Arkansas
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Little Rock priests fail to receive copies of new English canon 10/5/7A:3
road to sainthood is a long one 12/18/8B:1
see also Drane, James F.
CAVES
guano is mined in Newton County 4/9/18A:7
Newton County cave yields ancient bones 10/22/2C:5
CEMETERIES
Woodlawn ordered by Securities Commission to withdraw funds from savings firm 5/24/1B:7
CENSORSHIP
see
immoral literature and pictures libel and slander
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
studies woes of the world 8/20/1E:1
CHARITIES
Pine Bluff Negroes challenge bias in United Fund 12/8/20A:1
CHARITIES, PUBLIC see Public Welfare
CHARIVARI see manners and customs
CHEMISTRY see American Chemical Society
CHILD ABUSE
Eubanks charged with manslaughter for failure to provide medical aid 3/9/18B:5
Eubanks tried in death of son 4/20/15A:8
Eubanks wins acquittal 4/21/18B:8
CHILD CUSTODY
Swindle, Gerald agrees to leave Little Rock 2/24/19A:3
Swindle, Gerald and wife arrested for disturbing peace 2/15/18B:2
Swindle, Gerald arrives in Little Rock to keep eye on child 1/8/12A:7
Swindle, Gerald charged with disturbing peace 1/24/5A:7
Swindle, Gerald keeps too close watch on former wife, host says 1/14/2A:4
Swindle, Valerie awarded custody of child 6/6/3A:4
Swindle, Valerie moves Sharon to Little Rock 1/7/3A:2
Swindle, Valerie will remain in Little Rock to await court ruling 1/10/18B:2
CHILD WELFARE DIVISION, PUBLIC
WELFARE DEPARTMENT budget oversight hampers work 8/10/18B:6
CHILDREN
Arkansas appeal for Korean orphans 1/1/5D:1

CHILE see also Great Decisions
CHINA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC) communist writer looks at China 11/26/1E:1
map of trouble spots 8/20/12D:1
see also Great Decisions
CHRISTMAS first known Christmas card 12/13/26A:3
origin of trees as decoration 12/24/4B:2
St Paul Methodist Church of Little Rock has unusual tree 12/24/4D:1
see also hobbies
CHRONICLES OF ARKANSAS Bartlett was a town with frustrated dreams 2/5/6E:4
curch growth follows 1845 revival at Little Rock 12/31/6D:4
curch upheaval occurs in Little Rock in 1832 12/24/6D:4
Crittenden - Conway duel 7/2/6E:4
Eureka Springs has interesting history 9/10/6E:4
Futrell-Oldham controversy over right to governor's office 1/29/6E:4
General Assembly had first Negro members in 1868 1/21/6E:4
Houston, Sam goes to live among the Indians 9/24/6E:4
Little Rock and Ft. Smith Railroad 10/8/6E:4
Little Rock pioneer settlers 5/14/6E:4
Little Rock pioneers used Mill Creek 5/21/6E:4
Little Rock's first lady arrives in 1820
115/16:4
Little Rock gets first brick plant 6/25/16:4
Louisiana Purchase Territory described by Indian factor 8/27/16:4 9/3/16D:6
Marche plans began with letter to editor 2/19/16:4
medicinal eye water sold by McCowan 3/5/16:4
More, Elijah A. elected commissioner of public buildings 9/17/16:4
Mountain Meadows massacre 11/16:4
New Madrid earthquake came during bad year 8/6/16:4
New Madrid earthquake was lengthy 8/20/16:4
New Madrid earthquake was terrifying experience 8/13/16:4
Osage Indians get first Protestant mission 1/8/16:4
Philadelphia Exposition included Arkansas exhibits 10/29/16:4
provisional government deposed 11/26/16:4
Read, Ople tells about short life of the Prairie Flower 10/15/16:4
Red River raft 10/1/16:4
religion comes to Little Rock 11/5/16:4
Rogers has interesting history 10/23/16:4
Rorer, David dabbled in politics 5/28/16:4
Rorer's ferry was a Little Rock landmark 6/4/16:4
Searcy gold strike 2/26/16:4
Sevier votes against duel act 7/9/16:4
steamboating in pioneer Arkansas 7/16/16:4
telephone service comes to Little Rock 12/10/16:4
telephone service comes to Pine Bluff, Ft. Smith and Van Buren 12/17/16:4
Upham, Daniel P. heads Arkansas militia unit 12/3/16:4
Upham, Daniel P. makes a quick fortune in carpetbagger days 11/12/16:4
Upham, Daniel P. sets up new enterprises in Arkansas 11/19/16:4
Washburn, Abigail Woodward wrote treasured letter 4/16/16:4
Washburn, Cephas recommended Louisia Clark as teacher 3/19/16:4
Washburn, Edward P. was well-known painter 3/26/16:4
Washburn, J. Woodward describes battle of Pea Ridge 4/2/16:4
Washburn, J. Woodward goes to capital as Secretary of Cherokee group 4/30/16:4 5/7/16:4
Washburn, J. Woodward writes from Indian council 4/23/16:4
Washburn letters give insight into family history 4/9/16:4
Watkins family were Little Rock pioneers 3/12/16:4
Wheeler, Ames arrives at Little Rock 6/11/16:4
members uneasy about social role of church 1/23/16A:6
unleavened bread baked by Crossett women 3/26/16E:1
CHURCHES
see also
Baptist Church
Methodist Church
Presbyterian Church
religion
CHURCHES UNITED AGAINST GAMBLING
see also
gambling
CIGARETTES
see
smoking
CITIES AND TOWNS
Arkadelphia saves money with manager 7/2/1C:2
Bauxite residents plan to move 6/25/16A:1
Bauxite will cease to exist after 1969 6/22/1A:2
Eureka Springs vote on change in government ordered
9/9/3A:1
fireman's bill defeated in Senate 2/23/5A:1
Ft. Smith has problems with new city government
4/30/10A:1
Ft. Smith votes city administrator form of government
3/29/10A:1
funds increase not guaranteed by Stabilization Act
3/31/1A:3
funds increase voted by Senate 2/2/1A:6 3/29/1A:3
Hot Springs model city plans hit snag 4/13/1B:5
Little Rock growth illustrated by post office figures
10/29/1C:1
Little Rock has a deficit in capital improvements program
2/1/20B:1
Little Rock - North Little Rock file joint application for model cities program
4/30/21A:1
Lonoke judge gives city a park 7/24/1A:4

CITIES AND TOWNS
Mabelvale seeks incorporation 5/14/6A:1
Maumelle may not be developed as result of insurance ruling 8/5/2A:2
model city planner says Arkansas offers space 6/30/1B:3
North Little Rock foes of model city will fight 4/10/5A:1
North Little Rock mayor says city can't afford annexation 10/22/3A:1
North Little Rock mayor urges annexation 10/29/20A:1
Pine Bluff seeks "model city" designation 4/20/1B:5 4/21/1B:2
Springdale annexation bill passes legislature 3/30/3A:1
Springdale seeks annexation of land in Benton County
2/15/11A:7
turnback bill recalled from governor 2/17/3A:4
turnback funds act goes to court 3/9/4A:4
turnback funds increase bill signed by Secretary of State 3/2/7A:3
turnback funds increase veto too late, Purcell rules 3/1/1A:7
turnback funds increase vetoed 2/28/10B:4
turnback funds increase voted by General Assembly 2/8/1A:3
turnback funds issue probably will not go to court 3/4/12A:3
turnback funds issue will go to court 3/3/2A:4
see also
Arkansas Municipal League city planning
metropolitan areas
CITIES AND TOWNS

see also
model cities
name of town

CITIES, MODEL

see
model cities

CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
helpful criticism given governor 12/16/5A:3
sets 1st meeting amid griping 12/8/1B:2

CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE
Arkansas group provides service 10/29/5E:2

CITIZENSHIP

see
naturalization

CITY PLANNING

Brinkley defeats Urban Renewal on second vote 5/17/2A:8
Little Rock Capitol Place backing urged 5/18/1A:2
Little Rock Capitol Place bonds will receive bid by New York firm 6/8/1B:7
Little Rock Capitol Place parking project abandoned 8/31/1B:7
Little Rock Capitol Place sparks dispute 6/1/1A:2
Little Rock may build toll expressway 9/3/1A:4
Russellville vote on Urban Renewal 1/8/1C:2
Russellville voters approve second Urban Renewal project 1/11/1B:7

see also
housing

CIVIL RIGHTS

Becker, and Kennedy named to rights committee 5/9/1B:2
Cableton loses appeal to state Supreme Court 10/31/1B:6
Helena policemen acquitted of brutality 6/15/3A:1

CIVIL RIGHTS

Lamb not reappointed to commission 1/6/1A:2
Monsanto of El Dorado settles bias case 5/10/2A:1
prisoner's rights not violated when force used to enforce orders, federal court rules 12/13/14A:1
SNCC workers tell why group faded in state 2/26/8A:1

see also
desegregation

CLAIRVOYANCE

see
spiritualism

CLARKSVILLE, PORT OF

see
Port of Clarksville

CLUBS, PRIVATE

see also
gambling

COAST GUARD, ARKANSAS AUXILIARY
activated 1/15/40:2

COCKRILL, STERLING JR

appointments may indicate ambitions for higher office 2/26/3E:1
addresses Assembly, WR in talk at Benton 2/16/7A:1
considering governor race 3/26/2A:5
Democrats floundering '12/8/10:7
Democrats must deliver in House, he says 1/22/3A:1
general assembly now political path upward for young Democrats 3/26/2A:1
ideas on legislative reform 11/12/26A:3
interested in governor's race if Faubus does not run 11/22/1B:5
COCKRILL, STERLING JR.
recommends for moder-
nizing Democratic Party
4/4/2A:3
rules House with fair, firm
hand 2/19/1A:4
slaps at Rockefeller will
build GOP 2/15/1B:8
unity plea made 5/28/6A:2

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
see
strikes

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Arkansas Careers helps keep
graduates in state
5/6/7B:1
class of 1967 enters a world
of conflicts 6/11/1E:1
300 turn out for Arkansas
Careers day at LRU
12/29/1B:5

COLLEGE OF THE OZARKS
AAUP censure continued
5/2/1B:3
gift of $50,000 from
Rockefeller 1/7/5A:8

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
bonds urged as way to get
building funds 12/16/2A:1
budgets pass House
3/9/2A:3
college space is near
capacity 8/25/3A:1
commencement programs
5/14/5A:1
comparison of tuition costs
at colleges in state
8/10/25A:2
effort to free fund bills
defeated 2/3/2A:1
enrollment figures released
by CCHEF 11/16/1B:4
enrollment in southern
colleges will almost
double by 1980 12/3/20A:1
funds totaling 4 million
sought in special legis-
lative session 10/23/2A:1

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Garland County defeats tax
for junior college
8/9/2A:8
grants for library materials
announced 6/16/1B:6
Hawkins articles explain what
a university is 1/4/4A:6
higher education in South shows
gain 2/12/13A:3
junior college aid gets
"do pass" in Senate
2/10/5A:1
junior college-technical
school bill passes Senate
2/14/10A:4
Negroes at schools in state
show increase 10/22/5A:1
record enrollments expected
8/27/12A:1
salaries of presidents approved
by general assembly
3/11/2A:4
salary raises of presidents
may be cut 3/3/2A:1
South shortchanged in research
grants, Mullins tells
Congress 7/18/1B:6
strengths of each school should
be emphasized in developing
schools, Murphy says
12/14/10B:4
study of state schools planned
by CCHEF 7/15/6A:5
3 million dollars asked by CCHEF
2/2/5A:1

see also
Arkansas College Publications
Association
Arkansas Foundation of
Associated Colleges
employees, state
name of school
scholarships and loans

COMMISSION ON COORDINATION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE
LRU merger not discussed because
of presence of press
11/22/4A:3
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COMMISSION ON COORDINATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE
see also colleges and universities

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
see Artificial Satellites

COMPOSITION (MUSIC)
Patricks are famous for Arkansas songs 7/23/6E:4

CONCEPTION - PREVENTION
see birth control

CONTRACEPTION
see birth control

CONDEMNATION OF LAND
see eminent domain

CONFEDERATE FLAG
see flags

CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION - ARKANSAS
campaign funds report 9/7/9A:1
employees listed 3/26/18A:7
freshmen Congressmen spend hectic first 2 weeks 1/22/3A:4
likely opponents listed 10/15/3E:1
meets with governor for informal talks on federal projects 12/22/1B:2
Ozarks funding vote is split 9/20/6A:2
Senators' votes on President's program 9/17/3E:5
votes on major roll calls 12/12/1B:7
voting patterns 9/10/3E:1
see also
Gathings, E. C.
Fulbright, J. William
Hammerschmidt, John Paul
McClellan, John
Mills, Wilbur D.
Pryor, David H.

CONSTITUTION - ARKANSAS
amendment repudiating state debt 8/13/3E:1
constitutional revision study commission approved by General Assembly 2/15/1A:5
constitutional revision study commission bill signed by governor 2/22/1A:3
proposed amendments selected by joint committee of House, Senate 2/24/18A:4
see also Constitutional Revision Study Commission History - Arkansas

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION - ARKANSAS
bill in General Assembly would call 1/12/1A:6
bill to call convention defeated in House 2/11/1A:5
bills in General Assembly take different approaches 2/10/22A:1
House committee named to work on convention 12/23/9B:4
State Chamber of Commerce endorses 6/7/1B:4

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION STUDY COMMISSION
AHC urges Mack-Blackwell for new charter 7/8/3A:4
ALC will study proposals 10/21/7A:1
annual session of legislature called a must 4/16/1A:4
changes suggested in bill of rights 4/15/9A:7
choice of provisions in new charter begins 6/25/1A:8
cities authority to tax should be strengthened 8/29/1B:7
CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION STUDY
COMMISSION

cities, counties need help 5/18/23A:1
cities, counties should be given new powers 10/13/2A:1
cities' tax limit should be abolished 9/1/1B:7 city, county power to tax should be increased 10/14/5A:4

constitutional convention recommended 12/3/1A:3
convention recommended by panel 5/21/1A:5
county reforms include small "legislature" 8/31/5A:1
county reforms suggested 8/24/1B:2
county-wide municipal courts proposed 12/2/12A:1
courts merger urged 6/18/5A:1
courts provision stirs debate 9/10/14C:1
courts studied by committee 5/7/2A:1
created 2/15/1A:5 2/22/1A:3
decides to take no stand on right-to-work, horse racing, and interest rate 9/9/1A:3

elected executive officers should be reduced to no more than four 9/19/3A:6

family courts creation recommended 5/17/1B:4
freedom of access to public business a must 8/25/1B:3

gambling foes, backers heard 8/25/7A:3
governor's power should be expanded 5/18/22A:1
governor's terms of four years recommended 8/3/1A:3

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION STUDY
COMMISSION

ignorance, apathy encouraged by constitution, witness says 4/21/3A:1
Indecision on need for convention hits some panel members 11/12/1A:2
interest ceiling discussed 8/26/5A:1
judicial changes recommended 8/4/1B:7
judicial posts should be appointive 7/22/2A:1
lawyer hired 3/19/2A:6
legislative seats for single districts recommended 9/23/12A:1
library millage increase called for 9/23/12A:3
McMath, Rockefeller suggest cabinet to govern agencies 4/29/1A:3
major changes suggested for charter 12/31/10A:4
meets at Winrock Farm 3/3/1B:6
members listed 2/22/8A:8

Nunn hired as chief research man 4/5/18A:2
obstacles and pressures in constitutional reform 5/21/3E:1
old charter hobbles progress of state 12/31/7A:1
open meetings of legislature and committees should be abolished 10/14/5A:7
organizational meeting 3/5/3A:1

panelists urge approval of their work 12/30/3A:1
pressure groups will be active 4/16/1C:1
printing should be done by purchasing agent, Kegeles says 4/19/1B:7
CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION STUDY
COMMISSION
report suggests make-up of
convention 12/10/2A:1
right-to-work, horse racing,
usury are included in
recommendations 11/11/1A:3
right-to-work law discussed
8/26/5A:7
Rockefeller supports convention
8/2/4A:1
Secretary of State should be
appointed 9/22/3A:1
suggested constitution
12/31/9A:1
tax changes recommended
7/29/2A:1
timetable calls for convention
vote in 1968 7/20/1A:4
unicameral legislature
suggested 4/28/1A:5
usury provisions are kept
10/15/3A:1
voting age should be lowered
5/14/1A:4
CONWAY COUNTY
conspiracy charges against
5 should be dismissed,
Hawkins says 1/22/2A:1
conspiracy charges are
dropped 1/24/1B:2
conspiracy charges should be
tried, defendants say
1/23/6B:1
see also
Hawkins, Marlin
CONWAY COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT
see
Public Welfare Department -
Conway County
COSMETOLOGY BOARD
bill called "vicious" by
governor 5/25/5A:7
board resignation called for
in effort to solve problem
5/26/5A:1
board resignations not
necessary, Purcell says
5/27/5A:3
COSMETOLOGY BOARD
board will cease to function
under 1967 law 5/19/1B:4
charges of politics in
appointments 3/7/4A:4
fund act causing controversy
is void, Purcell rules
5/30/1B:2
must stop functioning July 1,
attorney general rules
5/24/1B:2
COSSTOTOT RIVER
scenic river in Polk and
Howard Counties 3/19/5E:2
COST OF LIVING
up 66.2 percent since World
War II 2/12/16C:3
COURTS
lawyer says justice fails to
get attention 1/22/5A:1
COURTS - JURIES
bill for jury wheel defeated
in House 3/7/1A:5
bill for jury wheel gets
"do pass" 3/1/2A:7
COURTS, FEDERAL DISTRICT
COURT
Williams will succeed Miller
in Western District
4/7/1B:5
CRANK, MARION H.
50 Democrats meet, select
Crank as gubernatorial
candidate 3/30/16A:6
CREATION RESEARCH SOCIETY
see
evolution
CREDIT
debt load, bankruptcy soaring
11/5/1C:1
see also
bankruptcy
debt
CREDIT CARDS
see
credit
CRESCENT HOTEL
see
Eureka Springs
CRIME AND CRIMINALS

Adkins son calls for reduced charge in slaying, judge displeased 11/29/1B:5
alleged leader of crime syndicate arrested at Hot Springs 6/22/1B:2
Bailey, Luther dies 2/4/1A:7
bank robberies increase in state 7/29/10A:4
Commission on Crime and Law Enforcement named by governor 12/30/6A:5
cost to average family and to nation 5/21/1C:6
crime commission not needed, lawmen say 6/16/4A:1
Halfway House guidance program set up at Little Rock 9/24/14A:2
Hope House opens at Little Rock 5/6/3A:2
Hope House program is successful 11/27/11A:1
insanity must be ruled by court, not state hospital, state court rules 11/28/1B:6
Little Rock murders rise 80 percent in 6 months 9/15/16A:2

CRIME AND CRIMINALS

Little Rock rate increases, murder and rape decline 3/16/16C:1
Little Rock rate shows 16.5 percent rise 12/12/11A:3
Little Rock rate shows 36 percent rise 6/17/5A:1
Maxwell gets rehearing on bias charges 1/24/1B:7
panel on crime sought by lawmen 3/24/1B:2
rate is 8th from bottom for Arkansas 8/11/18:3
science aide police in war on crime 8/20/4E:1
urburban crime by youths is growing 2/12/4A:3
Walker case cannot be heard by Conway judge, state supreme court rules 6/13/1A:4
Walker case goes to Conway judge who claims Kirby biased 6/10/3A:1
Walker files petition in federal court 6/14/1B:7
youth juries effectiveness discounted 2/12/12A:1
see also Arkansas State Prison Civil Rights
DAIRY PRODUCTS
see Milk Industry and Trade

DALEY, RICHARD J.
history of terms as Chicago's mayor 6/18/1E:1

DAMS AND RESERVOIRS
attendance at federal reservoirs in state for 1966 1/8/3C:6
fees crimp Ozarks assets, congress told 11/8/4A:3
fees for private facilities postponed 11/7/1B:5
fees policy inconsistent, Hammerschmidt says 11/19/3E:5
fees will be opposed by state delegation 11/3/1B:5
fines imposed for not paying recreation fee 8/24/17A:1
Ozark sediment will be less than expected, experts say 10/5/4A:5
Wolf Bayou dam of smaller size proposed 11/26/1C:2
see also Arkansas River Beaver Dam and Reservoir Dardanelle Dam and Reservoir lakes recreation White River name of dam or reservoir

DARDANELLE DAM AND RESERVOIR
bacteria count too high for swimming 3/23/5A:1
see also parks

DARWINISM
see evolution

DAVIS, JANETTE
reviews career as singer 9/23/5A:4

DAVIS, LYNN A.
named consultant on highway safety 12/21/1B:2
see also Arkansas State Police

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
begins officially 4/29/1A:4
bill in legislature would keep state on standard time 1/14/2A:1
bill to keep Standard Time gets "do pass" in Senate committee 2/1/4A:4
broadcasters favor DST 1/21/5B:6
Chamber of Commerce favors 1/27/3A:6
house passes bill to retain CST 1/19/1B:8
Senate amends bill to provide for future change 1/24/1A:4
state may stand alone if it keeps standard time 1/24/2A:6
state will observe daylight saving time 4/1/3A:4

DEAF - EDUCATION
see Arkansas School for the Deaf

DEATH PENALTY
see capital punishment

DEBT
adjusting by professional firms outlawed 2/10/2A:5
see also bankruptcy

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR
see bankruptcy

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (ARKANSAS)
candidates should be named by convention, Pilkinton says 6/30/1A:4
capitol democrats refuse to name steering committee 6/14/1A:3
Catlett refusal to call committee meet hit by 2 Democrats 12/14/1B:8
Catlett refuses to call meeting of committee 12/13/1B:7
committee named to revise rules 3/16/1B:7
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (ARKANSAS)

concern for party expressed
by Hamilton, Brown
12/12/18:4

convention method for choosing
candidates hit by Johnson
7/2/18A:4

effort made to patch split in
top ranks  6/15/18:2

Faubus says he did not know
Jernigan applied for job
4/27/18:6

floundering, Cockrill says
12/8/18:7

formula for party unity given
at Bentonville by reformers
5/7/5C:1

governor slights state, info
says 11/30/1A:5

"Info '68' attacks governor's
hiring of non-Arkansans
12/14/18:5

"Info" says state in worst
shape since 1930's
12/28/18:4

Jernigan may be new executive
secretary  4/20/1A:4

Jernigan rejected as committee
splits over secretary
4/26/1A:3

Jernigan withdraws application
for secretary  5/9/3A:1

Johnson, Jim hopes people keep
control of party  1/6/13A:3

Johnson, Jim memorandum
critical of Faubus
4/25/1A:4

Johnson, Jim memorandum draws
blistering reply from
Screeton  5/22/1A:4

Johnson, Jim sends second memo-
randum on secretary
5/19/1B:7

Johnson, Jim should be
ousted from party Croxton
says  11/19/1A:5

Johnson, Jim votes caused
lack of action by state
officials 6/16/1B:8

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (ARKANSAS)

legislature cooperated with
Rockefeller, Info '68
says  11/16/1B:2

Lybrand named executive
secretary  5/24/1A:7

majority party designation
bill passes Senate
1/25/8A:1

majority party designation
sought in bill in General
Assembly 1/8/2A:1

membership fee voluntary,
Lybrand says 12/9/11A:1

membership fees to be
initiated 12/5/1A:4

minority party status will
not be changed, caucus of
House Democrats decides
2/24/4A:3

Negro hired for field work
8/30/14A:1

Negro voters being wooed
11/12/3E:5

New Democrat files incorporation
papers 11/15/1B:3

New Democrat not tough enough,
Lybrand is told 10/12/3A:1

owes for gubernatorial race
3/29/1B:5

people tired of Rockefeller race
Lybrand says 9/21/15A:6

Pilkinton asks Johnson to
cooperate in rebuilding
6/9/10A:1

Plans made for regaining offices
lost in 1966 3/1/1A:2

Pryor mentioned as gubernatorial
candidate 7/2/3E:1

Purcell inaugural draws party
members to office
1/15/3E:1

Rebsamen mentioned as suitable
executive secretary
5/23/4A:3

Rockefeller 'failures' may
become key to Democrats'
drive 9/27/1B:7
DESEGREGATION
Altheimer bars Negroes for not paying tuition 4/28/24A:1
Altheimer board votes tentative plan 6/22/12A:1
Altheimer defends pace of faculty desegregation 12/19/18:4
Altheimer Negroes take tuition charges to court 4/27/18:2
Altheimer ordered to speed up plan 4/14/12A:1
Altheimer review refused 5/17/12:6
Altheimer ruling may be precedent 4/25/4A:1
Altheimer told it must take Negro children 5/2/2A:1
Arkansas Boys' Training School appeal denied 6/27/18:8
Arkansas Boys Training School will appeal court order 5/27/5A:1
colleges in state include larger number of Negroes 10/22/5A:1
Columbia County drive failed, NAACP says 4/29/5A:1
Crossett seeks Negroes to fill quota 7/14/1A:4
Dermott argues aid case 6/2/9A:1
Dermott files suit on guidelines 2/15/12A:3
Dollarway asks dismissal of plea by Negroes 10/19/5A:1
Dollarway contends that racial balance is not required 12/14/14A:1
Dollarway plan insufficient, court says 11/4/2A:1
draft boards in Arkansas desegregated 12/24/5A:3
86 biracial school districts are fully desegregated 10/12/4A:1
DESEGREGATION

83.4 per cent of Negro students in Arkansas attend segregated schools 8/9/18B:2
El Dorado faculty integration ordered 6/6/10A:3
El Dorado plan approved 8/18/18B:4
faculty desegregation increase expected 1/4/18A:1
Ford statement on 1969 deadline set by HEW 11/9/4A:1
Fordyce loses federal funds 3/30/18B:2
Freedom of Choice plan not working 3/10/8B:8
funds lost by 7 districts because of failure to comply 5/17/1A:2
Gould Negroes ask that new high school be used for grades 5/9/2A:4
Gould Negroes lose appeal 8/11/8A:5
Gould suit by Negroes dismissed by federal court 7/14/3A:7
Gould teachers charge bias in court suit 6/9/10A:6
Gray Rock students transfer to Paris, old school closes 10/12/15A:1
guidelines flexible, civil rights group says 3/11/3A:7
Junction City plan approved 8/10/18B:4
Little Rock board adopts Parsons plan 3/31/18B:8
Little Rock board directs Parson to produce plan 9/1/3A:1
Little Rock busing, zoning plan gets favorable reaction 12/30/2A:1
Little Rock busing, zoning plan revealed 12/29/1A:6
Little Rock city hall jobs include no Negroes 8/27/6A:1

DESEGREGATION

Little Rock community wants minimum integration, report says 9/3/2A:3
Little Rock faculty has little trouble 5/7/18A:2
Little Rock faculty progress noted by board 1/1/6A:1
Little Rock lawyer takes a look at desegregation 12/25/2A:1
Little Rock Negro family leaves white neighborhood after two fires 10/28/1A:4
Little Rock Negro moves from Pulaski Heights 4/13/3A:2
Little Rock Negroes fear Mann may be closed 12/17/32A:1
Little Rock PTA Council approves merger of PTA groups 1/11/5A:1
Little Rock plan reaffirmed by Eighth Circuit Court 4/1/6A:3
Little Rock progress praised by Life 10/1/20A:1
Little Rock report shows 16.7 per cent of Negroes attend integrated schools 6/11/2A:1
Little Rock's first 10 years 12/19/6A:6
McDonald article on desegregation and integration 11/23/7A:1
McDonald article on desegregation and integration (correction) 11/24/7A:2
McDonald reviews Conference on Schools 11/22/7A:1
McDonald views on state responsibility for equal education 11/24/7A:1
McNeil reinstates Negro teachers 7/29/10A:1
DESEGREGATION

Marvell Negro seeks halt of construction of school 7/12/4A:4
Methodist Church Conference (Little Rock) votes to end racial barriers 5/25/8A:1
Mitchellville will admit white residents 1/2/12A:1
 Morrilton board, teachers should compromise judge says 5/30/4A:3
Morrilton converts Negro school to special education facility 4/28/1B:6
Morrilton Negro teachers settle suit 8/8/1B:6
Morrilton rehires two Negro teachers 4/28/1B:8
Nashville teachers ask rehiring in court suit 6/13/5A:1
Negro joins Arkansas State Police 7/28/1B:4
New Edinburg closes Negro schools 9/28/1B:8
private lake owners may bar Negroes, Henly rules 2/14/1B:7
Pulaski County Rural District shows increase 10/15/3A:3
Rison faculty desegregation suit settled 6/16/8A:6
school men study methods to cope with integration 6/25/9A:1
schools missing federal aid seek to comply with rights acts 1/29/4A:1
Selective Service boards in 23 counties now include Negroes 9/27/1B:8
state aid to fight integration becomes law 4/21/2A:1
state aid to fight integration called for in Sorrels bill 2/16/1B:6
Strong Negroes report threat after son enrolled in white school 5/25/23A:1
Strong superintendent says integration now accepted 5/26/1B:2
table shows desegregation by districts 12/25/3A:2
tenure urged for Negroes to prevent dismissals from school jobs 8/17/1B:2

DESEGREGATION

training schools for boys ordered to desegregate 5/24/1A:2
training schools lose 193,000 dollars because legislature fails to act 4/9/10A:1
training schools may not get U.S. funds 2/15/12A:1
training schools will lose rehabilitation service if merger bill fails 2/25/5A:3
West Memphis suit dismissed 1/14/3A:1
Willisville Negroes miss three months of school because of dispute 1/2/8A:1
Willisville plan raises new issue 7/10/17A:1
Wilmot held in compliance 8/10/2A:3
see also charities housing University of Arkansas

DISARMAMENT

price of peace, says Wiesner 1/22/1E:1

DIRECT TAXATION

see income tax

DISEASE

see name of disease

DISHONGH, HOWARD A obituary 1/23/10B:4

DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH

see economics

DOCTORS

see Physicians

DOG RACING

bill extending season passes Senate 3/3/4A:3
Hot Springs Greyhound asks permit for track 11/23/1A:2
DOG RACING
Hot Springs group wants to know if track desired by Hot Springs
11/25/7A:7
DOG PATCH U. S. A.
see also
amusement parks
DOG PATCH AMUSEMENT PARK
see
amusement parks
DOGS
dog shows are popular hobbies
11/19/5E:2
see also
pets
DOGWOOD DRIVE
see
tours
DOLLS
apple dolls tell story of frontier
5/21/5E:2
see also
toys
DRAFT LAW
see
Military Service, Compulsory
DRANE, JAMES F.
called communist by Senator Sprick
2/24/4A:1
clergymen demand apology from Sprick
2/25/1A:4
gets moral support from theologians
7/5/10A:4
granted fellowship to Yale
8/22/1B:2
Life article 9/7/1B:3
ousted from St. John's because of articles on birth control
7/4/1A:2
Sprick repeats remarks in Senate
3/30/16A:3
Sprick rewords criticism
2/25/1A:3
DRANE, JAMES F.
Sprick will apologize when Hell freezes 2/27/1A:2
DRANE, JAMES F. - ARTICLES
attitudes about myth vs. science 12/22/7A:1
Christians and Marxists in exploding dialogue
12/19/7A:1
imperfections in two world views 12/23/4A:6
need and possibility of a fresh dialog 12/20/7A:1
science's inability to answer everything 12/21/7A:1
see also
religion
Vietnamese War, 1957-
DRIFTWOOD, JIMMIE
European tour promotes travel in state 9/3/2A:5
post-mortems performed on sons 10/11/1B:8
probe of sons' death indicates no 3rd person
10/12/1B:8
sons found shot to death 10/10/1A:2
DRIVER EDUCATION
bill passes House 3/9/2A:5
DRUGS
see
narcotics
DUTCH ELM DISEASE
program to combat disease proposed at Little Rock
6/29/3A:4
spreads across state 10/5/1B:2
DUVALL, ELISHA H.
obituary 3/13/5B:3
DZHUGASHVIL, IOSIF VISSARIONOVICH
see
Stalin, Iosif
EDA
see
Economic Development Administration
EARTH SATELLITES
see
Artificial Satellites
EASTER
Arkansan recalls Easter in Czarist Russia
3/26/4E:1
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - ARKANSAS
growth should be measured by other states - not the past, Rockefeller says
5/17/11B:1
tariff reductions expected to help economy 5/20/10A:1
see also
Arkansas Economic Development Program
Progress Report
Regional Economic Development
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - UNITED STATES
see also
Gross National Product
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
see also
Mountain Home
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
see
Arkansas Economic Development Program
ECONOMICS
see
Agriculture
cost of living
credit
debts
economic development
Finance, State
Gross National Product
industry
labor and laboring classes
trade unions
wages

ECONOMICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Mills praises Arkansas program 4/15/9A:1
state teachers win awards 10/26/13A:1
EDUCATION
Artmobile will begin tours 3/3/1B:3
boys need less feminine influences SCREL head says 6/25/9A:3
dropout rate declining in Arkansas 8/29/1B:4
Education office lobbying locally, Ford tells Congress 8/8/1A:5
equal education opportunity favored by state board 12/12/8A:4
expenditures, average, as reported by NEA 1/1/3A:7
extra-curricular activities may be curbed 12/6/1B:3
extra-curricular activity curb plans set in motion 12/15/22A:1
index for measuring quality set by school council 3/12/4C:1
Individually Prescribed Instruction is new concept in learning 11/20/6A:3
kindergarten amendment passes Senate 2/25/6A:3
kindergarten amendment will be voted on in 1968 3/18/7
kindergartens cannot use public school funds, Purcell says 2/25/7A:2
mobile special units used in state 10/15/4E:1
music guide to expose elementary children to classical music 10/25/2A:7
new math is a science for computer age 4/30/4E:1
EDUCATION

public schools in jeopardy, board president says 2/3/1B:2
Russellville uses radically new techniques in experimental classes 11/26/13A:3
teacher aides give love and understanding to slow learners 9/17/6A:5
teacher looks at public education 1/10/7A:1 1/11/7A:1 1/12/7A:1
1/13/7A:1
textbooks bill amended 2/23/5A:6
textbooks bill passes Senate 3/9/2A:1
textbooks bill sent to governor 3/11/2A:4
textbooks bill signed by governor 3/17/22B:1
see also
Arkansas Education Association
desegregation
Economics - Study and Teaching
English Language - Study and Teaching
Governor's Conference on Education
Radio in Education teachers
Television in Education
Vocational Education
EDUCATION - FEDERAL AID
Que plan would cost Arkansas, HEW says 5/23/1B:7
EDUCATION, DRIVER
see
Driver Education
EFFICIENCY STUDY COMMISSION, GOVERNMENTAL
see
Governmental Efficiency Study Commission
ELECTION COMMISSION
see
Elections - Laws and Regulations

ELECTIONS

high cost of campaigns scored by Whitbeck 1/6/10A:1
price of elections increases 4/30/1E:1
see also
political parties
voter registration
voting machines
ELECTIONS - LAWS AND REGULATIONS

absentee voting rule is clarified 10/19/1B:3
ballot boxes must be carried to court house by election judges, attorney general says 10/17/2A:3
Bryant notifies 5 persons of election to county panels 8/19/5A:7
counting by races legalized by House bill 2/23/5A:4
Democrats walk out in dispute by state election commission 12/21/1A:3
divulgining election returns before polls close would be prohibited by bill in legislature 2/1/20B:5
election commission splits on naming third member 8/2/2A:5
filing fee for independents ruled discriminatory 8/24/1B:5
Independents filing time would be changed by bill in General Assembly 1/19/2A:2
May primaries bill in House 2/11/10A:6
May primaries bill killed in Senate 2/23/12A:3
party designation must be declared to vote in primaries 3/28/1A:3
party registration law will disenfranchise many, GOP spokesman says 3/29/8A:6
ELECTIONS - LAWS AND REGULATIONS

poll closing extension bill
sent to governor 2/18/10A:1
poll closing extension bill
signed 2/25/2A:4
Purcell suggests two shifts
of poll officials
8/3/1B:2
Republicans fail to get
position on election panel
9/16/2A:1
Rockefeller will try again
to give control of election
commissions to GOP
12/13/10A:1
Secretary of State refuses
to record GOP appointees
on election boards
8/9/2A:6
Supreme Court upholds 2 laws
aimed at Republicans
4/4/1B:6
school elections date changed
to March 3/2/3A:3
write-in votes must be hand-
written 3/28/1A:3
see also
liquor traffic
suffrage
voter registration
voting machines

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL

ELECTION
audited returns show 22
counties made errors
1/11/4A:4
official audited returns in
governor, lieutenant
governor, and attorney
general races 1/11/4A:6
Pilkinton says he probably
won 1/13/1B:2

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL

ELECTION - FAULKNER COUNTY
bank ordered to give records
to court, Tudor cleared on
contempt 6/6/1B:2

ELECTIONS, 1966 - GENERAL

ELECTION - FAULKNER COUNTY
federal court denies Mobley
request for bank data
10/5/1B:8
GOP charges probe is political
3/27/1A:4
Hawkins blasts GOP charges
3/28/2A:3
hearing set on authority of
prosecutor to question
witnesses 3/22/1B:4
Indiscretions doubted by
Rockefeller 3/24/1B:4
Jones says Rockefeller
bought votes in Faulkner
3/9/1A:4
Negroes subpoenaed in vote
case 3/21/1B:4
Rockefeller bought no votes,
foes only a few, says
Faulkner Republican
3/9/2A:6
Rockefeller denies vote-
buying charges 3/10/1A:5
Supreme Court blocks move
against GOP 9/29/1B:7
Supreme Court blocks probe
by prosecutor 3/28/1A:5
Supreme Court briefs filed
in Mobley case 4/20/1B:8
Supreme Court stays order to
produce GOP bank records
3/29/10A:1
Tudor held in contempt over
records 3/26/1A:2
Tudor refuses to attend
hearing 3/23/1B:3
Tudor subpoenaed in probe of
alleged vote-buying
3/17/19A:1

ELECTIONS, 1967 - SCHOOL ELECTIONS

Little Rock opponents of Oregon
Plan win school election
9/27/1A:6
ELECTIONS, 1967 - SCHOOL
ELECTIONS
Little Rock's 5th ward votes defeated Oregon Plan advocates 9/28/18A:1
results of voting in state 9/27/6A:4 9/28/4A:1
10/1/6A:1
ELECTIONS, 1968 - SPECIAL
ELECTIONS - MISSISSIPPI COUNTY
Autry won't withdraw, election to be held without Moore 12/20/8A:4
ELECTIONS, 1968
see also
Crank, Marion H.
ELEVEN POINT RIVER
bill would designate national scenic river 2/28/3A:2
ELK
Arkansas was once elk country 10/1/5E:2
ELLIS, CLYDE T.
resigns co-op post 9/9/5A:1
ELNA M. SMITH FOUNDATION
see also
Mount Oberammergau Passion Play
EMBLEMS
see
seals (numismatics)
EMERGENCY FUNDS, STATE
see
state finance
EMIGRATION
see
immigration and emigration
EMINENT DOMAIN
Little Rock cannot condemn land for port facility, Supreme Court rules 2/21/1A:3
EMPHYSEMA
VA Hospital at Little Rock acts to meet increase in cases 12/18/8A:1
EMPLOYEES, STATE
benefits vary widely between agencies 8/12/6A:4
EMPLOYEES, STATE
bill outlawing use in political campaigns passes Senate 2/23/12A:1
bill outlawing use in political plans defeated by Senate on reconsideration 3/3/3A:1
bill would prohibit use in political campaigns 1/25/1A:5
classification manual recalled for revision 5/11/18A:1
code of ethics bill defeated in House 2/16/1A:3
college personnel must take leave without pay to work for study panel 11/10/4A:1
constitutional officers defend hiring wives 3/17/22B:2
exclusion of teachers from politicking ban is attacked by Sprick 2/24/4A:1
freezing of Merit System employee jobs vetoed 3/1/2A:1
job seekers get applications at offices of GOP 4/9/4A:1
Merit System expansion bill in House 2/11/1A:6
Merit System expansion bill in Senate 2/2/1A:5
Merit System expansion bill killed by House because of retroactive feature 2/15/1A:2
Quasi-Judicial Commission alteration bill passes House 2/8/7A:3
Quasi-Judicial Commission alteration bill passes Senate 2/1/4A:3
Quasi-Judicial Commission bill signed by governor 3/2/3A:3
retired workers get raises 6/22/1B:4
FAILURE (IN BUSINESS)
see bankruptcy

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
see minimum wage

FAIRS
see also
Arkansas Livestock Exposition
Hemisfair

FALLOUT, RADIOACTIVE
see radiation

FAUBUS, FARRELL
resigns Commerce post, cites pressure  3/30/13A:4

FAUBUS, ORVAL E.
building Rockefeller up, Jim Johnson says  4/18/5A:6
claims GOP supported Johnson in primary 7/20/11A:7
crisis of 1957 was not his actions 7/6/9A:1
developments may entice him to re-enter politics
12/7/3A:1
farewell address 1/11/1A:5
farewell address (text) 1/11/5B:1
Fisher cartoons chronicle administration 2/26/5A:1
Fulbright expects him as opponent 3/11/5A:1
Fulbright popularity declines 4/27/2A:7
governor should have Murton and Davis 12/15/23A:3
guides Rockefeller on tour of new home 7/7/1A:4
hints he may seek governor's office 11/3/1B:2
jailing of Davis indirectly praised 12/7/3A:1
Johnson, Jim should be crushed by party 12/3/6A:1
library contributions sought 6/28/1A:5

FAUBUS, ORVAL E.
liquor permits approved on last day in office
1/13/2A:1
mansion, not politics occupies his time 2/19/4A:1
may try for political office again 4/15/1A:3
plans for future hinted in interview upon leaving office 1/11/5E:5
political speech made at picnics 7/5/1A:5
prison report withheld from him, he says 2/3/21A:7
refuse to assess Rockefeller administration 2/4/5A:7
riots action should be strong, LBJ is told 7/28/1B:8
threats on his life were numerous 12/10/22A:1
tours of house discontinued 11/3/1B:4
welfare department cut "stupid" 12/2/7A:6

FAYETTEVILLE
Mount Sequoyah is a hill with a history 1/15/5E:2
FEDERAL AND STATE RELATIONS
state and federal officials discuss relations 2/22/4A:2
tax-sharing would revive states, Rockefeller says 11/2/1B:6

FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
see U.S. - Appropriations and Expenditures

FEDERAL FUNDS
see U.S. - Appropriations and Expenditures
FELLOWSHIPS
   see scholarships and loans
FENNE| see
     Episcopal priest, assistant to Insurance Commissioner
     11/26/5E:2
FIELD SPORTS
   see hunting
FIGHTING
   see Bullfights
FILES, JACK D.
   announces candidacy for Congress 12/31/1A:7
FINANCE
   see also interest and usury
   see also insurance
FINANCE SCHOOL
   see school finance
FINANCE, STATE
   see state finance
FINE ARTS
   see art
FIRESHMRS
   Americans love their guns
   11/12/1E:1
FIREARMS - LAWS AND REGULATIONS
   Arkansas Police Chiefs consider gun law
   5/25/20A:1
   Hammerschmidt hits control bill
   3/16/2A:1
   weapon law worked out by Blytheville Police Chief
   8/3/1B:4
FIRST ARKANSAS DEVELOPMENT FINANCE
   see also industry
FISHING
   see Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
FLAGS
   Confederate Flag Day designated by General Assembly
   3/22/1B:8
   Confederate Flag use in commercial advertising prohibited in Arkansas
   3/22/1B:8
FLOODS
   great flood of 1927 covered half of state
   5/21/12A:1
FLORIDA BROTHERS
   see Internal Revenue Service
FLUORIDATION
   see water supply - Fluoridation
FLYING SAUCERS
   meteorologist reports sighting at Piggott
   3/24/1B:4
   Paragould site of new sightings
   3/14/1B:2
   Piggott area residents report sightings
   3/12/21A:7
   Piggott UFO may have been gag
   3/25/1A:3
   scientists taking serious look at UFO's
   4/16/4A:1
FOLK FESTIVALS
   Mountain View expects 10,000
   4/16/3C:6
FOLK MUSIC
   Almenda Riddle travels and sings
   10/8/4E:1
FOLKLORE
   bats and witches
   10/29/6E:1
   feathers had magical powers
   10/8/6E:1
   mistletoe has many uses
   12/17/6E:1
FOLKWAYS
   see manners and customs
FOOD
   Atkins Pickle revolutionizes industry
   7/15/8B:1
   meat law cannot be enforced in state because of lack of funds
   12/24/16B:1
FOOD, COST OF
see cost of living

FOOD, FROZEN
bill blocking code for industry attacked by Dr Herron 2/22/1A:2
industry defends its stand on code 2/24/12A:3

FOOD RELIEF
Batesville grocer fined for violation of stamp act 12/13/1B:6
Blaylock defends veto of stamp plan in Phillips County 11/7/2A:1
cost of food stamps reduced 7/25/1B:7
Freeman says war on hunger can be won 3/26/5E:2
grocer fined 2nd time for violation of stamp program 12/5/1B:4
informers used to check stamp use 6/25/4C:5
letters by OEO official critical of governor's veto of Phillips County stamp plan 12/27/1B:4
merchant fined for violation of stamp act 6/29/1B:2
NAACP state president asks governor to rescind veto in Phillips case 10/10/1B:4
Phillips County project head puzzled by governor's veto 10/5/2A:3
Phillips County veto worries Mrs Zachary 10/12/12B:4
Phillips County will get food stamp loans 10/13/16A:1
stamp program extended to 25 additional counties 12/23/8B:5
stamp program for Phillips County vetoed by governor 10/4/8A:6

FOOD RELIEF
stamp veto of Phillips County plan will stand, governor says 10/7/6A:1
stamps now go to 66,135 in state 10/8/17A:1
stamps paid for car, dealer fined 9/27/11A:5
veto of stamp plan in Phillips County hit by New Democrat 11/5/3C:6

FOOTBALL
1967 (special supplement) 8/27/67

FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS
persimmons from Arkansas used in making sports equipment 3/5/5E:2
plywood industry shows promising future 2/26/1C:1

FORT CHAFFEE
closing announced 1/20/1B:5
conservation project 9/17/5E:2

FORT LOGAN

H. ROOTS
history 6/4/4E:1

FT. SMITH
plans 150th anniversary celebration 4/30/9A:1
slum clearance result of search for park 12/3/13A:1

4-H CLUBS
bus converted to club center goes to Washington 4/1/6A:4

FRANCHISE
see elections

FREE SPEECH
see libel and slander

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
see Public Records
F

Fulbright, J. William

explains position on Vietnam 12/20/9A:1
fabric of freedom weakened by war 10/12/1A:6
fears Vietnam escalation 12/12/7A:3
foreign aid cuts should be made to aid poverty at home 8/15/1A:5
foreign policies of 1930 ideas attacked 2/7/5A:1
Gulf of Tonkin incident is studied 12/23/1A:3
labor remark by Rockefeller was stupid 10/29/3A:1
McMath charge untrue 11/10/1B:4
Mother's Day cards show support of Vietnam stand 5/16/1A:2
Newsday trying to discredit him 5/5/1A:6
North Vietnam may be willing to negotiate soon 1/12/1A:3
Pickens will support re-election 10/3/1B:2
pleaded with Kennedy not to go to Dallas, Manchester book says 1/8/1A:2
police role of U.S. questioned 4/22/6A:4
popularity drops, Faubus says 4/27/2A:7
President Johnson, not dissent, is prolonging war 5/6/1A:6
proposals for ending Vietnam war 1/22/1A:6 1/23/1A:6
public works freeze is retaliation by LBJ 10/7/14A:2
recall efforts rumored 5/27/16B:5

Freezing of Bodies

see

Life (Biology)

Frozen Foods

see

Food, Frozen

Fulbright, J. William

addresses General Assembly, hints foes may be Faubus and McMath 3/11/5A:1
analyses of adm. budget 2/5/3E:5
Baker gave him nothing for campaign 1/13/1A:3
birth control bill introduced 3/15/13A:1
burned in effigy in Saigon 2/26/1A:6
calls for accounting of promises by Asian allies 10/11/16B:8
calls for Congressional voice in world commitments 8/1/3E:1
charges administration resisting talks 12/9/1A:6
comments on Westmorland address to Congress 4/29/1A:6
committee approves call for policy role 11/17/1A:5
corcepts of a legislator's duty 10/1/3E:1
conference to end war could be held any place 11/13/1A:6
declares Ho Chi Minh unconcerned by Fulbright stand 10/26/1A:2
deplores deployment of anti-missile system 9/17/1A:6
Dirksen stand on Vietnam hit 10/4/1A:2
East-West relations hinge on Vietnam 4/9/2A:2
expanding bombing in Vietnam is stupid 8/14/1A:6
FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM

Rusk attacks on war critics are like McCarthy
10/15/1A:8
Rusk lost touch with humanity
12/7/1A:4
Rusk talks are contradictory
11/16/1B:7
says only impeachment can stop LBJ
8/21/1A:6
school children paying for war
9/27/1A:3
situation of U.S. at its worst
11/15/1B:5
society poisoned by war
8/9/1A:8
space program reappraisal called for
4/14/3A:3
speaking tour of state set
9/8/1B:4
speaking tour of state will be closely watched
9/17/3E:5
stand against LBJ policies not enjoyable
9/29/2A:4
Tiran issue should be settled by world court
5/31/1A:4

FULBRIGHT, J. WILLIAM
undermines U.S. foreign policy, Farley says
2/26/2A:6
urges UN action to end war
10/1/1A:6
Vietnam elections will not mirror the will of the people
8/28/1A:6
Vietnam settlement plan 1/26/7A:1 1/27/7A:1
war corrupts universities
12/14/1A:2
war won't "fade away"
11/11/9B:5
would hate to run on war platform
9/27/1A:1
see also Congressional Delegation - Arkansas
FUND RAISING
see charities
FUNERAL EXPENSES
see insurance - burial
GALBRAITH, JOHN KENNETH
praises Fulbright in talk at
University of Arkansas
4/5/17A:1

GAMBLING
action against gamblers will
continue, Linsey says
4/5/1B:5
Alagood does about-face on issue
11/01/1B:2
Alagood now says it is a dead
issue 10/31/1B:4
Alagood praises Rockefeller and
Lindsay for gambling control
5/3/1B:2
Arkansas State Police raid
Hot Springs clubs 8/18/1A:2
Baptists vow to outlaw racing
in state 3/16/2A:1
Benton mayor fires policemen
who seized gambling equip-
ment 11/9/1B:6
Benton officer fired following
raid on gambling equipment
9/29/3A:1
Benton officer reinstated,
chief suspended 10/5/5A:1
Benton, police find devices
in trailer 9/24/3A:4
Bethell charges collusion between
Pulaski and Garland delegations
3/28/10A:1
Bethell says bill offered solution
to problem 3/8/1A:6
bill allowing state-supervised
gambling passes House, governor
won't sign 3/4/1A:6
bill allowing state-supervised
gambling passes Senate
3/3/1A:5
bill allowing state-supervised
gambling vetoed 3/8/1A:6
bill in Senate would allow
state-supervised gambling
2/28/1A:6
bribe attempt will be explained
by Windsor 3/14/1A:2

GAMBLING
bribe charges in legislature
create uproar 3/10/1A:3
bribe charges to be investi-
gated by jury 3/11/1A:2
bribe offered for casino bill,
Windsor says 3/9/1A:4
bribe offers made to other
legislators, reporters
say 3/23/1A:2
Britt charges grand jury to
probe gambling, other
vice 5/23/1A:4
Britt orders probe at Hot
Springs 9/12/1B:5
CUAG head hits new try at
legalizing 3/2/2A:7
chronology of gambling era
in Hot Springs 10/15/1A:4
clergy react to bill
3/5/1A:6
clubs dissolve charters
4/21/1A:4
Cockrill will talk with
Grand Jury in bribe probe
3/26/2A:8
counties to get letters
detailing findings by
state 2/23/1A:5
Cowling calls for end of all
gambling 12/11/3A:7
crime commission to probe
gambling advocated by
Matthews 4/8/6A:4
Davis believes back of
gamblers is broken
10/6/1A:2
Fayetteville clubs raided,
slots seized 10/6/1B:7
film on Arkansas gambling
crack-down made by CBS
12/13/12B:6
Garland County grand jury
lashes law officers
11/23/1A:5
Garland County judge orders
probe 1/28/3A:3
GAMBLING

Garland County sheriff claims Davis bypassed him 8/18/4A:5
Garland legislators say governor promised not to veto bill 3/7/1A:5
General Assembly stands behind bill, Rockefeller aid expects veto 3/5/1A:6
governor's deadline passes without action 3/1/4A:1
grand jury calls six witnesses in bribe probe 4/11/5A:6
grand jury calls 3 ex-legislators in probe 4/4/3A:3 4/5/8A:1
grand jury completes probe of bribe attempt 4/12/1A:3
grand jury questions Windsor on bribe attempt 3/15/1A:3
grand jury return no indictments in bribe probe 4/13/1A:2
Harrisburg Country Club raided 8/24/1B:4
history of Oaklawn 8/25/7A:3
Hot Springs amusement tax blasted by Garland County jury 9/21/1A:6
Hot Springs club raided 4/11/2A:8
Hot Springs clubs lose charters 5/10/1A:5
Hot Springs gambling has gone underground, says New York Times 4/11/12A:1
Hot Springs judge dismisses charges against CID head 4/18/1B:5
Hot Springs judge dismisses gaming case, cites trickery in obtaining evidence 4/19/1A:4
Hot Springs judge orders State Police to return seized gaming devices 3/14/1B:2

GAMBLING

Hot Springs judge reduces charges 5/4/4A:7
Hot Springs judge was resident agent for raided club 3/15/18B:4
Hot Springs police burn equipment 9/23/12A:7
Hot Springs police chief cleared of contempt allegations 11/18/5A:7
Hot Springs police chief saw slots taken away, Davis says 11/14/5A:1
Hot Springs police seize 11 slots 10/6/5A:4
Hot Springs private club owner arrested 1/15/11A:5
Hot Springs raid by state police net equipment believed already destroyed 10/5/1A:3
Hot Springs raid by state police nets 11 slots 10/8/1A:4
House balks at resolution 1/26/1A:2
House resolution calling for recall of gambling bill defeated 3/7/2A:1
House resolution urges governor to enforce laws 2/22/1A:5
Hurst amendment on State Police results in failure to get increased funds 4/1/1A:2
Hurst bill abolishing CID defeated 3/30/16A:1
Hurst bill would abolish CID 3/29/1A:4
Laman asks Governor to tell where gambling is in North Little Rock 2/23/2A:1
Laman says he will not honor governor's request for enforcement 2/22/1A:6
legislative investigation of bribe attempts sought 3/28/10A:4
GAMBLING

legislative investigation of bribe attempts turned down by House 3/30/2A:5
Lindsey given authority to act on his own to end gambling 2/28/1A:6
Lindsey outlines procedures to be used in raids 3/2/1A:3
Mazander continues hearing for CID head 4/4/1B:3
Mazander orders arrest of CID chief for failure to return slots 3/28/1A:5
money did not actually change hands, Alagood says 10/11/1B:3
money offered charges made in jest, Alagood says 10/13/17A:1
money offered both sides in gambling vote, Alagood says 10/10/7A:3
North Little Rock Club padlocked 3/4/1A:6
open gambling has ceased, Lindsey says 5/2/1A:4
Phelps apologizes for statement 3/8/9A:4
private clubs protected from raids, Hurst says 2/24/1A:6
prosecutor at Hot Springs denies knowledge of gambling 2/22/1A:7
Pulaski has no open gambling, prosecutor says 2/28/1A:6
Pulaski County raids by state police 9/10/1A:3
Purcell advised against destroying seized equipment 8/19/3A:1
Purcell seeks revocation of charter of raided clubs 3/21/1B:4 3/24/4A:1

GAMBLING

raid on Hot Springs club nets 4 slots machines 3/19/5C:2
raid on Hot Springs establishments net gaming equipment 3/12/4C:5
raids at Hot Springs 3/2/1A:2
raids at Hot Springs net gaming devices 3/3/1A:6
reporters freed in gambling probe 3/24/1A:2
reporters returned to jail 3/30/1A:2
reporters testify, purge contempt charges 3/31/4A:1
Representatives testify before grand jury in bribe probe 3/29/10A:4
resolution in House calls for Rockefeller to use his power to enforce laws 1/24/1A:6
Rockefeller assumed Nowotny knew gaming stand 3/9/4A:3
Rockefeller discloses evidence of gambling 2/25/1A:2
Rockefeller hints at probe of bribe rumors 3/24/1A:2
Rockefeller lacks power to probe bribes said to have been offered 3/25/1A:3
Rockefeller pledges action to enforce laws 2/22/1A:6
Rockefeller vows to curb law abuse 1/13/1B:7
Rockefeller will use TV to announce decision on gambling bill 3/6/1A:2
slot machines kept as evidence ordered returned by Judge Mazander 3/26/18A:6
GAMBLING
slot machines ordered returned to Hot Springs are destroyed on orders of judge 3/25/1A:4
Spa Amusement Company worker says slots were smashed, but he repaired them 11/17/1B:8
state police will act again if local officials don't, governor says 8/18/1B:6
troopers burn gambling equipment 4/20/1B:4
veto of gambling bill promised by governor 3/7/1A:5
Westwood Club padlocked 2/22/1A:6
see also
Arkansas State Police
Dog Racing
Horse Racing
Pinball Machines
GAMING
see
gambling
GARDNER, CHARLOTTE
obituary 4/6/125:2
GARLAND COUNTY
jury action praised by Rockefeller 9/22/1B:6
prosecutors seek dismissal of grand jury 9/22/1A:6
retail sales dip reported 3/18/3A:1
GASKIN, JOSEPH ERNEST
arrested on federal charge 6/15/2A:1
sentenced to prison in stock case 3/10/1B:2
GATHINGS, EZEKIEL CANDLER
says he won't seek another term 10/19/1A:4
10/19/1B:7
see also
Congressional Delegation - Arkansas
GENEALOGY
see
Arkansas Genealogical Society
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
see also
Legislative Council
Legislative Joint Auditing Committee
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967
adjournment agreed upon 3/31/1A:3
adjournment will be forced if necessary, governor says 3/30/16C:1
adjourns sine die 4/1/10A:1
assessment of acts made by Cockrill 4/1/6A:7
assessment of acts made by Rockefeller 4/1/10A:3
assessment of acts shows that legislature failed to mold new image 4/9/3E:1
assessment of successes and failures 4/9/1A:4
doing session with governor divided House from Senate 4/9/3A:1
early adjournment sought after recess 3/28/2A:1
extended session pay decision near 2/22/4A:1
extended session pay will be tested in court 2/2/5A:6
extension of session is legal but overtime pay is not 1/24/1B:4
extension of session voted 1/19/1A:4 1/20/1B:8
extension of session voted by House 3/9/4A:1
extension of session voted by Senate 3/8/1A:4
extension of session with pay is legal, says state Supreme Court 3/2/3A:1
extension of session with pay legal, chancellor rules 2/23/3A:1
faces uncertainty and a lot of work 1/8/1A:3
form letters caused stir, but no action was taken 4/8/5A:1
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967

Inexperience hurt both governor and lawmakers, Pulaski County representatives say 3/21/1B:7
Joint Budget Committee balks at salary raises 2/9/3A:4
McClellan addresses joint session 2/28/3A:4
mood uncertain following recess 3/26/1A:2
news coverage hit by panel 4/14/1B:8
recesses for 2-week period 3/11/1A:2
Revenue Stabilization Act is complex formula 3/20/5A:1
"slapping" at Rockefeller deplored by Matthews 2/5/4A:1
veto of appointments bill overridden 3/8/1A:6
vetoes of party label, write-in votes overridden 3/28/1A:3
Women for Rockefeller complain about legislature 2/21/14A:4
women legislators are hard workers 1/29/5E:1
see also subjects

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - HOUSE
adjournment by March 9 is goal 3/2/4A:7
appropriation bills approved 3/8/9A:1
appropriation bills stalled because members want public relations money 3/9/1A:2
caucus of Democrats to seek unity 2/21/14A:3
caucus by Democrats votes to leave GOP as majority party 2/24/4A:3
Cockrill elected Speaker 1/10/1A:5

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - HOUSE executive session creates furor 2/14/10A:1
nonpartisanship urged in resolution 1/17/1B:4
175 bills face House after recess 3/24/19A:1
party leadership 1/21/5A:4
public relations appropriation bill for representatives defeated 2/24/11A:1
public relations appropriation of $5,000 per member recommended 2/22/25A:1
resolution calling for re-evaluation of U.S. policy in Vietnam entered in Cong.
Record 2/9/1B:2
resolution on Rhodesia sanctions defeated 3/3/1B:7
resolution calls for re-evaluation of U.S. policy in Vietnam 1/31/14A:1
resolution criticizes Rockefeller veto of teacher bonus 2/8/4A:4
resolution urges Rockefeller to enforce gambling laws 2/22/1A:5
roll call on abolishing capital punishment 2/18/2A:1
roll call on auto inspection 3/30/18A:3
roll call on cocktail bill 2/10/2A:5
roll call on constitutional convention 2/11/2A:4
roll call on creation of training school division of Welfare Dept. 3/2/18A:3
roll call on cutting power of governor to fire prison employees 2/11/2A:6
roll call on ethics code 2/16/2A:2
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - HOUSE
roll call on extension of horse race season
2/19/26:1
roll call on gambling bill 3/4/2A:1 3/5/2E:6
roll call on highway beautification 4/2/7A:3
roll call on jurisdiction change for training schools 2/7/2A:2
roll call on jury wheel 3/7/4A:1
roll call on resolution to recall gambling bill 3/7/2A:4
roll call on teacher salary formula 3/2/4A:3
roll call on vote to freeze state jobs 2/15/7A:3
roll call to override veto of appointments bill 3/9/10A:1

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - SENATE
appropriation bills approved 3/5/1A:6 3/5/5C:1
Britt challenges Gibson to override bonus vetoes 2/11/10A:7
Britt excluded when in executive session 1/12/10A:1
confirmation furor would be revived by Jones 1/20/4A:1
confirmation of Faubus appointees not concern of Rockefeller, lawmakers say 1/12/1A:6
confirmation of Faubus appointees Rockefeller's fault, Senators say 1/14/3A:3
confirmed Faubus appointees (list) 1/15/5A:1
confirms Faubus appointees 1/10/1A:6
eavesdropping charges made by Sprick 2/18/1A:2

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - SENATE
Ingram, Britt exchange of angry words ends with apology 2/24/1A:6
Jones says its aides, not Rockefeller, he dislikes 2/26/2A:6
Jones says Rockefeller building machine 1/28/10A:5
Jones says Rockefeller dictates Arkansas Gazette editorials 2/17/4A:7
Jones says Rockefeller program doesn't exist 1/30/8A:3
"Olive Branch" committee appointed to make peace with governor 2/16/1A:4
"Olive Branch" committee has amiable meet with governor 2/17/3A:1
parliamentarian not needed, Britt decides 1/10/4A:7
resolution asks Purcell to challenge minimum wage coverage of state workers 2/4/3A:6
resolution calls for lifting of sanctions against Rhodesia 2/22/18B:2
resolution condemns prayer ruling 3/31/12A:6
roll call on bill allowing state-supervised gambling 3/3/5A:3
roll call on bond issue bidding 3/7/4A:6
roll call on cocktail bill 2/10/2A:5
roll call on election to fill Pulaski County judge post 2/4/2A:4
roll call on gambling bill 3/5/2E:6
roll call on lobbyist registration 2/16/2A:4
roll call on nursing home veto override 3/29/11A:5
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1967 - SENATE
roll call on requiring signed articles if critical in nature 2/9/3A:1
roll call on teacher salary bill calling for 500 dollars per teacher 3/4/6A:3
roll call on tougher unemployment insurance 3/4/6A:5
roll call on use of state employees in political campaigns 3/3/3A:1
Senate nomination to fill PSC post
see Public Service Commission
Sprick blast at Father Drane see Drane, James F.
Sprick criticizes governor, "comsymp" 3/8/9A:4

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1968 - SPECIAL SESSION
proposed items in call listed 12/15/23A:1
proposed items total 103 12/10/1A:6

GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1969 - HOUSE
campaign for Speaker post begins 2/4/28:7

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
approves governor's request for study funds 9/24/3A:7

GENERAL ASSEMBLY - SENATE
lawsuit seeks terms by lot 8/26/5A:3

GOVERNMENTAL EFFICIENCY STUDY COMMISSION
businessman begin study 9/19/1B:2
14 million could be saved if proposals put into effect 11/23/2A:5
huge savings possible for state 12/31/1A:2

GOVERNMENTAL EFFICIENCY STUDY COMMISSION
members named 7/6/12A:1
organizes 7/16/1B:4
savings of 25 million offered by panel 12/14/7A:3
study will be made by Chicago firm 8/9/1A:3
summary of recommendations 12/17/10A:1
troubleshooter Ed Norton of New York takes time to help 10/12/5A:4

GOVERNOR (ARKANSAS)
bill requiring Senate approval of all appointments passes General Assembly 3/1/1A:2
bill requiring Senate approval of all appointments vetoed, then overridden 3/8/1A:6

GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION
best in education is goal 9/13/1A:3
Gardner says some segregation beyond guidelines 10/13/1B:7
North Little Rock editor finds school situation depressing 10/13/1B:3
Sanford says future depends on education 10/13/1B:6

GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON HUMAN RESOURCES
members named 6/25/3A:5

GOVERNOR'S MANSION
inspectors rule mansion unsafe 4/12/1A:5
plans for renovation revealed 4/19/1B:3
remodeling badly needed 1/22/16A:2
renovation needs call for 320 thousand dollars 2/3/8A:6
Rockefellers move in following renovation 10/2/2A:7

GOVERNOR'S YOUTH COUNCIL
estab. revealed by Rockefeller 10/27/1B:6
GRASS
 bill would fine persons who refuse to kill Johnson grass 2/12/16C:6
Johnson grass bill passes House 2/14/10A:3
GRAVEYARDS
 see cemeteries
GREAT DECISIONS, 1967
 A-weapons threat
 announcement of program 1/29/1E:1
Chile: the New Deal 3/12/1E:1
India vs Pakistan 2/12/1E:1
NATO in crisis 3/19/1E:1
U.S. vs Red China 2/5/1E:1
GREAT DECISIONS, 1967
 U.S. vs Red China discussion shows state group favors containment policy 2/16/14A:5
Vietnam conflict 2/19/1E:1
Vietnam policy favored in poll 3/3/16A:5
war on hunger 3/26/1E:1
Yugoslavia, Romania 2/26/1E:1
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
GNP hits $739.5 billion 1/16/5A:2
GUANO
 see caves
GUNS
 see firearms
HALFWAY HOUSE

see crime and criminals

HAMMERSCHMIDT, JOHN PAUL
begins work in Congress
1/11/1B:2
mail rate increase opposed
8/8/1B:8
Ozarka called good program
11/5/18A:1
polls voters on issues
8/20/16C:6
Social Security is concern
of his district 5/14/3E:1
theme is stop, look, and
listen 1/15/3E:5
see also
Congressional Delegation -
Arkansas

HANDICAPPED
see also
Arkansas Rehabilitation
Service
physically handicapped

HANDICRAFT
see hobbies

HARDING COLLEGE
physical fitness study grant
approved 5/26/12A:4

HARKEY, JOHN NORMAN
announces resignation as
Insurance commissioner
12/10/4A:1
expected to leave Insurance
post 12/6/1B:3
see also
insurance

HARRISON, ARKANSAS
flood control organization
abandoned 3/15/1B:6

HAWKINS, MARLIN
reports investigation of
plot on Rockefeller's
life 12/9/3A:1
Steele, Bobby chosen to hear
suit brought by taxpayers
4/27/19A:4

HAWKINS, MARLIN
see also
Conway County

HAWKINS, MARLIN - MISAPPRO-
PRIATION CHARGES
Arkansas Sheriffs Association
seeks to join court suit
12/9/3A:3
CPA testifies that $240,640
unaccounted for by Hawkins
12/16/11A:1
former state trooper swears
he saw changes made in
records 12/15/1A:5
"lost" records are in
possession of Hawkins'
lawyers 12/14/1A:7
trial opens on funds charges
12/12/1A:4
witnesses testify they paid
more than records show
12/13/1A:2

HAYS, BROOKS
Bible helped through trials
of 1957 5/3/12B:7

HEALTH
federal funds utilized for
health planning
12/24/10A:6
Health Planning Council members
named by governor 7/9/12A:6
regional health project grant
awarded University of Arkansas
4/22/12A:1

HEALTH - FACILITIES
Clarksville has hospital crisis
8/6/9A:1
diagnostic center opens new
era in therapy 6/4/5E:2
Jonesboro unit shared by 7
agencies and Arkansas
State College 1/4/1B:8
Melbourne closes facility
because of Medicare rules
12/8/18B:8
Melbourne closing not necessary,
doctor says 12/10/3C:6
HEALTH - FACILITIES
Newton County building first hospital 8/25/18:4
Pulaski County hospitals announced rate increases 12/16/13A:4
state health laboratories hit by fire 4/1/1A:5
state health lab to continue tests after fire 4/2/3A:1
see also Medical Service Tuberculosis Hospitals

HEMISFAIR
Arkansas exhibit planned 8/25/1B:2
state exhibit entered 10/21/88B:7

HENDERSON STATE COLLEGE
enrollment is record 10/15/7A:4
see also Henderson State Teachers College

HENDERSON STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
name changed to Henderson State College 1/19/12A:6
see also Henderson State College

HENDRIX COLLEGE
fund drive nets 2.8 million 5/16/1B:7
gift of $10,000 received 6/1/13:6
less than one million short of goal 8/6/16C:5
library dedicated with speech by Bundy 10/11/1B:6
library is opened in underground quarters 9/28/26A:1
trimester plan may be adopted 4/26/1B:7

HEPATITIS
epidemic reported in Washington County 9/21/17A:1

HEPATITIS
plagues world and puzzles researchers 5/14/16A:1

HIGHT, ROY LEE
see Young Democrats Clubs

HIGHWAY SAFETY
automobile inspection bill passes House 3/29/11A:1
bill calling for auto inspection passes Senate on reconsideration 3/3/3A:6
bill calling for auto inspection rejected by Senate 2/28/2A:1
bill would require auto inspection 1/15/4A:1
bills to comply with 1966 Safety Act 2/7/4A:1
breakaway signs tested on 140 12/10/6A:1
computers will locate unsafe drivers 5/6/9A:1
Davis named consultant for highway safety 12/21/1B:2
House passes highway safety bills 4/1/2A:1
men have more accidents than women at Little Rock 1/22/2A:1
reflectorized auto plates banned by House vote 1/25/2A:7
regulations of inspection stations is key to safety program 5/21/12A:7
senators study bills on road safety 1/31/2A:1
traffic deaths rose in state last year 2/27/3A:1

HISTORY - ARKANSAS
Arkansas Post 8/27/4E:1
Arkansas Post cabin moved to Arkansas County Museum 11/26/16A:2
Battle of Shiloh included Arkansas men 4/9/5E:1
HISTORY - ARKANSAS

Brooks-Baxter War
2/5/5E:2
Caraway, Thaddeus defeats Kirby for Senate 9/10/6E:1
Carroll County and Thresher Kirkpatrick 10/23/6E:1
Carrollton 10/8/5E:2

Copy of constitution brings 1,400 dollars at auction 3/30/1B:4 4/2/15A:2
Donahue family were land owners at Little Rock 9/17/6E:1

Dunbar and Hunter expedition in 1804 spends Christmas in Hot Springs 12/10/5E:2
Fayetteville's Mount Sequoyah is hill with a history 1/15/5E:2

Fireplace was popular gathering place 12/10/6E:1

Flood of 1927 covered half of state 5/21/12A:1

Ft. Roots 6/4/4E:1
Ft. Smith history 4/30/9A:1

Frontier food did not cater to gourmets 6/11/4E:1

General Assembly of 1932 dissolved by governor 3/21/7A:1
Golden mine boom at Combs 6/11/5E:2

Historic spots of interest to vacationers 5/21/Sec.F

Hog Scald Creek named for use in butchering hogs 1/15/4E:1

International Order of Odd Fellows 7/30/4E:1
Jouett commission displayed permanently at Little Rock 1/1/5D:4

Louisiana Purchase Monument 7/23/16C:2

Maysville 1/8/4E:1
Monte Ne (photograph) 9/3/6D:2

HISTORY - ARKANSAS

Nation, Carry, biographical sketch 7/23/4E:1

Neill diary tells of 1848 trip to California 3/28/1B:6

Pine Bluff's Du Bocage house being restored 11/19/5E:2

Pope County site of atomic plant is historic site 11/26/4E:1

Railroad passes tell history of old railroads 9/10/5E:2

Sharp Family court houses 9/10/4E:1

Sharp Family were Izard County pioneers 1/15/4E:1

Tebbetts House at Fayetteville 4/16/5E:2

Yocume made own money 12/3/5E:2

see also Chronicles of Arkansas Sesquicentennial, Arkansas

HOBBIES

"Arkansas Mosquitoes" made by Mrs. Dal Younf of Sheridan 8/20/1E:2

Glass bottles collected by Mrs Joe M. Poe 1/15/5E:4

Knitting Christmas stockings is hobby of Mrs W. M. McDowell 12/17/5E:3

Professor at Philander Smith wins crocheting awards and teacher-of-year citation 1/8/5E:2

Tin cans make Christmas decorations 12/24/5D:2

HOG SCALD CREEK

Feature article 1/15/4E:1

HOLIDAYS

see name of holidays

HOLT, IVAN LEE

Obituary 1/13/20A:1
HOLT, J. FRANK
see also
Arkansas. Supreme Court
HOPE HOUSE
see
crime and criminals
HORSE RACING
bill to extend Hot Springs season
passes House 2/18/1A:2
bill to extend Hot Springs
season passes Senate
2/10/11A:1
fake tickets cashed at Oaklawn
3/1/1B:2
McDonald calls for closing of
racing in state 3/9/1B:7
Matthews tells Texas House
Committee that gambling
hurts Arkansas 4/7/1A:6
Rockefeller will not take
stand on efforts to void
racing laws 3/25/3A:4
see also
Constitutional Revision Study
Commission
gambling
HOSPITALS
see
health - facilities
HOT SPRINGS
convention facilities are
excellent 1/22/1C:1
groups working to reopen
nightlife minus gambling
10/15/14A:7
HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
see
cost of living
HOUSES
see
housing
HOUSES, HISTORIC
Pine Bluff has many old houses
11/19/5E:2
HOUSING
Jeter community renovates
houses 12/3/16A:1
HOUSING
Little Rock federal funds
frozen because program
was not on time 12/19/1A:5
Little Rock will get copy of
guidelines, HUD says
11/14/1B:3
NLR refused to obey HUD rule
11/10/1B:7
Pine Bluff housing adjacent
to A. M. & N. has loan
insured by FHA 11/29/1B:2
Parade of Homes
9/10/Sec.F
Pine Bluff turns down housing
authority for 3rd time
7/12/2A:8
Public housing may not
exclude unwed mothers,
court rules 5/28/1A:2
Summit House owner sues
FHA 1/4/4A:1
see also
City Planning
HULL, J. W.
see also
Arkansas Polytechnic
College
HUMAN RELATIONS
BOA gets credit for keeping
Little Rock "cool"
12/3/18A:7
Gammon promotes racial amity
with catfish fry 6/27/3A:2
Little Rock conference on
religion and race calls
for new orthodoxy
12/11/20A:1
state council faces financial
crisis 10/19/11A:2
Women Panelists of Little
Rock 5/7/4E:1
see also
civil rights
desegregation
HUMAN RIGHTS
see civil rights

HUMANITIES
see art

HUNTING
opposum hunting is popular sport 8/27/5E:2
see also Arkansas Game and Fish Commission

HURST, Q. BYRUM
considering race for congress 7/4/8A:1

HYDROPHOBIA
increase as skunk population grows 2/3/1B:4

HYGIENE
see health
API

see
Individually Prescribed Instruction

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
two Cuban refugees find new life in Arkansas 11/12/5E:2
see also naturalization

IMMORAL LITERATURE AND PICTURES
Paragould store sells "banned" magazines following court ruling 5/10/14B:1
Pine Bluff magazine ban overturned by U.S. Supreme Court 5/9/1A:2
see also University of Arkansas

IMPRISONMENT
see prisons and prisoners

INCOME TAX
see also taxation

INCOME TAX - DEDUCTIONS
divorced parents get clarification of deductions for children 11/7/8A:6
private annuity good way to beat estate taxation 12/10/1C:1
self-employed should look into special pension fund 11/8/8A:4
stock deal strategy could keep tax low 11/10/9A:1
stock transactions 11/9/10A:4
ways to keep tax at low level 11/6/20A:1

INDIA
problems are still great 8/27/1E:1
see also Great Decisions

INDIAN ARTIFACTS
Hampson Museum provides clues to ancient Arkansans 7/30/6E:4

see also
Archeology
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
see also Archeology
Indian artifacts

INDIVIDUALLY PRESCRIBED INSTRUCTION
see education

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
see strikes

INDUSTRY
AIDC says jobs grew by 10,781 in past fiscal year 9/28/24A:1
Arkansas Wirebound of Atkins closes 2/8/18B:7
Armstrong Rubber bonds approved by Little Rock voters 3/8/1A:2
Baker-York of West Memphis will double size 12/8/14A:3
Bearden Lumber dedicates new mill 9/10/1C:3
Camden Manufacturing laboratory will do free for state police 11/8/1B:4
Camden's Shumaker park booms 3/26/8A:1
company roads augment public highway system 12/10/4E:1
Daisy makes guns for Army's "quick kill" 10/8/3C:4
Daisy merger with Victor announced 5/18/2A:1
financing new plants with tax-free bonds opposed by IRS 5/27/7B:1
First Arkansas Development Finance aids businesses 4/2/1C:1
furniture made of plastic produced at Ft. Smith 11/4/5A:7
INDUSTRY
Georgia-Pacific announces $75 million expansion
6/7/1B:2

International Paper at Malvern announced 3/9/1B:3

limousine firm formed at Blytheville 2/19/1C:6

Ozark may get furniture plant 4/15/1A:4

Pillsbury to build broiler plant at Lincoln
2/24/1B:2

Pulaski County growth in 1967 12/24/8B:5

reasons for selecting Arkansas listed by governor 11/12/1C:1

Seam Pruf Inc. closing Paris plant 12/12/1B:4

Southwest Chemical Corp. clears questions on stocks 7/26/5A:5

soybean plant to build at Osceola 1/12/1B:8

state gets 75 plants during year 12/31/2A:2

Stromberg-Carlson plant to open at Camden
3/15/2A:3

Twentieth Century Foods of Salem seeks reorganization to avoid liquidation 1/8/8A:7

see also Arkansas Industrial Development Commission
Mines and Mineral Resources Progress Report

INDUSTRY AND STATE

tax break for industry defended 11/1/12A:1

tax break for industry featured on Demo show 11/11/5A:4

tax break for industry may cost state 5 million 10/31/2A:1

tax break for Industry was work of Democrats, Brandon says 11/10/1A:5

tax break law defended by Brandon 11/7/12A:1

tax loss figures on industry act denied by Brandon 11/7/12A:1

INFO '68

see Democratic Party (Arkansas)

INNOCULATION

see vaccination

INSOLVENCY

see bankruptcy

INSURANCE

advisory board named by governor 5/9/1B:8

automobile insurance will be cancelled for 2 reasons only 12/6/14B:2

bill holding companies responsible for agents, defeated 2/25/3A:1

current laws are license to steal, Harkey says 2/28/1A:2

Harkey clean-up efforts endorsed by agents 5/23/16:3

Harkey getting tough on schemers 3/5/3E:1

Harkey issues policy rules with warning that they must be obeyed 12/22/18:4

Harkey rules too tough, firms say 5/2/18:8

Harkey says problems abound in dept. 2/12/16A:1

Harkey says restraints used in revocations 7/14/1B:8

no policy change forthcoming, Harkey says 12/22/5A:4

officials are reviewing policies in view of Harkey's ruling 6/1/10B:1
INSURANCE

rates increase requests must be made public at filing, under new law 3/31/3A:8
secrecy clause in state code remains in bill 2/12/3A:1
widow-bilking harder than ever under Harkey 3/12/1C:1
see also purchasing department

INSURANCE - AUTOMOBILE

bill called unfair to public 2/18/10A:3
Harkey to pick another expert for rate case 2/1/1B:8
hearing on rate request opens 2/24/1B:6
hearings could have national implications 2/26/3A:1
increases sought by rating bureaus 12/16/7A:1
rate hearing postponed 1/7/2A:3
rate rise would mean windfall, F. Faubus says 2/25/5A:4
rating bureaus suffered unprecedented defeat in hearings 3/5/12A:1
Rockefeller volunteers to testify 1/13/1A:5
underwriting explained by DuVall 2/16/9B:1
2/18/7B:1
withdrawal of request for increases announced 2/28/1A:2

INSURANCE - BURIAL

Harkey limits policies to cash only 4/18/1B:5
hearings are held on Harkey's order 10/28/8B:5
insuring dead people is halted 4/8/7B:1
stricter controls challenged in court 5/23/1B:6

INSURANCE, SOCIAL

see Insurance, Unemployment

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Aetna purchases Participating Annuity Life of Little Rock 3/31/11A:1
American Foundation suit to establish voting trust denied by state supreme court 11/7/1B:7
American Home Owners charter revoked by Harkey 6/9/1B:6
Capital Life of NLR loses permit 10/5/1B:2
Central Mutual Casualty barred from doing business in state 4/19/1B:5
certificate of Life of Arkansas revoked 3/9/1B:4
40 insurers stop operations in state 10/18/1B:8
Harkey preferred to SEC regulation 12/15/12B:1
investment-type policies would be outlawed if bill passes legislature 1/13/21A:1
Investors Preferred - Pathfinder merger planned 5/7/1C:1
National Investors ordered to correct alleged violations of code 8/5/1A:2
National Security Life of Little Rock certificate revoked by Harkey 3/11/8B:8
North American Guaranty reinsured 10/11/8B:8
Old American Life charter revocation will be challenged 9/3/8B:4
Old American Life charter revoked 9/2/3A:6
Old Commonwealth charter revoked by Harkey 8/23/4A:3
INSURANCE COMPANIES
Paragon Life's parent company, Vi-King ordered to give facts in sale of stocks 11/17/2A:1
proposal to place some companies under SEC fought by industry 12/29/1B:7
regulations on proxies amaze firms 12/22/9B:1
Savings Guaranty case appeal by Harkey turned down by Supreme Court 12/19/1B:6
Savings Guaranty sues Harkey 8/25/3A:3
Savings Guaranty suit rejected by court 8/29/1B:3
voting trust ruled illegal by state supreme court 5/23/1B:2
see also Harkey, John Norman

INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT
tougher law passes Senate 3/4/6A:5
tougher law penalizes "quitters" 4/9/1C:1

INTEGRATION
see desegregation

INTEREST AND USURY
airman told he doesn't have to pay Missouri interest in Arkansas 1/12/1B:4
10 percent a month on pawn loans ruled usurious 12/12/1B:8
see also Constitutional Revision, Study Commission

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
see U.S. - Internal Revenue Service

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE
see language, universal

INTERNATIONAL ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS
history 7/30/4E:1

INVESTMENTS
see securities

ISRAEL
photographic essay 5/28/5E:2
JAPANESE-AMERICAN RELOCATION
former inmates of Rohwer
make pilgrimage
4/4/1A:4
former inmates plant cherry
trees at Rohwer
4/11/1A:3

JAZZ MUSIC
college jazz festival at
Little Rock 3/22/1B:2

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
priest says Society helped
elect Reagan 1/24/1B:2

JOHNSON, FOSTER
announces race for Senate
seat 10/25/1B:3

JOHNSON, JAMES D.
charges plan to change
rules on support of
national party
11/5/12A:3
Faubus fading, is hysterical
12/4/2A:1
Fulbright, Rockefeller,
Faubus attacked 8/23/2A:6
hints Faubus aided GOP
7/21/2A:4
looks at Alabama as answer
to prayers 5/30/1B:3
may run again if Faubus
seeks office 5/19/1B:7
memorandum may be bid for
support for Wallace
5/7/3E:1
memorandum says Faubus stink
is on party 4/25/1A:4

JOHNSON, JAMES D.
Rockefeller would not be
governor without Faubus's
help 4/18/5A:6
speaks warmly of Wallace
as candidate 6/8/4A:5
see also
Democratic Party (Arkansas)

JONES, JIMMIE
refusal to print Preview
see
University of Arkansas

JORDAN
Hussein is no stranger to
trouble 1/8/1E:1

JOURNALISM
Arkansas High School Press
Asso names winners
4/2/4C:4
see also
libel and slander
University of Arkansas

JUNIOR MISS
Dunaway, Rosemary welcomed
home 3/25/1A:2
Dunaway, Rosemary wins
national title 3/19/1A:2
60 girls seek title
12/24/2A:1

JURY
see
courts

JUSTICE
see
courts
KEGELES, SIDNEY A.
see purchasing department
KELLER, CHRISTOPH, JR.
see Episcopal Church
KENNEDY, EDWARD M.
addresses Arkansas young Democrats 10/8/21A:1
feature article 5/28/1E:1
KIDNEYS
transplant at Arkansas Medical Center is successful 12/14/18:4

KIDNEYS
transplant saves life of North Little Rock girl 1/8/21A:2
KINDERGARTEN
see education
KIRKWOOD, ROBERT T.
see education
KRUPP FAMILY
history of industrial empire 8/6/1E:1
LABOR AND LABORING CLASSES
home work opinion of attorney
general attacked by Becker
9/6/18:8
Labor Bulletin cuts ties with
AFL-CIO 6/20/3A:1
Springdale Labor Camp
8/6/5E:2
see also
employment
minimum wage
strikes
wages
LABOR AND LABORING CLASSES - INSURANCE
see
Insurance, Unemployment
LABOR DEPARTMENT
Collins, Dotson was personal
choice, Rockefeller says
5/29/2A:1
Collins appointment defended
by Rockefeller 5/25/4A:3
Collins appointment gets cool
reception by AFL-CIO
5/23/1B:4
Laney asked to resign
5/12/1B:7
LABOR DISPUTES
see
strikes
LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION
AIDC seeks to weigh effect
of right-to-work law
10/27/1B:8
AIDC study of effects of
right-to-work quashed
by Rockefeller 11/10/26A:3
see also
Constitutional Revision
Study Commission
LABOR UNIONS
see
trade unions
LAKE NEARK
ruined by river, dropped
by state 11/30/18:7

LAKES
see also
Dams and Reservoirs
names of Dam or
Reservoir
LAND, CONDEMNATION OF
see
eminent domain
LANE, MARK
tells University of Arkansas
group he is victim of try
to stifle dissent
10/13/3B:4
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES - ENGLISH
see
English language - study
and teaching
LANGUAGE, UNIVERSAL
universal language proposed
by Jean Effel 12/19/68:3
LAW ENFORCEMENT
Hendrix plans bill to
protect police informants
12/8/19A:1
Little Rock police bear
down on training
12/31/5D:2
Pine Bluff police aided by
volunteer alert program
3/12/3C:4
see also
Arkansas Sheriff's Assn.
Arkansas State Police
gambling
liquor traffic
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 1967-68
Crank will head
3/11/3A:3
members named 3/3/5A:1
LEGISLATIVE JOINT AUDITING
COMMITTEE, 1967-68
members named 3/3/5A:1
Penn will head 3/11/3A:3
LEGISLATIVE REAPPORTIONMENT
see
Reapportionment, Legislative
LEGISLATURE, ARKANSAS
see
  General Assembly
LERNER, MAX
U.S. needs more thinkers like Fulbright
10/14/3A:7
LEWIS, COATSWORTH P.
see
  Episcopal Church
LIBEL AND SLANDER
bill allowing suits in home county passes Senate
2/7/4A:6
bill calling for mandatory signing of articles of criticism defeated in Senate
2/9/3A:1
LIBERTY OF THE PRESS
see
  immoral literature and pictures
LIBRARIES
Dr. Bessie Moore heads national committee
9/10/15A:1
Fayetteville Public history
8/27/5E:2
federal assistance supported by governor 10/6/2A:4
Little Rock Public dedication
10/30/2A:1
Little Rock Public loses genealogy books
9/28/18B:4
Little Rock Public sues over money taken by IRS
5/12/18B:6
Marion County drive for building involved 6,000 persons 12/13/8A:6
Moore, Bessie holds hearings on library needs
11/22/6B:3
see also
  Arkansas Library Commission
LIFE (BIOLOGY)
freezing of bodies far from a science, says U. of Ark. professor 3/12/18A:1
LIFE EXPECTANCY
table for Arkansans 1/22/16A:1
LIMITATION OF ARMAMENT
see
disarmament
LIQUOR - LAWS AND REGULATIONS
bill in legislature allows sale by drink at Little Rock, Hot Springs
2/8/1A:4
cocktail bill fails in legislature 2/10/1A:3
cocktail bill killed in Senate 2/17/4A:6
Dawson vows to fight bill authorizing mixed drinks 12/15/1B:7
Drew County group protests Wilmar store 1/15/16A:1
fair trade repeal bill gets "do not pass" from committee 2/3/1B:8
Faubus approved new outlets on last day in office 1/13/2A:1
legal possession in dry county defined by attorney general 2/16/2A:4
liquor may now be sold on bond election days 12/15/1B:6
liquor sales on bond election days has been legal 8 years 12/16/6B:5
L

LIQUOR TRAFFIC
Rockefeller refuses to intervene over permit
2/15/4A:6
serving Holy Communion could be violation of law on minors 3/2/1A:4
several groups seek mixed drink bill 11/30/1B:5
serving Holy Communion wine was made illegal by 1961 law, Nance says
3/3/5A:4
store permit not revokable without cause, ABC says
2/16/1B:8
Wilmar store permit debated 1/26/8A:1
Wilmar store permit may be cancelled 1/20/15A:1
Wilmar store permit rescinded 1/28/5A:3
see also Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission
liquor - laws and regulations

LITTLE ROCK
building code restricts height of buildings, but waivers are automatic 12/9/4B:1
city manager demands full day of work for full pay 12/21/8:5
Douthit resigns as city director 7/29/1A:5
expressway could be toll 12/3/1C:1
manager board criticized for failure to name Negro to board 10/13/3A:1
LITTLE ROCK, PORT OF
see Port of Little Rock

LITTLE ROCK UNIVERSITY
The Exit is popular coffee house 4/20/16A:1
fine arts division has splendid new quarters 4/16/3A:2
Library, Theater buildings dedicated 3/12/16A:5
merger report for CCHEF will be given in secret 11/17/1B:2
merger report will not be ready in time for special legislative session
12/14/2A:3
merger talks brings money crisis 11/9/1B:3
merger talk with governor denied when governor fails to appear at office
11/10/1B:5
merger with SCA would be better, legislator says 8/10/25A:2
merger with State College urged by Conway interests 7/16/3E:1
merger with University of Arkansas approved by both boards 7/9/1A:7
merger with University of Arkansas approved by NLR chamber board 12/22/11B:5
merger with University of Arkansas approved by UA alumni board 11/22/1B:5
merger with U of A formally signed by boards 9/7/1B:4
merger with University of Arkansas not likely 1/20/9A:2
merger with U of A not possible now, governor says 7/26/1B:7

enrollment statistics 10/5/10A:4
LITTLE ROCK UNIVERSITY
merger with University of Arkansas recommended by CCHEF 12/16/1A:2
merger with U of A should be studied, legislators say 7/22/3A:3
merger with U of A supported by GIT director 10/4/16A:1
merger with U of A supported by YDC 8/22/4A:3
merger with University of Arkansas will be April 1968 if state agrees 8/8/1B:7
new facilities await fall students 8/13/15A:1
physics, engineering degrees fill need 1/15/1C:2
staff additions named 5/17/14A:2
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY COMMISSION buys diagnostic laboratory at Springdale 6/2/1B:7
LIVING, COST OF see cost of living

LOANS
see interest and usury

LOBBYING
bill to register passes
House 2/22/1B:4
bill to register passes
Senate 2/16/1A:2
valuable, but unregulated in state 1/1/3D:5

LOUISIANA PURCHASE MONUMENT
efforts to preserve 7/23/16C:2

LOVELY, WILLIAM L.
plaque honoring Indian agent will be dedicated 7/2/21A:8

LUCK, H. D.
see also Democrats for Arkansas

LYBRAND, J. P.
see also Democratic Party (Arkansas)
MCCELLAN, JOHN L.
addresses joint session of
General Assembly
2/28/3A:4
bankers applaud remarks
5/16/9B:1
Camden honors with "McClellan
Day" 10/19/1B:2
10/20/1B:2
charges gross inefficiency
in AID 4/28/10A:1
confession bill drawn up
4/18/1B:8
hearings on confessions
set 2/24/1B:5
"human rats" hit
8/9/1A:5
sets new record for Senatorial
service by Arkansas Senator
5/15/1A:5
thrift move by Air Force
revealed 12/23/1A:5
war on crime proposed
1/26/1B:2
wiretap bill will be approved
by President 12/23/3A:1
wiretap needed to control
crime 11/15/2A:5
see also
Congressional Delegation -
Arkansas
MCCELLAN, JOHN L. - INVESTIGATIONS -
RIOTS
doesn't believe testimony of
TSU student 12/1/17A:1
hearing on riots will be held
8/8/1B:7
Nashville mayor blames outsiders
11/8/2A:1
Plainfield mayor says riots
organized 12/6/28A:1
poverty war laxity is warning
11/10/14A:1
riots hearings announced
10/29/1A:5
riots threaten national security
11/2/1A:6
unpunished rioters are sickening
11/3/1A:3

MCDOWELL, MRS. W. M.
see hobbies
MCMATH, SIDNEY
criticizes Fulbright, but
disavows Senate race
11/9/12C:2
denies again that he will
seek office 8/10/10A:1
denies any plan to seek
Senate seat 3/12/4A:1
Fulbright believes he may
seek Senate seat
3/11/5A:1
has no political plans
6/23/3A:5
opposes invasion of North
Vietnam 12/28/1B:7
support of troops in
Vietnam urged
12/14/18C:2
western life at stake in
Vietnam 10/28/1A:5
MADDOX, LESTER
feature on administration's
early stages
7/30/5E:2
MAIL SERVICE
see postal service
MAN - ORIGIN
see evolution
MANNERS AND CUSTOMS
charivari still popular
in Ozarks 7/30/6A:1
see also
folklore
MARIHUANA
see
Marijuana
MARIJUANA
see
narcotics
MARRIAGE
computer matchmaking available in state
5/17/1B:6
MATRIMONY

see

marriage

MAYSVILLE

history 1/8/4E:1

MEASLES

mass inoculations in Ouachita County 1/10/1B:5

MEAT

see

food

MEDIC ALERT

bracelets may save lives 7/30/9A:1

MEDICAID

see also

Public Welfare Department

MEDICAL PROFESSION

see

doctors

MEDICAL SERVICE

blood shortage in Arkansas is critical 9/16/6A:6

cities and counties may operate ambulance service, opinion says 3/2/1B:2

doctors not legally bound to treat emergency cases 8/20/1A:2

laboratories have little regulation in state 4/21/12A:2

laboratory regulation favored by state technologists 4/24/2A:1

Medic Alert bracelets may save lives 7/30/9A:1

see also

health - facilities

MEDICARE

see

aged - medical care

MEDICINE - RESEARCH

VA hospital at Little Rock aided by research center 11/5/14A:4

MEERS, PAUL

see

Arkansas State Police

MELTON, MARVIN

plane missing on Dallas flight 10/15/1A:3

search goes on as Mrs Melton waits by phone 11/12/19A:2

MENNONITES

Arkansas emigrants find no paradise in Honduras 3/19/12A:2

MENTAL HEALTH

Rockefeller sees state advances for mentally ill 1/6/4A:1

see also

health - facilities

MENTAL ILLNESS

difficult cases are being helped at Benton unit 5/3/13A:1

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

see also

Arkansas Children's Colony mentally handicapped - facilities

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED - FACILITIES

McRae would be converted to use for adults if bill passes 2/3/14A:7

MENTALLY RETARDED

see

mentally handicapped

METHODIST CHURCH

end of race barriers by 1972 voted by Little Rock Conference 5/25/8A:1

end of race barriers by 1972 voted by North Arkansas Conference 6/1/1B:4

Mena church is held liable in fraud by fiscal agent 5/30/1B:6

merger of Evangelical United Brethren Church approved by Little Rock Conference 5/24/1B:4
METHODOIST CHURCH
merger of Evangelical United
Brethren Church approved
by North Arkansas Con-
ference 5/31/10A:4
missionary to Congo believes
nations no longer want
missionary help
12/23/6A:1
role of woman changing
5/1/12B:6
St. Paul of Little Rock has
unusual Christmas tree
12/24/4A:1
Wesley Foundation at LRU
under investigation
7/26/5A:1
Wesley Foundation probe at
LRU fails to prove mis-
conduct 9/6/1B:2
MILK INDUSTRY AND TRADE
background of bill calling
for milk commission
3/3/11B:1
campaign begins to refer
Dairy Commission Act to
evoters 4/11/1B:6
Coleman files antitrust suit
against Dean 5/9/1A:3
dairy commission bill with-
drawn 2/10/5A:6
Dairy Commission members
named 3/31/1B:2
dairy commission sought in
bill 2/4/3A:8
dairy commission will not be
vetoed 3/10/2A:1
Fletcher seeks to block vote
on dairy act 7/7/18:8
milk bill ads misleading,
Fletcher says 3/3/1A:2
petitions for repeal of
dairy commission exceed
goal 6/15/1B:5
petitions should not be signed
Fletcher says 5/13/1A:3
revised dairy commission bill
becomes law 3/14/4A:3
revised dairy commission bill
passes House 3/4/12A:1
revised dairy commission bill
passes Senate 2/28/10B:1
Rockefeller wanted probe of
industry 4/21/18A:3
MILLER, JOHN E.
retiring as judge of Western
District Federal Court
1/15/6A:1
MILLS, WILBUR DAIGH
Baker gave him nothing for
campaign 1/13/1A:3
biographical sketch
8/15/2A:4
commission to evaluate federal
spending pushed 7/2/3E:3

METROPOLITAN AREAS
5 Arkansas areas meet quali-
fications as metropolitan
area 8/25/1B:5
see also
cities and towns
MIDDLE EAST
map of conflict area
7/16/7A:1
MILITARY POWER
see
disarmament
MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY
draft boards in Arkansas
desegregate 12/24/5A:3
14,000 Arkansans placed under
revised draft deferment
rule 8/18/5A:6
Negroes placed on 2 state
draft boards 3/29/1A:2
operation of Selective Service
System explained by state
director 9/3/50:2
state boards integrated under
Rockefeller administration
9/27/1B:8
MILLS, WILBUR DAIGH
committee will reconsider request for tax increase 12/16/9A:1
dedicates OEO facility at Little Rock 5/6/3A:1
frequent tax cuts urged 4/21/18A:6
full agenda for Ways and Means helps governor find way to restore medical care payment 12/2/1A:3
honoried by national VFW 3/8/8A:4
how showdown with Johnson came 10/15/3E:1
President blasts block of tax bill 11/18/1A:5
President hardly speaks since tax bill shelved 10/22/14A:1
tax boost will not come before reduced spending 9/8/1B:2
tax credits blasted as drain on budget 12/15/8A:1
tax increase dead for this year 12/1/1A:6
tax increase shelved temporarily 10/4/1A:5
tax is dead as of now 10/7/1A:3
tax reform, not increase, is needed 12/24/1A:5
tax request of President will be reviewed 11/21/1A:2
tax sharing proposals pondered 2/19/3E:1
warns Johnson to cut spending if he wants tax cut 10/2/1A:5
see also Congressional Delegation - Arkansas

MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
aerial mapping of Ouachita Mountains 6/14/1B:3
cinnabar plant planned for Nashville 1/15/1C:5
gold boom at Combs in 1930's 6/11/5E:2
minerals output increases in state 1/2/14A:4
Vandium plant at Malvern begins processing 5/21/3C:1
whetstone industry 12/3/4E:1
see also Progress Report
MINIMUM WAGE
AFL-CIO demands vote on wage bill 3/17/1OA:1
bill in Senate 2/10/5A:3
bill in Senate is defeated 3/30/16A:1
House passes bill 3/31/12A:1
labor, business argue over results 2/23/1B:7
new law goes into effect, could be tricky 1/13/11B:1
Senate resolution asks Purcell to challenge minimum wage coverage of state workers 2/4/3A:6
see also poverty
MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
Arkansas entry, Sharon Evans, wins swimsuit competition 9/7/1A:4
history 9/3/10C:1
entries listed 7/9/4A:1
MISS ARKANSAS
Evans, Sharon Ann wins title 7/16/1A:3 7/17/1A:4
MISSISSIPPI COUNTY
  Autry's widow may seek House seat 11/26/3A:1
MISTLETOE
  see folklore
MODEL CITIES
  Texarkana chosen for program 11/171/1A:3
MONTE NE
  photograph of Missouri Row 9/3/6D:2
MOORE, BESSIE B.
  see Libraries
MOORE, CHARLES
  see Elections, 1968 - Special Elections - Mississippi County
MORRIS, JAMES
  see Driftwood, Jimmie
MOSS, A. J.
  resigns post with FHA 10/28/3A:1
  resigns welfare post for federal position 3/20/1A:2
MOUNT OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY
  animals are sought for play 12/1/1B:4
  passion play groundbreaking 5/14/4A:2
  Passion Play setting estimated at 100,000 dollars 5/24/1B:6
MOUNT SEQUOYAH
  see Fayetteville
MOUNTAIN HOME
  selected as model by EDA 1/15/18A:1
MULLINS, DAVID M.
  see also University of Arkansas
MUNICIPALITIES
  see Arkansas Municipal League Cities and Towns
MURREL, MARGARET
  see Arkansas School for the Deaf
MURTON, THOMAS O.
  see Arkansas State Prison
MUSEUMS
  Barrett materials presented to Little Rock Museum 3/30/5A:1
  Benton has Indian, Civil War relics in private museum 11/5/6E:1
  Greenwood jail is now museum 3/26/4C:2
  Hampson State Park's museum provide clues to ancient Arkansans 7/30/6E:4
  Little Rock Museum of Science and Natural History has new director 5/7/12A:4
  Museum of Science and Natural History sought by state 2/2/1B:5
  Plantation Museum, Scott 6/25/5E:2
MUSIC
  Arkansas State University preserves old music 7/2/5E:2
  see also Jazz music
MUSIC - COMPOSITION
  see composition (music)
MUSIC - INSTRUMENTS
  dulcimers made at Forrest City 6/26/10B:2
MUSICIANS
  Hot Springs' music man, C. Moscat 9/24/5E:2
MUTATION (BIOLOGY)
  see evolution
NATO
see
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NARCOTICS
Arkansas Polytechnic College student sentenced 11/22/1B:2
Arkansas Polytechnic College teacher, students charged 11/17/1B:2
drug control law badly needed, Warren says 12/4/7B:4
growing concern over rise in use of LSD, marijuana 12/3/18A:1
NATION, CARRY
biographical sketch 7/23/4E:1
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE
Mills described as two-faced on poverty issue 1/20/1B:6
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE (ARKANSAS CHAPTER)
Jewell is president 2/12/7A:1
McClellan criticized by Wilkins at state meet 11/6/2A:1
Magnolia mayor says he received no invitation to state meet 11/7/1B:6
meets at Magnolia 11/4/7A:3
NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Green rejoins staff 1/12/5A:4
NATIONAL GUARD
see
U.S. - Armed Forces
NATIONAL HONEY QUEEN
Santa Cruz, Linda 2/26/1C:3
NATURALIZATION
family whose 5 members were born in 5 different nations becoming citizens 12/20/1A:3
NEGROES
center at Gould burns 1/13/1B:2
dilemma of the middle class Negro 10/8/1E:1
first Negro pages in General Assembly sponsored by Guy H. Jones 1/17/8A:5
GOP studies how to expand role in party affairs 4/9/4A:1
housing more segregated than ever, report shows 11/27/5A:1
see also desegregation
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
NEW JERSEY (BATTLESHIP)
taken out of mothballs for war duty 11/19/1E:1
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Little Rock firm gets seat 8/18/1A:4
NEWSPAPERS
Arkansas Press Assn awards 6/25/16A:7
Malvern Daily Record is run by women 6/11/22A:2
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
NATO in crisis 3/19/1E:1
NOVACULITE
see
mines and mineral resources
NUCLEAR ENERGY
see
atomic energy
NURSES AND NURSING
inactive nurses urged into service by state association 12/3/9A:1
Little Rock University nursing school planned 5/25/4A:6
Ouachita Nursing School may be forced to close 4/8/2A:1
Ouachita Nursing School will get Rockefeller gift if matched by school 4/17/7A:1
Ouachita University announces closing of nursing school 4/22/5A:1
State College of Arkansas will open nursing school 4/26/13B:1
State College opens school 6/6/1B:4
State College program approved 10/1/5A:1
University of Arkansas school regains accreditation 4/30/3A:8
visiting nurses group fills a vital need 12/3/5E:2
NURSING HOMES
bill vetoed by governor is overridden by Senate 3/29/1A:3
bill vetoed by Rockefeller, overridden by House 3/10/1A:2
NURSING HOMES
bill vetoed by Rockefeller will not be overridden by Senate 3/11/9A:1
Blaylock and operators exchange heated words 12/15/26A:1
board told it can veto Blaylock plan 5/13/8B:6
board votes raise to homes 5/27/1A:3
funds increased for welfare clients 3/21/2A:1
increase in aid averages 20.00 per client 5/16/2A:6
increases granted by legislature not received, group says 5/26/2A:1
patient reclassification by welfare department discontinued 12/2/5A:4
press Blaylock for increases 5/9/10B:5
retroactive payments legal, attorney general rules 6/7/1B:3
state hospital patients still being sent to homes 12/28/1B:8
OBITUARIES
Durst, David 7/31/6E:1

ODD FELLOWS
see
International Order of Odd Fellows

OLD AGE
see
aged

OPEN MEETING
see
public records

OPERA
Caldwell returns to state to present two operas
10/11/7A:4
foundation organized by Marjorie Lawrence
4/21/1B:3

OPIATES
see
narcotics

OPINION, PUBLIC
see
public opinion

ORANGES
Harrison farmer raises oranges 12/31/4D:1

ORBITING VEHICLES
see
Artificial Satellites

ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS
see
International Order of Odd Fellows

ORIGIN OF SPECIES
see
evolution

ORNITHOLOGY
see
birds

OUACHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
see also
Nurses and Nursing

OUACHITA RIVER NAVIGATION PROJECT
extra funds requested
5/2/12A:3
Thatcher active in development 4/16/3C:1
see also
port

OUTER SPACE
see
space, outer

OZARK REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
self-help stressed by governor 3/25/3A:4

OZARKA
see
Regional Economic Development - Ozarka

OZARKS REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
bid for funds may be made this summer 1/8/3E:1
Rockefeller hopes program will motivate people to help themselves 2/26/16A:3
Texas firm hired to make survey 6/20/1B:8
PAGEANTS
see
Miss America
Miss Arkansas
Junior Miss
PAKISTAN
see also
Great Decisions
PARKS
Dardanelle Reservoir areas
leased to state park system
1/6/1B:6
DeGray Reservoir park master
plan 12/2/2A:1
Herman Davis statue smashed by
vandals 5/23/2A:4
Herman Davis statue will be
restored 5/26/14B:6
Jacksonport gets sternwheeler
11/2/1B:3
Jacksonport steamboat proudly
displayed 11/17/1B:5
Little Rock plans dealt blow by
cut-back of federal funds
3/22/1B:8
Little Rock program growth
1/12/3A:1
Little Rock, North Little Rock,
and Pine Bluff get sites on
river 3/19/18A:1
Lost Valley deed is given to
state 8/5/3A:1
Lost Valley land bought by
Heyden as gift to state
7/13/1A:4
Lost Valley owned by Faubus
7/11/1A:2
Lost Valley purchased with
borrowed funds, Faubus says
7/12/1A:3
Lost Valley visitors increase
5/7/5E:2
Russellville using vocational
trainees in building project
5/28/16C:3
Withrow Springs swimming pool
criticized by GOP
9/6/16A:2
PARKS
see also
Amusement Parks
Arkansas Publicity and Parks
Commission
Recreation
PASSION PLAY, EUREKA SPRINGS
see
Mount Oberammergau Passion
Play
PASTIMES
see
Recreation
PATRIOTIC PARTY
application for charter
defective 8/16/1B:3
Arkansas party meets at Hot
Springs 9/4/2A:1
charter papers submitted to
Bryant 8/11/1B:4
PEACE
see
Disarmament
PECCARY CAVE
see
Archeology
PECK, SAMUEL J.
obituary 4/6/12B:5
PENITENTIARY STUDY COMMISSION
see
Arkansas Penitentiary Study
Commission
PENITENTIARIES
see
Prisons and Prisoners
PENOLOGY
see
Prisons and Prisoners
PERRY COUNTY
judge is cleared of mis-
conduct 5/13/2A:4
PETS
cemetery for pets is profitable
7/30/1C:1
see also names of animals e.g.
cats, dogs
PHARMACY BOARD
see
State Board of Pharmacy

PHELPS, RALPH A., JR
joins OEO staff in Atlanta for year 9/3/1A:3

PHILANTHROPISTS
see
Rockefeller, Winthrop Wadley, John K.

PHILLIPS, JIM
eased off State Hospital payroll 4/6/1B:7

PHILLIPS COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
contracts let for building first units 1/20/2A:1

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
special education plan adopted 9/12/1B:2
see also
Arkansas Rehabilitation Service
Blind
Deaf

PHYSICIANS
Arkansas doctor in Malasia discusses work 3/26/18A:2
70 pct. of U. of Ark. medical graduates intern out of state 3/14/1B:4

PIKE, JAMES A.
see also
Spiritualism

PILKINGTON, JAMES H.
may enter governor's race 12/23/5A:2
Rebsamen should run for governor 12/6/13A:2
see also
Elections, 1966 - General Election

PINBALL MACHINES
industry advised to hold off on bingo machines 12/12/1B:2

PINE BLUFF
civic center nears completion 1/15/1C:2

PINE BLUFF
progress backed by planning 3/12/1C:3
see also
Water supply - Flouridation

PLANNING, CITY
see
City Planning

PLAYS
see also
Arkansas Arts Center

PLYWOOD
see
Forests and Forest Products

POETS, ARKANSAS
see
Authors, Arkansas

POLICE
see also
Law Enforcement

POLITICAL PARTIES
see also
Democratic Party
Democrats for Arkansas
Patriotic Party
Republican Party

POLITICS, PRACTICAL
see also
Lobbying

POLL TAX
absence of collection authority makes law inoperative 9/1/4A:4
repeal bill passed by House 1/20/21A:1
repeal of requirement for state employees sought in General Assembly 1/18/1B:8
repealed as Rockefeller signs bill 1/27/12B:6

POLLARD, ODELL
see
Republican Party (Arkansas)

POLLS, OPINION
see
Public Opinion
POLLUTION
Springdale must pay damage to dairy 1/17/1B:2
state can end pollution soon, expert says 3/15/1B:8
see also
Air Pollution
POOL (GAME)
see
Billiards
POOR RELIEF
see
Public Welfare
POPULATION
see
Birth Control
POPULATION - ARKANSAS
birth rate shows steady drop 5/14/21A:1
households increase from 1960-65 2/5/16C:3
state likely to gain 3/26/5A:6
10 per cent increase since 1960 estimated by U.S. Census Bureau 9/9/6A:1
total by county, 1966 (estimated) 6/21/1B:7
POPULATION - U.S.
review of statistics shows how far nation has come 11/19/3A:1
200 million figure will be recorded November 20 11/12/14C:3
will pass 200 million soon 1/29/11A:1
PORT OF CAMDEN
dedicated 3/12/5A:1
3/19/3A:2
PORT OF CAMDEN
Hicks, Walter E. named manager 3/16/2A:5
PORT OF CLARKSVILLE
application for permit filed 12/5/1B:4
PORT OF LITTLE ROCK
construction permit issued 3/22/1B:5
creates bustle and traffic woes 10/29/12A:1
permission to build requested 2/3/1B:2
POSTAL SERVICE
post office problems mounting 5/14/1E:1
POVERTY
ARVAC achievements cited 5/24/14B:3
ARVAC has funds to operate 11 weeks 11/9/1B:5
ARVAC workers discuss progress on TV show 12/21/4A:2
Appalachia poverty typified by Maynard family 7/16/5E:2
Becker urges funds for Delta Project 5/7/19A:8
CAP publishing plans irk newspapers 8/23/1B:2
camp for poor youth approved 7/7/2A:1
consumer education project helps poor of Pulaski County 2/12/5E:1
displaced farm workers will be retrained 7/6/1B:4
EOA director at Little Rock is former boxer 1/29/5A:1
POVERTY

efforts to secure federal aid for east Arkansas Negroes 4/26/1B:5
lawyers in ARVAC area reject aid proposal 7/30/4C:3
McDonald Negroes and FHA work for better housing 9/3/8A:1
Mills dedicates OEO facility at Little Rock 5/6/3A:1
Negro sharecroppers to get loans for food stamps 5/5/1A:2
Negro tenants near hunger, governor says 3/30/1A:4
Negroes face loss of family income because of wage law 4/20/21A:1
OEO's message for Arkansas is do more with less 3/19/1A:1
Pulaski job centers feuding 3/23/1B:7
Pulaski EOA has rewarding job 7/2/5E:2
Pulaski OEO director and Layman settle differences 8/10/1B:8
Rockefeller views sought by OEO panel 6/27/5A:1
Scott children are example of need for assistance 12/10/24A:1
Stone County senior citizens play mountain music at Senate hearing 9/19/18:4
Van-Se-Boo-M opponent will join its board 7/26/11A:7
Van-Se-Boo-M ordered out of Marion County court house 7/19/1B:8
VISTA workers in Pulaski want to work despite salary crisis 11/10/1B:4
war on poverty in Laredo, Texas described 4/16/1E:1

POVERTY

see also
Socially Handicapped

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
state denominations seek unity 3/19/18A:3

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF THE UNITED STATES
Arkansas and Oklahoma synods may merge 12/23/6A:1

PRESSURE GROUPS
see
Lobbying
PRINTING, STATE
see
Purchasing Department

PRisons AND PRISONERS
prison horror not confined to Arkansas, expert says 1/19/1B:4
see also
Arkansas State Prison
Crime and Criminals

PRODUCTION
see
Economics
PROGRESS REPORT - ARKANSAS
1966 state growth 1/15/Section F

PROHIBITED BOOKS
see
Immoral Literature and Pictures

PROJECT HEAD START
Arkansas will receive over 4 million dollars 3/25/5A:4

PROPERTY ASSESSMENT
see
Taxation, Property
PROSTITUTION
prostitutes easy to find in Little Rock 5/5/4A:1
PRYOR, DAVID H.

begins work in Congress 1/11/1B:2
bill has rider attached making it major legislation 12/15/9A:3
dropouts face crisis in jobs 10/28/2A:1

Johnson may not seek re-election 10/23/108:5
moratorium on party squabbles called for 5/28/6A:6
named to House Appropriations Committee 1/19/5A:5
named to important sub-committee post 2/4/2A:8
postal rates increase opposed 4/6/128:6
rioters should be treated as criminals 8/8/1B:2
surtax not likely 10/28/2A:6
youth composes new power structure 4/16/3A:7
see also
Congressional Delegation - Arkansas

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
see
Great Decisions

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
see
Public Welfare

PUBLIC OPINION
Little Rock television stations poll audiences nightly 11/9/26A:6
mood of people shows unease 10/23/1E:1

PUBLIC OPINION
Pryor's constituents answer 20 questions on current issues 9/19/1B:4
SCA poll opposes voting at 18 11/29/4A:7
74 percent of voters approve Rockefeller's work 10/5/4A:1
see also
Great Decisions

PUBLIC RECORDS
closed door decisions by public bodies are void 8/19/5A:8
Freedom of Information Act passes House 2/3/2A:3
Freedom of Information Act passes Senate 1/27/2A:1
need for freedom of access cited by examples 8/25/1B:3
North Little Rock claims case does not involve press freedom 7/30/3C:2
open meeting act covers legal matters, judge rules 9/1/4A:6
open meeting bill goes to governor 2/14/10A:5
Parsons feels school board can meet secretly to discuss students 2/26/2A:1

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Downie named to commission after court disqualifies Walther 5/3/1B8:6
Downie named to post filled by Walther 2/18/1A:3
Hawkins dismissed as appraiser 5/23/2A:3
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
lauisit seeks Walther's com-
mission 2/25/7A:1
Senatc names Walther com-
missioner 2/10/1A:4
2/11/1A:4 2/14/1A:5
Thomasson named to Assessment 
post 6/13/3A:3
Thomasson says Walther 
appointment partisan play 
2/14/10A:7
Walther appointment void, 
Chancery court rules 
4/27/1A:2
Walther files appeal brief 
9/13/1B:8
Walther goes to work 
2/14/3A:6
Walther temporarily enjoined 
from serving 3/1/1B:6
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
see 
Public Service Commission
PUBLIC WELFARE
child on welfare exist on $19 
per month, Blaylock says 
12/17/32A:7
decline in number of new 
cases 12/7/2A:1
elderly must stay in state 
hospital, Blaylock says 
11/28/5A:1
governor says foes attempt 
to prevent raises 
6/27/9A:4
medical care payment of 3 
dollars dropped 12/1/1A:2
medical care payment restored 
12/2/1A:3
nursing homes get funds in-
crease 3/21/2A:1
PUBLIC WELFARE
pay cut ruled out by board 
6/24/5A:1
public aid recipient starves 
to death while saving checks 
10/13/1A:4
Rockefeller calls for jobs 
for able-bodied welfare clients 
3/24/1B:2
see also 
Food Relief
PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT
ALC asks cost of 5 dollar 
increase 11/18/2A:1
appropriations not enough for 
year, director tells 
governor 11/7/12A:2
Blaylock and board clash over 
personnel 7/13/1B:6
Blaylock and board clash over 
personnel policy 
5/27/1A:2
board, Blaylock clash over 
control 8/19/9A:1
board trying to disrupt 
department, Pollard says 
5/28/2A:7
board votes veto powers for 
itself 4/22/8A:1
borrows from general fund 
11/21/1B:3
cuts in aid advocated by 
Mills get support of 
Blaylock 8/25/1B:2
Faubus denies role in fiscal 
mess 11/2/5A:1
fiscal problems kept from him, 
governor says 11/2/1A:6
governor to ask special session 
for welfare aid 11/1/1A:2
PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT

handling cost per case is
lowest in nation
10/18/2A:1

homes of nursing home patients
could become state property
under Blaylock plan
6/23/1A:4

jobs cut in economy move
11/11/2A:7

legislature cuts funds,
college students cannot be
hired for summer
4/5/18:8

loan of $1 million sought
12/20/11A:8

Medicaid will cost 13 million
more, Blaylock says
12/30/7B:7

Moss called in by board to
aid Blaylock 11/4/3A:1

Moss resigns as commissioner
to take federal post
3/20/1A:2

opinion of attorney general
supports board in dispute
with Blaylock 10/3/1B:3

probe of Merit System proposed
by board member 7/13/1B:7

Rockefeller says aide to Moss
doing on-the-job training
2/10/8A:5

situation critical, board
and Blaylock agree
12/15/26A:1

staff cuts could cause loss
of aid, Moss says
1/4/5A:1

state loses some aid to needy
8/12/2A:4

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT

stick to policy, Rockefeller
tells state board
4/5/18:7

study of ADC program planned
as rolls continue to grow
10/8/13A:3

training schools bill defeated
3/2/18A:1

training schools bill exempts
Alexander unit 2/17/4A:3

training schools bill exempts
Fargo, Pine Bluff units
2/16/2A:6

training schools division may
be set up 2/11/10A:4

see also
Food Relief
Nursing Homes

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT. CHILD
WELFARE DIVISION

see
Child Welfare Division,
Public Welfare Department

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT - CONWAY
COUNTY

reinstatement accepted, but
Stobaugh wants to stay in
county 6/2/4A:1

Stobaugh fired as director
3/8/10A:3

Stobaugh offered post in
Cleburne County 5/25/26A:1

Stobaugh takes Cleburne County
post 6/7/1B:6

Stobaugh tells hearing panel
he wasn't told rules
barred deputy job 5/16/1B:3

Stobaugh upheld by Merit
Council 5/20/3A:3
PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT - MADISON COUNTY
Hawkins fired as director 5/21/9A:3
Hawkins used false college transcript to obtain job.
Blaylock says 5/27/1A:3

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT - NEWTON COUNTY
Blaylock says board made threats 8/10/1B:5
hearing for Mrs Norton resumes 10/18/1B:4
Norton denies pressuring clients 10/19/4A:2
Norton dismissal goes before Merit System Council 8/26/3A:4
Norton reinstatement recommended by Merit Council 12/30/1A:3

PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT - SALINE COUNTY
Blaylock firm on job despite threat from county judge 11/8/1B:6

PUBLIC WORKS
state construction resumes with improved finances 6/23/1B:7
see also
Arkansas River Navigation Project

PULASKI COUNTY
bill entered in legislature to provide for election of county judge 1/24/5A:1
bill to allow election of county judge unconstitutional as written, Purcell says 2/17/1B:8
both Campbell and Justice claim office of county judge 1/2/1A:4
Campbell calls on fellow judges to help defeat bill for election 1/24/5A:1
Campbell declared county judge by circuit court 1/6/1A:2
court suit to decide county judge position 1/4/1A:3
Democrats bar candidate who filed in both primaries 7/29/5A:1
election call by Governor void, court rules 7/27/1B:7
election call on county judge voided by state supreme court 9/12/1A:5
election called to choose judge 5/26/1A:2
election of judge to be soon, governor says 5/24/1A:3
PULASKI COUNTY

Election on court house annex canceled 8/19/10:1
Election proclamation must be signed by Secretary of State, attorney general rules 5/30/3:1
Election will be called soon, governor says 5/5/1B:6
Justice appeals to Supreme Court ruling that Campbell is judge 1/7/1A:5
Justice files suit to settle dispute over county judge 1/3/1A:2
Opposition to special election bill arises 2/3/14A:1
Pledges of 2 candidates late, Peters says 7/28/1B:4
Population and economy grew in 1966 3/19/2A:7
Purcell asked to rule on legality of calling election to fill county judge post 1/21/3A:6
Purcell says governor cannot call election to fill county judge post 1/22/1A:2
Ruling slated on election called by governor 7/25/1B:2
Senate amends revised bill on county judge to require state pay election costs 3/5/4A:3
Senate defeat of bill allowing vote on county judge puzzles capitol observers 2/8/4A:1

PULASKI COUNTY

Senate defeats bill to allow vote on county judge 2/4/1A:5
Special election may be called to elect county judge 4/6/2A:1
Special election will be called by Rockefeller to fill judge post 4/7/1B:4
Supreme Court rules Justice appointment not valid 1/20/1A:2
Treasurer invests extra funds in banks 2/2/1A:7

PURCELL, JOE

Asks for Hale's resignation because he didn't keep promises, harassed Rockefeller 1/18/10:2
Asks for Hale's resignation following release of prison report 1/17/1A:5
See also Arkansas Attorney General

PURCHASING, STATE

Agencies start hoarding supplies because no printing contract has been awarded 12/21/1B:8
Economy sought in food buying 12/21/20A:1
Kegeles reveals new procedure for tire purchases 4/12/1B:7
Printing, supplies prices hit by Larey 11/23/1A:4
See also Purchasing Department
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
agency to help state utilize surplus goods 9/2/5A:1
deadlock between Bryant, Committee appealed to attorney general 9/6/1B:7
decals for automobiles included, attorney general rules 4/21/12B:5

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
insurance savings on state fleet is large 9/27/10B:6
Kegeles resigns director's job 11/29/1B:8
printing contracts held up by Bryant 9/1/4A:2
Printing Specifications Review Committee Act ruled invalid 12/1/1B:7
see also Purchasing, State
QUASI-JUDICIAL COMMISSION

see

Employees, State
RABIES
see
Hydrophobia
RACING, DOG
see
Dog racing
RACING, HORSE
see
Horse Racing
RADIATION
count in milk at Little Rock 5/9/1B:5
particles from China tests pass over state regularly 12/11/12B:1
RADIO, CITIZENS
see
Citizens Radio Service
RADIO IN EDUCATION
colleges in state strengthen programs with educational radio 5/21/10A:1
RAILROAD ACCIDENTS
Norfork wreck caused by broken switch 10/30/1A:5
Norfork wreck caused by 7 year old boy 11/1/1B:4
RAILROADS
full-crew laws challenged 3/17/1B:7
full-crew laws on freight trains declared invalid by federal court 10/4/2A:1
MoPac plant turns out quarter-mile ribbon rails 11/12/18A:1
old railroad passes tell historical story 9/10/5E:2
rate increase in state denied by commerce commission 3/16/1B:4
RAMSEY, MICHAEL ARTHUR
Arkansas visit is historic 9/10/1E:1
calls unity role of world's churches 9/16/1A:3
Little Rock plans outlined 3/28/1B:2
says Little Rock visit was lovely 9/18/1A:2
Vietnamese War settlement called for 9/17/10A:1
READING
phonics advocate says "look-say" method big blunder 9/10/19A:2
REAPPORPTIONMENT, LEGISLATIVE
suits seek break-up of multiple districts 7/14/1A:5
REBSAMEN, RAYMOND
Pilkinson says he should run for governor in 1968 12/6/13A:2
RECREATION
Arkansas River to have 72 areas 10/24/4A:3
Arkansas vacation spots 5/21/Sec.F
cars not displaying stickers at reservoirs will be ticketed 5/13/2A:3
fee system at federal facilities benefits state 1/23/1B:1
fees to be required at reservoirs 4/15/8A:1
Golden Eagle fee is gift to posterity 5/21/16C:5
list of desirable national sites includes Arkansas 2/12/3E:1
RECREATION
see also
   Amusement Parks
   Hobbies
REFUGEES
see also
   Immigrants
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EDA creates 4 areas in state
2/4/70: 8
   economists for governor's
   staff sought in bill
2/7/4A: 3
   map of regions organized in
   Arkansas 12/24/5D: 2
   regions of Arkansas as
   envisioned by Rockefeller
   (map) 2/19/5E: 2
   Rockefeller's plans for
   Arkansas explained
2/19/5E: 2
   Southeast Arkansas Regional
   Development Commission
   formed 1/26/1B: 2
   see also
   Ozarks Regional Development
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -
OZARKA
   Arkansas submits plan
   8/11/1B: 7
   bright prospect after war
   11/5/3E: 1
   funds approved by House
   9/15/2A: 1
   Hammerschmidt calls program
   good 11/5/18A: 1
   joint effort needed for
   development 12/24/5D: 2
   jobs are key to funding
   12/19/1A: 3
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -
OZARKA
   Senators told 20 billion could
   bring Ozark economy up to
   standard 8/18/8A: 7
   vocational schools policy
   stirs concern 8/16/1B: 2
REGISTRATION OF AUTOMOBILES
see
   Automobile Registration
REHABILITATION
see also
   Arkansas Rehabilitation
   Service
RELAXATION
see
   Recreation
RELIEF, PUBLIC
see
   Public Welfare
RELIGION
   birth control and Individual
   decision 6/23/7A: 1
   birth control and natural law
   6/21/7A: 1
   birth control: church
   authority and natural law
   6/22/7A: 1
   Catholicism gains in South
   9/25/9A: 3
   church challenged on birth
   control 6/20/7A: 1
   civilized man and his culture
   2/9/7A: 1
   foundations of faith under
   re-examination 2/1/7A: 1
   harmonizing faith and
   civilization 2/2/7A: 1
   industry has liberalized
   religion in the South
   9/24/9A: 1
RELIGION
man created his hierarchy of values 2/10/7A:1
real enemy is a closed mind 2/23/7A:1
Saline County historic objects displayed 12/10/5E:2
two levels of man's values 2/22/7A:1
see also
Churches
Drane, James F.
Human Relations
RELIGION AND SCIENCE
see Evolution
REPUBLICAN PARTY (ARKANSAS)
Burton defends governor's decision on study funds 11/17/1B:4
COPE leader thinks GOP here to stay 10/26/18:3
Faubus wastefulness will be made public 7/25/1B:3
fees not needed to join party, Pollard says 12/13/10A:4
Fulbright opponent urged by Rockefeller 9/16/14A:3
job applicants not required to list party 4/20/3A:3
majority party status will not be changed, caucus of House Democrats decides 2/24/4A:3
Negroes told party seeks to end bias 5/13/6A:4
Pollard does research for state 9/1/1B:4
Romney to address WR dinner 3/9/2A:4
REPUBLICAN PARTY (ARKANSAS)
seek protection of records in federal court 10/3/11A:1
Senate slapped at governor in refusing Payton confirmation 1/27/2A:2
supports lowering voting age 4/30/3A:1
Wallace candidacy would hurt GOP Pollard says 12/15/10A:3
Withrow Springs swimming pool cost is criticized 9/6/16A:1
Youth Rally at Winrock draws thousands 8/27/1A:2
see also
Elections
Public Opinion
REPUBLICAN PARTY (NATIONAL)
Percy is considered presidential timber 7/2/1E:1
popular ladies included in GOP gains 1/111D:1
REPUBLICAN PARTY (NATIONAL) - SOUTHERN REGIONAL REPUBLICAN WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
Kirk calls for McNamara resignation 10/1/1A:3
McClendon, Sarah advises women on politics 9/30/3A:1
Opinion Research official says GOP has chance to win in 1968 9/30/3A:6
Percy says greatest need is credible president 9/30/1A:2
Arkansas at bottom of list in federal research funds 5/28/1E:1
federal funds sought for Arkansas 5/18/1B:8
see also Medicine - Research

see

Dams and Reservoirs

National Cathedral performance repeated 6/20/1B:4
tour through East and South 8/6/4E:1

REVENUE, STATE
see
State Finance

REVENUE DEPARTMENT
accepted faulty returns, audit shows 4/22/11A:1
figures on difference between total federal and state returns, 1963-67 11/19/13A:3
state returns less than total federal returns filed 11/16/4A:1
tighter security now in effect 5/11/1B:8
workers caught padding expense accounts 6/17/3A:4
see also Automobile Registration

REVENUE DEPARTMENT - CALHOUN COUNTY
office ordered out of court house when Republican takes over 8/26/8B:5

treasurer denies ousting office from court house 8/29/5A:2

RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
see Scholarships

RIDDLE, ALMENDA
folksong artist 10/8/4E:1

RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS
see Labor laws and legislation

RIGHTS, CIVIL
see Civil Rights

RIOTS
see also
McClellan, John L.- Investigations - Riots

ROADS
Arkansas County fared well under Hampton 1/10/7A:4
Beautification Act passes legislature 4/1/2A:1
"blow-up" problem may be solved 2/5/12A:3
bridge at Ft. Smith to be 4 lanes 5/9/2A:1
bridge at Helena should be free 2/5/1C:3
company roads augment public highway system 12/10/4E:1
contracts let, jobs programmed 11/23/1B:6,7
contracts on 16 projects 6/29/1B:5
contracts let on 10 jobs, improvements authorized 5/28/25A:1
ROADS
contracts worth 5 million
awarded 10/26/1B:7
county turnback should be
frozen, Rockefeller says
1/13/1B:6
growth of system noted in 1966
2/26/4A:7
Helena bridge fee removal
vetoed 3/1/2A:1
Helena bridge insured by
Barksdale 3/23/7A:3
Helena bridge should be free,
Maynard says 1/22/1C:2
Helena bridge toll reductions would benefit industry
2/24/9B:1
Helena bridge toll removal favored by Rockefeller,
Linder says 2/25/5A:1
Helena bridge tolls killed by House 2/21/14A:1
Helena bridge tolls reduced 3/23/1B:5
Helena bridge would be free under bill passed by Senate
2/14/10A:4
highway funds cut back by federal government will
cost state economy one million dollars 2/24/16A:3
highway funds frozen by federal government will be
restored 3/29/1B:8
Highway 70 Improvement group formed 4/21/1B:4
Highway 67 Improvement group hits priority of western
toll route 5/10/1B:6
Interstate routes will open 80 miles this year 4/18/1B:2

ROADS
Interstate system in state
is 150 million dollars
away from completion
11/9/16A:1
map showing every road and
street in state 2/10/1B:2
study of needs warns situation critical 2/5/8A:1
traffic increases 4 fold, AHC says 4/4/1B:2
Turnpike Authority bill in legislature 1/25/4A:6
Turnpike Authority bill passes House 2/4/3A:1
Turnpike Authority bill passes Senate 1/31/1A:3
Turnpike Authority bill signed by governor 2/7/1B:4
Turnpike Authority gets funds for study of Western route
7/22/1A:5
Turnpike Authority gives top priority to western route 4/5/1B:1
Turnpike Authority requests priority for western route
4/27/3A:1
Turnpike Authority seeks AHC study of feasibility routes
6/7/1B:7
Turnpike Board cannot use AHC funds, attorney general rules 6/6/1B:5
Turnpike Central area backers offer funds for study 8/13/2A:3
turnpike costs for Western route 5/28/1A:5
ROADS

turnpike diversion of taxes opposed by AHD 2/2/1B:8
turnpike for western Arkansas gets top priority from governor 3/24/1B:8
turnpike in eastern Oklahoma will not be pushed 6/2/1B:4
turnpike plans defended by Rockefeller 4/11/5A:3
turnpike plans discussed by Rockefeller 5/23/1B:3
Turnpike plans for Oklahoma don't worry Rockefeller 5/10/1B:7
Turnpike plans should be pushed, Rockefeller says 3/21/1A:2
turnpike priority denied by AHC 6/29/1B:7
Turnpike route outlined 5/28/7A:1
Turnpike study sought by AHC approved by governor 7/6/1A:5
Turnpike study sought by Ozarks Express Route group 4/9/13A:3
turnpike study sought by south Arkansas group 4/8/2A:6
turnpike study will be financed by western group 7/8/7B:4
turnpike delayed by AHC, governor says 6/28/1A:6
turnpike profitable in Oklahoma 6/8/1B:2
see also Arkansas Highway Commission
Bonds

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

Turnpike plans for Oklahoma don't worry Rockefeller 5/10/1B:7
Turnpike study sought by AHC approved by governor 7/6/1A:5
Turnpike study sought by Ozarks Express Route group 4/9/13A:3
Turnpike study sought by south Arkansas group 4/8/2A:6
Turnpike study will be financed by western group 7/8/7B:4
Turnpike delayed by AHC, governor says 6/28/1A:6
Turnpike profitable in Oklahoma 6/8/1B:2
see also Arkansas Highway Commission
Bonds

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

admits using vulgar term in referring to legislators 3/31/12A:4
adjournment of General Assembly will be forced if necessary 3/30/16C:1
advisors are all Arkansans 7/30/3E:5
appointed to National Civil Defense Advisory Council 2/25/2A:3
armed guards provided for Florida trip 12/8/4A:1
bills signed 3/14/4A:3
bills signed in one day total 131 4/7/1B:8
bills signed on final date 4/21/2A:1
bond issue for roads planned 3/21/1A:2
bonds bill will be pushed 3/18/1A:2
brotherhood award from NCCJ goes to governor and wife 2/26/15A:4
budget delay for 71 agencies requested 1/19/1B:2
budget message presented to legislature 2/14/1A:5
budget message presented to legislature (text) 2/14/11A:1
building Faubus up, Jim Johnson says 4/18/5A:6

see also
Arkansas Highway Department
Turnpikes
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

businessmen irked because governor does not appear at civic functions 4/28/1A:4
CID report on state prison, release promised 1/16/1A:7
CID report released 1/17/1A:5 calls for less spending 2/2/1A:6
Christmas program honors servicemen 12/26/3A:1
Citizens Advisory Committee discovered to be in existence 2/22/1A:3
complaints of petty nature irritate him 5/5/1B:2
cooperation from general assembly predicted for special session 9/28/3A:1
could win re-election now, he says 8/5/1A:4
Crank criticism of studies answered 6/22/16A:1
Crank says indecision bogs down operation of state 6/21/11A:1
credit for good legislation unimportant, he tells Arkansas Bar 1/21/5A:1
critical of LBJ programs 2/11/3A:1
cut in state spending planned because revenues are below estimates 1/19/1A:2
drug store is gift of Mrs. Rockefeller 6/18/5A:7
economic and industrial growth should be measured by other states 5/17/11B:1

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
election will be called to choose Pulaski County judge 1/7/1A:5
evaluates progress of administration in TV address 3/18/1A:2
extradition of Kansas woman refused 2/24/1B:3
farmers should get greater share of retail cost of their products 2/1/5A:1
Faubus shortcomings are being documented 7/6/1A:4
favorite son role may be used at national convention 5/4/4A:1
gambling law abuse will be curbed 1/13/1B:7
gambling laws to be enforced 2/22/1A:6
General Assembly did a good job 4/1/10A:3
ghost of one-party rule troubles administration, aide says 11/10/10A:1
highway audit still desirable 1/25/1B:4
holdings in Arkansas listed 1/10/7A:3
ill, flown to New York for tests 11/17/1B:3
illness checked, returns to office 11/28/1A:5
illness diagnosed as hepatitis 11/18/1A:5
inaugural address (text) 1/11/10A:1
inaugurated as governor 1/11/1A:5
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
industry's reasons for selecting
Arkansas listed 11/12/1C:1
insurance hearing testimony
will be voluntary 1/13/1A:5
Jones, Guy is a vindictive man,
governor says 6/9/1B:7
kidnap phobia reported,
denied 8/29/1B:6
LBJ will lose Arkansas in
1968 6/3/8A:3
labor asked to give him a
chance 6/7/5A:1
Mississippi speech blasted by
Democratic chairman
11/7/1B:3
Morrilton tour includes
friendly meet with Hawkins
8/17/1B:3
National Guard reorganization
plans opposed 8/27/3A:7
Negro criticism unjustified
5/25/4A:1
Negro group says they are
ignored 5/24/1B:5
Negro secretary added to
office staff 5/17/1B:4
Negro tenants in east Arkansas
near hunger, asks federal
aid 3/30/1A:4
Oaklawn passes will not be
distributed by governor's
office 1/26/1B:8
party development put first,
legislator says 1/20/1B:2
pay supplements for some state
employees will be made
5/5/1B:7
plane lands safely, when
landing gear fails
8/4/1B:2

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
plot on life reported by
Hawkins 12/9/3A:1
plot on life revealed
12/7/1A:6
plot on life will not be
discussed by police
12/9/1A:2
plot on life will not be
discussed until state
police reports 12/10/1A:3
plot reports supported by
evidence, San Angelo
police chief says
12/8/1A:6
praises Westmoreland, defends
right to dissent
5/1/2A:2
prison situation is shocking
1/15/1A:5
private public relations
office used 12/3/3E:1
public asked to help with
his bills 3/7/1A:6
Purcell praised for doing his
job 6/9/1B:6
regional economic development
plans 2/19/5E:2
regional meeting at Jonesboro
fulfills campaign promise
6/21/1A:2
regional tour in NW Arkansas
7/7/1A:4
relations with Senate improves
3/2/3A:7
research funds for state are
sought 5/18/1B:8
resignation by Faubus
appointees sought 5/24/1A:2
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

resigns chairmanship of Winrock Enterprises 1/25/8A:6
reviews administration during first 8 months 9/24/3A:3
road funds to counties should be frozen at present level 1/13/1B:6
salaries of some agency heads will be supplemented by governor 4/12/1A:6
salary supplement opinion review sought 4/21/18A:1
salary supplement plan for state employees is illegal, Purcell says 5/9/1B:7
salary supplement plan still in effect 5/10/18:8
salary supplements for state employees illegal, attorney general rules 4/19/2A:1
salary supplements from private funds not wise, Faubus says 4/13/1B:2
satisfied with progress of administration 5/5/1B:4
signs 70 bills 3/17/22B:1
slow pace of decision making annoys department heads 11/5/3E:1
some legislators try to dismantle executive branch 2/14/1A:5
South must do more than catch up economically 4/15/2A:5
Southern Governor's Conference adopts suggestion on bond abuses 9/14/1B:7

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP

special election may be called for election of Pulaski County judge 4/6/2A:1
speech is non-political 7/5/1A:5
state bankruptcy plotted by General Assembly 6/1/1B:7
State government operations study needed 2/11/1B:5
state police politics ordered ended 1/21/1A:3
teachers are asked to support formula pay bill 3/16/4A:4
tours Faubus home 7/7/1A:4
veto of appointments bill over ridden 3/8/1A:6
veto of nursing home bill over ridden 3/29/1A:3
veto of nursing home bill will not be over ridden by Senate 3/11/9A:1
veto of party label, write-in votes over ridden 3/28/1A:3
veto of teacher bonus explained 2/2/1A:6
veto of teachers bonus bill criticized by House 2/8/4A:4
veto of teachers bonus planned 2/1/1A:3
veto of teacher bonus (2nd) promised 2/3/14A:4
veto of turnback funds for cities too late, says attorney general 3/1/1A:7
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
veto of turnback funds
increase for cities promised
2/8/1A:3
veto override on removal of
gravel from White River fails
in House 2/23/12A:5
vetoes bills on final day
4/21/2A:1
vetoes bills on income tax
reduction, turnback funds
for cities 2/28/10B:4
vetoes board seats for
legislators 4/15/3A:6
vetoes 5 minor bills
3/17/2B:1
vetoes four bills
3/11/5A:7
vetoes Helena bridge fee
removal 3/1/2A:1
vetoes nursing home bill,
House overrides 3/10/1A:2
vetoes second teacher bonus
bill 2/7/1B:2
Vietnam policy of LBJ attacked
9/17/13A:1
views sought by poverty panel
in Congress 6/27/5A:1
see also
Citizens Advisory Committee
Winrock Farms
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
APPOINTMENTS
Adams, Harvel C. named Bank
Commissioner 2/16/11A:1
Athletic, War Memorial Stadium
commissioners named 4/19/1B:6
Babbit heads livestock agency
1/12/1B:7

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
APPOINTMENTS
bill requiring Senate approval
of all nominees defeated
in House 2/25/6A:1
Blaylock, Len named assistant
state welfare commissioner
2/9/4A:5
Burton named executive
secretary 1/8/1A:3
Collins, Dotson named labor
commissioner 5/18/1B:3
Dairy Commission members
named 3/31/1B:2
Davis appointment denial
will be discussed by
commission 7/2/1A:6
Davis held not eligible for
ASP post 7/1/1A:5
Davis, Lynn A. named to head
state police 6/28/1B:8
Downie named to Public
Service Commission
2/18/1A:3
Fennell replaces Hardy in
insurance post 2/9/1B:2
Game and Fish Commission
appointee is Neal Johnson
10/31/4A:1
Haley named for penitentiary
board 1/19/1A:4
Harkey, John N. named
insurance commissioner
1/31/1B:6
Hough, Cass S. named to AIDC
2/16/11A:1
insurance advisory board
named 5/9/1B:8
Jermstad, Glen Lynch heads
OEO 1/17/1B:3
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP - APPOINTMENTS

Kegeles heads state purchasing 1/13/18:5
Larey named Commissioner of Revenues 1/25/18:5
McCollum named to G&F Commission 7/6/3A:2
McKinney, Fred D. named to head ESD 1/31/18:5
Mental Retardation advisory committee dismissed, new members named 10/23/2A:5
Mental Retardation Committee to be merged with another 10/24/4A:2
Murton, Thomas O. named head of Tucker Prison Farm 2/14/1A:5
nine appointments confirmed by Senate at last moment 4/2/20A:1
Payton, Ann nomination rejected by Senate 1/27/1A:4
Payton, Ann nomination should be re-submitted, AAUW says 1/31/5A:1
Price, Townsend, and Binder confirmed 2/28/108:8
Rensch, Edward Jr. named state health planning head 8/27/3A:5
revenue collectors are replaced 1/7/2A:7
Senate confirmation of Faubus appointees scored 1/12/1A:6
Senate confirmation of Faubus appointees was result of misunderstanding 1/15/5A:5

ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP - APPOINTMENTS

Senate confirms 15 nominations 2/21/14A:2
Senate confirms 6 appointments 3/11/9A:5
Senate receives 13 nominees 1/24/1A:5
Smigh, Don S. named Securities chief 5/19/18:6
Sorenson appointment invalid, attorney general rules 11/14/3A:2
Sorenson decision should be reviewed by Purcell, governor says 11/16/1B:8
Stafford angered by replacement of revenue official at Marianna 1/12/18:2
Talburt, Everett heads office of Civil Defense 3/2/3A:1
Taylor, D. Fred named to police commission 5/25/18:5
Thomasson deal made, then broken, Lookadoo says 2/15/1A:4
Thomasson, Jerry K. named to Public Service Comm. 2/10/1A:4
Thomasson, Jerry K. would be confirmed if WR would make deal with Senator 2/14/3A:6
Thomasson named to Assessment post 6/13/3A:3
Thomasson, Jerry K. see also Public Service Commission Welfare jobs lost by 2 Faubus appointees 2/2/18:4
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
APPOINTMENTS
Welchel named coordinator of public safety
4/8/7A:1
Williams, Austine named to Cosmetology Board
1/28/10A:3
Wilson heads Arkansas National Guard 1/7/5A:4
Wilson, R.E. III named to University of Arkansas board 2/28/18:2
see also
General Assembly, 1967 - Senate
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
bill would prohibit political campaigning by state employees 1/25/1A:5
inaugural address pledges reform 1/11/1A:8
inaugural address praised by most legislators 1/11/4A:7
minimum wage bill 2/10/5A:3
minimum wage bill praised by Becker 2/12/4C:7
political campaigning by state employees bill defeated in Senate 2/2/1A:5
reveals plans for modest reform legislation 1/5/1B:7
several administration bills introduced 2/23/3A:7
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP
PHILANTHROPY
gift of $50,000 to College of Ozarks 1/7/5A:8
ROCKEFELLER, WINTHROP -
PHILANTHROPY
gift of $100,000 to two colleges 1/5/1B:6
grant to SCA saves Teacher Corps 6/20/1B:6
Ouachita Nursing School offered 25,000 on matching basis 4/17/7A:1
salary may not be tax deductible if given to State Hospital 3/21/3A:1
ROGERS, ARKANSAS
historic town 8/13/4E:1
ROHMER RELOCATION CENTER
see
Japanese-American Relocation
ROMANIA
see also
Great Decisions
ROMNEY, GEORGE
brings unofficial campaign to Arkansas 4/30/1A:2
RURAL RENEWAL
Little River County is show case 5/7/3E
RUSSIA
viewed by U.S. students 10/23/4E:1
Worthan arrest see
Worthan, Buel
Suslov may be key figure in party 1/29/1E:3
RUSSIA - HISTORY
Easter in Czarist period recalled 3/26/4E:1
revolution shook world 50 years ago 2/26/4E:1
SCOPE
see Special Committee on Public Education
SCREL see South Central Region Educational Laboratory
SEFOR see Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor
SAFETY, HIGHWAY see Highway Safety
ST. FRANCIS COUNTY woman county judge puts county on sound financial basis 1/9/11A:1
ST. JOHN'S SEMINARY closing announced 7/13/7A:3
college division closes 5/31/16A:1
history reviewed 9/17/4E:1
Student Peace Union formed 2/2/1B:2
ST. VINCENT INFIRMARY control may be given to laymen 10/20/14A:3
SALINE COUNTY
withdraws from Metroplan 12/30/2A:4
SANFORD, TERRY
desegregation can hurt schools if done poorly 10/12/16C:1
finds Robert Kennedy "impetuous" 10/12/16C:1
speech to Governor's Conference on Education 10/13/1B:7

SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL see Artificial Satellites
SCHOLA CANTORIUM see University of Arkansas
SCHOLARSHIPS
Rhodes Scholarship awarded to William J. Clinton of Hot Springs 12/18/2A:7
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
Arkansas Rural Endowment Funds helps state youth get college education 5/21/1C:1
National Merit names 151 semifinalists in state 9/28/13A:7
National Merit scholars named 5/4/20A:1
Student Loan Guarantee Foundation set up 4/1/8B:8
SCHOOL FINANCE
aid distribution plan bad, ALC told 7/29/1A:2
educators pledge to develop plan to handle aid formula 9/24/3A:1
Ford urges Rockefeller not to reopen issue of teacher pay raises 8/4/5A:1
problems seen in new system for school aid 8/1/18B:6
Title I funds are cut 10 per cent 10/12/18B:4
SCHOOL LAWS - ARKANSAS
districts cannot levy tax on basis of paidout bonds, attorney general rules 11/8/1B:4
SCHOOL LAWS - ARKANSAS

marriage is no reason for suspending students, attorney general rules 9/15/1B:3
unwed mothers can attend school, says attorney general 4/14/1B:4
see also Vaccination

SCHOOLS

Belleville superintendent disputes Rozzell request for funds cutback 3/1/11A:3
Calico Rock dispute is power struggle, AEA says 9/1/1B:2
Calico Rock patrons file second suit to oust superintendent 9/22/28A:3
Calico Rock school head sues for $600,000 12/5/11A:4
classrooms total 17,990 in state 1/29/4A:3
Conway eliminates fees 1/15/14A:6
Cotter seeks annexation to Mtn. Home 8/30/2A:4
enumeration bill signed by governor 2/18/8B:8
enumeration may be every 5 years under bill passed by legislature 2/10/5A:1
federal aid available to 50% of Arkansas students 1/26/14A:1
fees cancelation bill pleases Ford 2/12/19A:1
fees would end under Ledbetter bill 2/4/3A:3

SCHOOLS

free lunch program credited for school gains 11/26/13A:1
Granite Mountain teacher corps help overcome learning problems 4/23/3A:2
kindergarten bill before legislature 1/17/8A:1
Little Rock annexation of Pulaski Rural would be costly 3/30/1B:7
Little Rock ban of religious practices creates controversy 2/24/5A:1
Little Rock board considers policy on religion in schools 3/30/1B:6
Little Rock board meets in private 3/7/10A:1
Little Rock board member defends Oregon report 7/8/3A:1
Little Rock board policy on religion in schools is adopted 3/31/1B:5
Little Rock bond issue proposed by Parsons and Coates 7/28/1A:2
Little Rock education park and consolidation would not mix well 6/14/5A:1
Little Rock history and art program enriched by exhibits 4/23/5E:2
Little Rock lunch program cut back leaves children hungry, SCOPE says 1/19/1A:2
Little Rock lunch program dispute flares again 3/1/1B:3
SCHOOLS
Little Rock lunch program will feed hungry pupils 1/20/21A:2
Little Rock names Negro personnel director 2/8/1A:3
Little Rock needs education park, report shows 6/13/4A:2
Little Rock parents wary of Oregon report 6/21/1A:4
Little Rock pays superintendent $26,000 1/14/2A:1
Little Rock report envisions bold program 6/11/1A:4
Little Rock schools should be larger and fewer, report says 6/4/1A:6
Little Rock Supt. opposes Oregon plan 7/13/1A:3
Little Rock superintendent says Oregon Report would have been his plan 8/1/2A:7
Little Rock superintendent seems inconsistent on Oregon report 7/23/5A:1
Little Rock teachers and pupils ready for integration, report says 6/12/3A:1
Little Rock's Oregon report studies by SCOPE 6/24/5A:4
Mablevale destroyed by fire believed set by vandals 2/5/1A:3
McNeil dismisses 5 teachers, probe called for 5/28/6A:1
Magnolia seeks school plaza study 6/1/1B:5

SCHOOLS
North Little Rock board dominated by anti-tax members 4/2/16A:1
North Little Rock defeats right wingers 4/16/10A:1
North Little Rock develops elementary library program 1/23/3A:2
North Little Rock gets year of grace from NCA 4/10/1A:2
North Little Rock may lose NCA rating 2/12/18A:1
one-room school is dying 6/25/4E:1
one-room schools decrease to 4 in state 5/3/4A:2
overcrowding could be helped by 12-4 organization plan 3/19/13A:3
Ozark Academy at Gentry fills special need 10/23/5E:2
Palestine district lunch program criticized 4/22/12A:1
Pine Bluff refuses admittance to long-hair youths 8/30/18:3
Pine Bluff students cannot find lawyer for defense of long hair 8/31/18:4
private school aid bill opposed by SCOPE 2/3/5A:5
private school aid bill withdrawn 2/16/5A:3
private school aid sought in House bill 1/31/14A:3
Pulaski County asks annexation to Little Rock 3/29/1A:5
SCHOOLS
Pulaski County debates
Dunn's tenure 1/12/4A:4
Pulaski County merger plans
approved by state board
4/25/1B:7
Pulaski County merger plans
discussed 2/3/5A:1
Pulaski County ousts Dunn as
superintendent 4/21/1A:3
Pulaski County probe by AEA
welcome, Chandler says
12/23/5A:1
Salem experimental project
awaits funding 3/8/4A:4
Sebastian County seeks
merger of small schools
1/8/3C:5
Springdale enrollment likely
to double in 10 years
11/26/7A:1
statistics on enrollment,
expenditures, salaries, etc.
1967 12/31/5A:4
Sylvan Hills Junior High
segregates by sex
9/10/5C:5
Trinity Episcopal establishes
junior high 2/5/15A:1
volunteer aide program at
Little Rock 5/11/16B:1
White Hall sanctions by AEA
removed 3/15/1B:5
see also
Arkansas State Department
of Education
Education
Desegregation
Teachers
Election Law
Elections

SCIENCE AND RELIGION
see
Evolution
Religion
SCOUTS AND SCOUTING
see
Boy Scouts of America
SCRETON, JERRY J.
see
Democratic Party (Arkansas)
SEALS (NUMISMATICS)
Arkansas seal is corrected by
Rockefeller 2/21/1A:2
SEARCY COUNTY
county judge indicted by
grand jury 10/21/7A:7
county judge reinstated
pending trial 10/24/1B:2
SECURITIES
Burch, Inc. closes
10/25/11A:5
Continental Securities did
nothing illegal,
Rockefeller says 8/25/1B:8
Continental Securities sale
of stock ordered halted
8/24/1A:2
women most often victimized
by peddlers of bad stock
8/28/7A:2
SELECTIVE SERVICE, MILITARY
see
Military Service, Compulsory
SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM
see
Military Service, Compulsory
SENATORS - U.S.
see
Congressional Delegation -
Arkansas
SENATORS - U.S.
see Congressional Delegation - Arkansas
SENSES AND SENSATION
device developed to compensate for loss of sensory nerves 11/24/12A:1
SERVICEMARKS
see Trademarks and Servicemarks
SESQUICENTENNIAL, ARKANSAS
committee named to plan celebration 11/15/1B:5
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH
Ozark Academy fill special need 10/23/5E:2
SEXUAL ETHICS
sex outside marriage not necessarily bad, speaker tells U of A group 12/8/5A:1
see also Prostitution
SHARP COUNTY
consolidated county seat is ready for use 9/10/4E:1
SHARP FAMILY
Izard County pioneers 1/15/4E:1
SHIPPING
hearing opens for licenses to run barges 2/7/5A:4
17 barge lines seek to operate on Arkansas River 2/8/1B:4
SIGNS AND SIGNALS
see Advertising
SLANDER (LAW)
see Libel and Slander
SLUMS
see Housing
SMITH, GERALD L.K.
see also Elna N. Smith Foundation
SMOG
see Air Pollution
SMOKING
Americans smoke at all-time high despite warning 3/12/7A:1
law on minors will be enforced 8/29/1B:2
shock device made by Little Rock man may help break habit 7/30/4A:2
tension, taste, odor cited as reason for appeal to teen-agers 12/2/9A:1
SOCIAL CUSTOMS
see Manners and Customs
SOCIAL SECURITY
see Insurance, Unemployment
SOCALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
SCREL believes early aid to poor is best help 11/24/20A:1
SONG WRITING
see Composition (music)
SOPORIFICS
see Narcotics
SORENSON, JOHN H.
see Tuberculosis Hospitals
SOUTH CENTRAL REGION
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY
grant of 600,000 dollars
received 3/4/5A:4
SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE
state convention may accept
college in a year
8/23/7A:3
SOUTHERN REGIONAL REPUBLICAN
WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
see
Republican Party (National)
SOUTHERN STATE COLLEGE
President gets 19,000 dollars
salary 2/9/1B:6
record enrollment 10/11/1B:7
SOUTHWEST EXPERIMENTAL FAST
OXIDE REACTOR
manager says reactor free
of danger to public
8/2/1B8:5
reactor installed 7/28/1B:6
SPACE, OUTER
two authoritative views
10/1/1E:1 10/1/4E:1
SPACE, EXPLORATION
Russia may be first to moon
3/12/4E:1
SPACE VEHICLES
see
Artificial Satellites
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
EDUCATION
annual meeting elects
officers 1/19/1B:6
see also
Schools
SPECULATION
see
Securities
SPIDERS
research at University of
Arkansas shows spiders kill
insect pests 4/16/10A:6
SPIRITUALISM
Pike seance transcript
9/29/12A:1
SPORTS
see
Athletics
SPRINGDALE LABOR CAMP
see
Labor and Laboring Classes
SPRINGS
Ozark Plateau has many valuable
springs 1/8/4E:1
SPUTNIKS
see
Artificial Satellites
SQUIRRELS
life history 11/26/5E:2
STAGE
see
Actors and Actresses
Theater
STALIN, IOSIF
see also
Stalin, Svetlana losifova
STALIN, JOSEPH
see
Stalin, losif
STALINA, SVETLANA IOSIFOVA
Beria brings feelings of hate
9/11/1A:4
Beria could make Stalin kill
9/13/1A:4
Beria lived as a traitor
9/15/1A:4
Kapler urged to go away
9/19/1A:4
STALINA, SVETLANA IOSIFOVA
nurse put meaning into life 9/22/1A:4
second marriage displeases Stalin 9/20/1A:4
Stalin refused to help son 9/18/1A:4
Stalin's death described 9/10/1A:4
Stalin's love and anger described 9/17/1A:4
Stalin's purges swallowed her mother's relatives 9/12/1A:4
suicide of mother 9/14/1A:4
Vasily was a hopeless alcoholic 9/21/1A:4
STAMPS, TRADING
see Trading Stamps
STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY
has no discretion about issuing permits to qualified pharmacists, supreme court rules 12/19/1B:7
STATE COLLEGE OF ARKANSAS
AAUP censure continued 5/2/1B:3
ROTC program planned 11/28/2A:1
university status will be sought in 1969 1/20/1B:4
see also Arkansas State Teachers College Nurses and Nursing Public Opinion

STATE EMPLOYEES
see Employees, State

STATE FINANCE
agencies told to expect 90 percent of appropriation 6/27/1B:2
budget director says taxes will top 184 million 6/17/3A:1
deficit looms unless state adjusts, governor says 12/13/1A:4
deficit of 4.41 million forecast by end of biennium 12/16/1A:6
governor's emergency funds should be rescinded and placed in use, Brandon says 12/17/28A:1
money short, Hogan blames fat tax year 8/25/3A:1
November drop in income tax above forecast 11/30/1B:6
November general revenues top 13.4 million 12/1/1B:2
State Treasurer says she may dip into securities 10/13/1B:2
see also Budget - Arkansas Industry and State Governmental Efficiency Study Commission

STATE FUNDS
see also Budget - Arkansas State Finance
STOCKS
see Securities
STORMS
see Tornadoes
STRIKES
labor parade supports Ottenheimer strike 7/14/20A:1
Ottenheimer picketing ordered stopped 6/23/1A:3
Ottenheimer worker's homes bombed 7/27/1B:3
Pine Bluff municipal workers strike 6/4/1B:1
Reynolds Metals struck at Hurricane Creek 8/22/1B:2
Reynolds strike ends 9/15/13A:1
Rockefeller displeased about failure to end Ottenheimer strike 9/6/12B:1
STUDENT AID
see Scholarships and Loans
STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
see Students, Interchange of
STUDENT PEACE UNION
see St. John's Seminary
STUDENTS, INTERCHANGE OF
Mexican students spend six weeks in Little Rock 10/29/4E:1
STURGIS, MAC
named manager of Capitol rental property 3/25/5A:3
SUFFRAGE
group organized to seek lower voter age in Arkansas 9/21/10B:6
SUNDAY LEGISLATION
Little Rock blue law upheld by state Supreme Court 3/7/1B:7
SURPLUS PROPERTY
see Purchasing Department
SWINDLE CHILD CUSTODY CASE
see Child Custody
SWING MUSIC
see Jazz Music
SYPHILIS
see Venereal Diseases
TAX-SHARING
see
Federal and State Relations

TAXATION

taxes take 2½ hours of each
day's labor 4/18/9A:1

TAXATION - INCOME
see
Income Tax

TAXATION, FEDERAL

total collections in
Arkansas 1957-1966
(by year) 8/22/18:4
see also
Internal Revenue Service

TAXATION, MUNICIPAL
vehicle tax must be approved
by voters, attorney general
rules 9/6/16A:1

TAXATION, PROPERTY
assessments short in 4
counties, aid endangered
12/30/11A:2
Howard County ratio below
required level, restoration
sought 6/1/14A:5
ratios for each county
12/30/2A:3
ratios in counties as
certified 8/1/1B:7
ratios in four counties
corrected 8/2/1B:8

TAXATION, STATE

bill calls for deduction of
federal taxes on state
returns 1/13/1A:3
cut in spending may be
result of over-estimates
1/19/1A:2

deduction up to 25 dollars for
political contributions now
law 2/10/2A:5
diesel fuel users win suit
over tax formula
10/24/1B:7
exemption on electric lines
upheld by supreme court
11/21/1B:7
exemption of sales tax on
machinery used in
manufacturing call for in
bill 2/10/11A:3
federal tax credit bill in
General Assembly defeated
1/27/19A:1
federal tax credit bills in
General Assembly 1/26/5A:4
increased deductions bill
passes legislature
2/23/4A:4
increased deductions bill
should be signed, says
AFL-CIO 2/26/16A:7
increased deductions bill
vetoed 2/28/10B:4
refunds in Arkansas average
21,000 3/16/1B:2
sales tax collection hits
new high 2/11B:4
tax collections decline in
March 4/1/2A:2
use tax may not be collected
on drilling rig, court
rules 5/30/1B:7
withholding exemption on low
wage earners passes House
2/2/5A:1
TAXATION, STATE
see also
State Finance
TEACHERS
Arkansas above national average in number having BA degree 7/12/1B:7
Arkansas Teacher of the Year is Loretta Roberts 11/21/5A:7
bonus bill in General Assembly 1/24/8A:1
bonus bill passes House 1/26/5A:1
bonus bill veto accepted by AEA 2/9/1A:5
bonus bill veto protested by teacher groups 2/2/4A:6 2/4/3A:4
bonus bill sent to governor 1/28/10A:1
bonus bill veto between Rockefeller and teachers, Rozzell says 2/2/4A:4
bonus bill veto criticized by House resolution 2/8/4A:4
bonus bill veto may be overridden by Senate 2/2/4A:1
bonus bill veto planned by Governor 2/1/1A:3
bonus bill probably will not be overridden 2/3/1A:2
bonus bill vetoed by governor 2/2/1A:6
bonus bill (2nd) passes House 2/3/14A:4
bonus bill (2nd) vetoed by governor 2/7/1B:2

TEACHERS
bonus bill calling for equal pay raises called unfair to Negroes 2/10/11A:2
salary bill calling for equal pay raises opposed by AREA 1/24/2A:1
salary bill calling for 500 dollars per year increase passes Senate 3/4/6A:1
salary bill in House branded bad by Ford 1/21/3A:1
salary formula bill defeated in House 3/2/4A:1
salary formula bill passes Senate 3/3/4A:1
salary increase bills clear House 2/28/3A:1
TEACHERS

salary increase of flat
500.00 favored by group
at AEA meet 3/19/1A:5
salary raise bill calling
for 500.00 per teacher
signed by governor
3/11/5A:7
salary raise guaranteed by
Senate act 3/29/1A:3
salary raise not guaranteed
by Stabilization Act, but
governor says raise assured
3/31/1A:3
salary raise plan compromise
bill sent back to committee
2/16/5A:1
salary raise plan compromise
proposed in House 2/4/1A:2
salary raises average $604
in 1967 12/24/9A:3
salary raises will be made
as promised, Rockefeller
says 2/24/19A:1
salary statistics as
reported by NEA 1/1/3A:7
shortage in state 8/29/1B:8
tenure bill amended twice
in Senate 2/15/4A:1
tenure bill battle not over,
AEA official says 3/12/4A:3
tenure bill blocked after
passage seemed assured
3/10/20B:2
tenure bill blocked in
Senate 3/11/1A:5
tenure bill defeated in
Senate 2/3/8A:7
tenure bill in General
Assembly 1/26/5A:3

TEACHERS

tenure bill passes House
2/1/4A:1
tenure bill passes Senate
2/22/1B:7
tenure bill was approved by
Rockefeller, Carter says
2/2/8B:7
total number of classroom
teachers is 17,638
12/24/9A:3
veto of bonus bill may be
resolved by resolution
favoring granting bonus
2/5/4A:1
see also
Education
Employees, State
School Finance
Schools
TEBBETTS HOUSE (FAYETTEVILLE)
may be saved by historical
society 4/16/5E:2
Rebsamen offers 20,000 dollars
to fund 4/21/1B:6
TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Telfast files antitrust suit
1/27/1~:8
see also
Progress Report
TELEVISION IN EDUCATION
Catholic High School has
closed circuit system
10/16/5A:1
lack of funds keeps KCON
off network 11/5/18A:6
Maryland schools prove value
of closed-circuit system
1/29/18A:1
see also
Television Stations
TELEVISION POLLS
see Public Opinion

TELEVISION STATIONS
KETS play protested by Mena ministers 2/17/18

TENEMENT HOUSES
see Housing

TEXARKANA
see also Model Cities

TEXTBOOKS
see also Book Prices Education

THATCHER, H. K.
promoter of Ouachita River navigation 4/16/3C

THEATER
"Hello Dolly" includes Little Rock's Sally Riggs 12/13/1B 4
Little Rock 1967 schedule 8/27/9E
see also Actors and Actresses Arkansas Art Center Opera Passion Play

THOMASSON, JERRY K.
Senate described as "sorry Outfit" 2/15/4A

TIME, DAYLIGHT SAVING
see Daylight Saving Time

TITAN MISSILE SILO FIRE
see U.S. - Air Force

TITAN MISSILES
see U.S. - Air Force

TOBACCO HABIT
see Smoking

TORNADOES
 Ft. Smith, Hope, Cleburne County hit 12/22/1A
 Hot Springs hit 3/6/1A

TOURS
Dogwood Drive set 4/2/5E

TOYS
flammable dolls sold in state 1/7/1A
see also Arkansas Arts Center - Exhibits

TRADE SCHOOLS
Arkansas Pines expansion completed 3/26/16
Arkansas Valley beauty course opposed by Ozark beauty shops 9/12/4A
Delta Vocational at Marked Tree dedicated 8/25/1A
increased funds will be sought 12/12/8A
Petit Jean filled to capacity 9/24/1C
praised by University of California report 11/19/23
report says schools may be teaching useless skills 8/5/3A

TRADE UNIONS
AFL-CIO seeks larger role in congressional races 12/5/1B
COPE leader says Democrats in trouble 10/26/1B
disappointed with governor, Becker says 12/22/1B
Rockefeller promise was implicit Becker says 10/29/2A
TRADE UNIONS
Rockefeller remark was stupid, Fulbright says 10/29/3A:1
Rockefeller says he owes labor nothing 10/28/2A:7
state AFL-CIO favors civil rights for state employees, Negroes 6/11/4A:1
see also Strikes

TRADEMARK AND SERVICEMARK
bill protects service businesses 2/12/1C:6
new law provides strong protection 4/30/1C:1

TRADING STAMPS
bill to abolish use in Arkansas before General Assembly 1/13/1B:5
bill to abolish use in Arkansas defeated 2/2/17A:1
bill to regulate will be withdrawn 2/5/1C:2
Bryan asks Purcell opinion on bills 1/29/4C:7
cash credit bill defeated 2/15/1A:5
customers prefer store offering them 2/5/1C:1
hearing on bill gets mixed reaction 1/25/1B:2
legislature can regulate, attorney general says 2/17/4A:4

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
see also Highway Safety

TRAINING SCHOOLS
ALC endorses single board, desegregation 10/21/7A:3
chiefs disagree on type of law needed after integration 12/9/3A:7
combined board for all schools favored by ALC committee 9/24/22A:1
see also
Arkansas Boys Training School
Arkansas Girls Training School
Desegregation

TRANSPLANTS, KIDNEY
see Kidneys

TRANSPORTATION
Camden port gets first use 1/11/1B:4
Twin City Transit at Little Rock makes progress 1/8/12A:1

TREES
Paulownia is beautiful tree which grows in state 4/23/5E:2

TRUCKING
no objections filed on length increase of truck-trailers 2/15/4A:5
truck-trailer length increase bill passes Senate 2/18/10A:1
truck-trailer length increase bill stirs furor 2/8/4A:7

TRUMAN, HARRY S.
83rd birthday celebration 5/7/1E:1
TUBERCULOSIS
control study report expected
to be ignored at capitol
2/9/1A:2
general hospital treatment
claims disputed by
sanatorium board 12/12/15A:2
general hospital treatment
would save money, experiment
shows 10/26/2A:1
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
bill to close McRae passes
House 2/7/4A:5
Harvard professor says
sanatoriums outdated
2/3/6B:4
McRae property transferred to
children's colony 3/4/6A:5

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
merger of state hospitals at
Booneville proposed in House
1/27/19A:4
merger of state facilities
only months away 5/28/40:1
Senate votes to move McRae
patients 2/11/10A:3
Sorenson believes sanatorium
should be closed
12/16/3A:4
TUCKER PRISON FARM
see
Arkansas State Prison
TYSON, JOHN W.
dies with wife in car-
train wreck 1/16/1A:4
U.S. ARMED FORCES
Arkansas National Guard
reorganization plan approved
11/22/4A:4
million GI's greet New Year
abroad 12/31/1D:1
U.S. ARMY - CORPS OF ENGINEERS
first woman ranger hired
5/30/1B:4
U.S. - APPROPRIATIONS AND
EXPENDITURES
Arkansas utilizes nearly all
available federal funds
12/3/28A:1
U.S. - CONGRESS
see
Congressional Delegation -
Arkansas
U.S. - ATTORNEY GENERAL
Clark endorses gun registration
in talk at Hendrix
5/3/1B:7
U.S. - HISTORY - REVOLUTION
(1775 - 1783)
see also
War
U.S. - HISTORY - WAR OF 1812
(1812 - 1814)
see also
War
U.S. - HISTORY - MEXICAN WAR
(1846 - 1848)
see also
War
U.S. - HISTORY - INDIAN WARS
(1860 - 1898)
see also
War
U.S. - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR
(1861 - 1865)
Shiloh Battle included Arkansas
men 4/9/5E:2
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U.S. - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR (1861 - 1865) 
see also War

U.S. - HISTORY - SPANISH AMERICAN WAR (1898 - 1902) 
see also War

U.S. - HISTORY - WORLD WAR I (1917 - 1918) 
see also War

U.S. - HISTORY - KOREAN CONFLICT (1950 - 1955) 
see also War

U.S. - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
average allowable deduction 1/25/5A:1
challenge of expenses could pay off 1/26/7A:5
child support claim usually credited to ex-wife 2/1/7A:1
common errors in filing returns 1/24/7A:4
Florida Brothers offer to settle income tax case accepted 9/13/2A:6
Florida Brothers settlement gains approval of federal court 11/11/10A:1
hints on saving on tax bill 1/23/14A:1
increase in value of bonds is taxable 2/2/5B:7
Medicare, special diet are deductible 1/30/18A:1
mishap and disaster losses may be deductible 1/31/9A:6

U.S. - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
tax law changes explained 2/3/16A:1
tool carriers can deduct travel expense 1/27/21A:1
U.S. - JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
decide tough problems in "tank" 1/15/1E:1

U.S. - MAIL 
see Postal Service

U.S. - NAVY 
Arkansans help man Coral Sea 6/18/4E:1
nuclear ships can go anywhere 4/9/4E:1

U.S. - PUBLIC WORKS 
see Public Works

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE 
see Language, Universal

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 
AAUP censure will probably be lifted, spokesman says 5/14/5A:4
AAUP censure continued 5/2/18:3
A. D. gives views of students and faculty 5/7/4A:1
Anderson named dean of Arts and Sciences 4/13/18:6
atomic researchers monitor and study China tests 12/11/12B:1
board meets privately before voting 4/29/7A:3
Cammack House has a new future 11/12/4E:1
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
College of Business Administration hires businessman-in-residence
12/3/1C:7
Denman named Dean of Student Affairs 3/24/19A:2
desegregation of dorm rooms called for 1/6/1B:8
desegregation of dorm rooms planned 2/14/4A:4
Distinguished Alumni Awards 4/19/1B:2
Engineering Hall of Fame honors three 3/9/16A:1
enrollment (spring) is a new record 3/1/1B:6
enrollment statistics 10/5/1B:2
expansion of campus planned 3/4/9A:4
Fayetteville businessmen pledge funds for land 11/23/20A:1
fee increase for medical school, correspondence courses approved 9/30/5A:5
female engineering student describes lonely life 10/29/14C:7
Graduate School of Social Work names dean 5/14/16C:1
hippies observe Gentle Thursday 5/3/1B:4
literary festival grant received 11/29/1B:4
LRU merger proposal see Little Rock University
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
move to Little Rock denial not satisfactory to Taylor 10/6/1B:2
move to Little Rock denied by Raney 10/5/5A:3
NCA confidential report published by student newspaper 4/25/1B:4
Preview adviser says issue strikes at heart of school 10/29/10A:1
Preview backers (1,400) sign petitions 10/27/1A:4
Preview censorship by auditor hit by governor 10/24/1A:2
Preview controversy hurts Image, Yo's tell U. of A. 11/1/4A:1
Preview controversy noted by AAUP 10/18/14B:6
Preview court suit was planned, student says 11/23/1B:4
Preview demonstrators assured that Mullins is working on problem 10/24/1A:2
Preview poems cited by Jones as reason for not printing 10/17/1A:4
Preview printing still held up 10/14/1A:2
Preview protest includes "read-in" 10/22/3A:6 10/23/3A:4
Preview publication plans announced by Mullins 10/29/1A:2
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

- Preview row reviewed by Mullins, but no plan for solution 10/20/2:A:1
- Preview solution called victory for censors 10/30/1A:2
- Schola Cantorium goes to Expo 67 7/2/4E:1
- Schola Cantorium performs at Washington Cathedral 6/11/10A:3
- Union leader blasts refusal to deduct fees 10/24/5A:4
- See also Nurses and Nursing

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MEDICAL CENTER

- Chair for respiratory diseases to be sponsored by TB association 9/3/14A:6
- Child Study Center will be built 7/22/7A:6
- Employee claims dismissal because of membership in association 6/16/7A:3

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MEDICAL CENTER

- Employee offered reinstatement 6/21/9A:1

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MEDICAL CENTER. SCHOOL OF DENTAL HYGIENE

- Dean named, opening of school set 9/2/7A:3

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MUSEUM

- Greer collection of Indian artifacts given to museum 4/20/1B:3

UPWARD BOUND

- Art works show needs of children of poverty 1/13/1B:3

URBAN RENEWAL

- See City Planning

USE TAX

- See Taxation, State

USURY

- See Interest and Usury
VISTA
see Poverty
VACATIONS
see Recreation
VACCINATION
bill in House withdrawn for study 1/27/3A:7
bill passes House 2/8/7A:3
change in law may be sought 5/18/1B:5
Cude claims school rejects three children not vaccinated 9/6/12B:2
five vaccines required of all students, attorney general says 5/16/1B:2
health officer's advice opposes Purcell opinion 5/17/1A:4
section of act on cough shot invalid, attorney general rules 6/20/1B:4
vaccines in short supply, result of new school law 9/3/5A:6
VAN DALSEM, PAUL
attending legislative session 1/15/16A:2
VENDING MACHINES
Hot Springs firm makes slug rejectors 8/27/1C:1
VENERAL DISEASE
syphilis cases show decline in state 10/10/1B:8
VETERANS
see American Legion
Veterans Administration Hospital
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITALS
research center at Little Rock is largest in nation 1/15/3A:1
VIETNAMESE WAR, 1957-
Ho Chi Minh travels a perilous road 5/7/1E:1
Little Rock soldier, Robert Webber, watches Viet Cong emerge from Cambodia 2/27/1A:6
map 12/31/8A:1
Marines describe war as "rough" 9/3/10:1
Monticello chaplain holds service in tunnel 3/23/1B:3
milestones on road to Vietnam War 7/9/1E:1
North Vietnam prepares for a long war 12/3/1E:1
peace feelers chronology 11/5/1E:1
South Vietnamese lack will, efficiency 9/17/1E:1
Tonkin Resolution chronology 9/3/6A:1
typical day described 10/15/1E:1
see also
Great Decisions
VIETNAMESE WAR, 1957-
DEMORATIONS, PROTESTS, ETC.
Fayetteville group holds silent vigil 2/9/1B:6
religious leader at Little Rock says U.S. policy betrays heritage 2/10/5A:7

120
VIETNAMESE WAR, 1957-
DEMONSTRATIONS, PROTESTS, ETC.
religious leaders at Little Rock end fast 2/11/3A:6
religious leaders at Little Rock fast 2/9/1A:6
silent vigil at Federal Building 2/25/3A:2
Southern Mountains Walk for Peace 2/28/7A:4
state clergymen start antiwar drive 2/23/1A:4
Vietnam policy questions ad in U. of A. paper 3/9/1B:3
vigil at federal building in Little Rock continues 4/15/8A:3
VISION
see Blind
VI-KING CORPORATION
see Insurance Companies
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
report to Ozarka says state job training unsatisfactory 9/3/2A:8
shopmobile proposed by Rockefeller 2/7/1B:2
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Arkansas ranks 3rd in nation in number aided 8/23/1B:4
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
see Trade Schools
VOICE OF AMERICA
keeps the world posted on U.S. 9/24/1E:1

VOTER REGISTRATION
approval of ballot and petition titles for vote asked 4/8/2A:7
approval of ballot and petition titles granted 4/15/9A:3
Croxton criticizes efforts to void party label law 4/10/11A:1
DFA says Rockefeller conceived try to repeal label law 4/29/12A:1
label law will be on ballot 7/11/1B:8
law should be amended to provide for independents, Rule says 4/16/3A:8
legal resident defined by attorney general 4/22/2A:7
less stringent residency law recommended 2/17/18:5
party designation bill vetoed by governor 3/11/5A:7
party designation has strong support in General Assembly 1/17/8A:5
party label petition plans outlined 4/26/18:2
party labels may be listed in first primary 5/4/18:8
party preference law referendum has Rockefeller support 4/7/26A:4
party preference law repeal may be sought by GOP 4/6/13B:1
VOTER REGISTRATION
petitions filed to nullify party label 6/27/18:4
totals, by county 6/21/18:2

VOTING MACHINES
move started to remove party levers 1/22/19A:1
removal of party levers approved by House 1/25/19A:3
Rockefeller not opposed to punch cards 2/15/19B:6
WADLEY, JOHN K.
philanthropy is a way of life 11/19/4A:1

WAGES
office help pay rises in Little Rock 9/17/1C:2
see also Minimum wage

WALLACE, GEORGE A.
campaign plans worry both parties 5/21/1E:1
performance at Hot Springs analyzed 6/27/7A:1
tells Hot Springs audience he will carry Arkansas in presidential race 6/25/1A:2
wins presidential preference poll conducted by KATV 11/7/2A:3

WALLACE, LURLEEN
feature article 2/19/4E:1 4/2/5E:3

WALTher, Glen F.
see Public Service Commission

WAR
toll of U.S. wars from Revolution through Korean Conflict 12/20/88B:3

WARD, Lee
announces candidacy for Congressional seat 12/17/1A:4
farm platform worked up 11/7/78B:1

WARREN COMMISSION

WATER
cheap supply in Arkansas, governor tells national group 9/27/1A:3
Little Rock shortage predicted by 2010 8/8/18B:2
Mack, Leslie E. developing long-range management plan for state 10/15/1C:3
use by Arkansas residents shows gain 2/19/3C:3
water resource management is concern of Arkansas 6/25/4C:1
see also Pollution

WATER RESOURCES
other states will divert Arkansas water, legislature is told 2/3/1B:6

WATER SUPPLY
small towns may get dams through SCS 8/25/18B:6

WATER SUPPLY - FLUORIDATION
Pine Bluff city council approves fluoridation 12/19/5A:2
Pine Bluff considers fluoridation 12/17/13A:1

WATER TRANSPORTATION
see Shipping

WATERWAYS COMMISSION
error in preparation of bill makes commission inoperative 10/26/1B:2

WEATHER
control is now possible 10/29/14C:3
WEATHER FORECASTS
weather bureau table tells amateurs how to make short term forecasts 12/27/IB:2

WEDDINGS
see
Marriage

WELFARE, PUBLIC
see
Public Welfare

WELFARE DEPARTMENT
see
Public Welfare Department

WESLEY FOUNDATION
see
Methodist Church

WESTARK JUNIOR COLLEGE
President Vines dies 11/15/12:4

WESTMORELAND, WILLIAM C.
directs U.S. forces in Vietnam 4/23/IE:1

WHETSTONE
see
Mines and Mineral Resources

WHITBECK, FRANK
scores high cost of political campaigns 1/6/10A:1

WHITE RIVER
development hearings set 12/3/1C:1
plan drawn up for developing basin 11/26/1C:3
see also
Wolf Bayou Dam (Proposed)

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
new management area set up in Johnson County 6/25/16C:2
see also
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission

WILLIAMS, PAUL X.
brings experience to federal judge post 6/24/3A:1

WILSON, WINSTON P.
obituary 8/16/1A:4

WINDER, RAY
obituary 7/15/1A:2

WINROCK FARMS
Santa Gertrudis sale nets 140,000 5/14/4A:3

WIRGES, GENE
affirmation of term called for by attorney general 4/8/3A:5
appeals cost of prosecution in dropped charges 5/10/20A:1
claims errors in trial for perjury 5/2/1B:2
cleared of Conway County charges 1/24/1B:2
court costs not his responsibility, state supreme court rules 10/3/1B:6
perjury charges dismissed by state supreme court 6/6/1B:7
review of legal troubles 6/11/21A:1

WOLF BAYOU DAM (PROPOSED)
Guion group opposed, but majority favors dam at hearing 12/6/1B:2

WOMEN
ladies in Arkansas General Assembly are hard workers 1/29/5E:1

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION COMMISSION
victim's claim for orthopedic shoes denied, state Supreme Court agrees 10/31/1B:2
WORLD LANGUAGE

see

Language, Universal

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945

Bataan horrors recalled by survivors 3/26/5A:1
Dutch Harbor 2/5/4E:1
war fever gripped nation 50 years ago 4/2/1E:1

WORTHAM, BUEL

arrival in Little Rock expected this week 4/3/2A:4
arrives in New York 4/2/1A:2
bail funds pouring in 1/6/3A:4
bail funds raised by North Little Rock businessmen 1/7/3A:1
bail funds sought at North Little Rock 1/5/10A:1
bail money deposited in Leningrad bank 1/8/12A:7
fined and freed by Russians 3/12/1A:3
gets Russian exit visa 3/21/18:4

WORTHAM, BUEL

Gilmour says release will be soon 1/1/2A:6
hopes to sell memoirs to repay money raised by home town 4/6/1A:2
lawyer is hopeful of release on bail 1/10/1B:3
leaves iron curtain 3/22/8A:2
phones mother, tells her not to come to Russia 1/16/2A:1
released on bail 1/15/1A:2
spirits are high, Gilmour says 1/4/18:2
trial is called example of fair rules, rough judges 1/1/6A:5
trial was a circus, journalist says 3/23/16A:1
trip to Russia was "spur of the moment" idea 4/4/1A:2

WRITERS

see

Authors
YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUBS
attack on Catlett, "Info"
headed off by Hight
12/17/2A:1
Hale says Mills, Fulbright
seek to control
4/14/5A:1
Hight wins presidency
4/17/1A:3
Kennedy, Edward M. asked to
address state group
8/20/20A:2
tists good prospects for
gubernatorial race
11/29/1A:5

YOUNG DEMOCRATS CLUBS
presidency sought by Hale,
Hight 4/7/1B:6
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Little Rock (history)
1/1/4D:1
YOUNG REPUBLICANS CLUBS
officers elected 4/17/1A:3
YUGOSLAVIA
see
Great Decisions
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

king cobra bought by Little Rock 5/25/4A:7